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I have drawn together this anthology of my earlier works on the possible role of “market 
discipline” in ensuring financial stability in the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). My first 
paper was published by Salomon Brothers in 1989 during the Maastricht Treaty negotiations 
and the final paper in the series was published in 1993.  

My central point was that public debts denominated in a currency that a government 
could not order to be “printed” – the euro – had a fundamentally different credit quality 
than paper money that could be printed at will – in extremis. That different quality should 
be reflected properly in the newly developed system of risk weigh�ngs for banks holding 
public debt as a core asset. This argument was seen as an `inconvenient truth’ at the �me, 
and the Basel Commitee on Banking Standards (BCBS) con�nues to obfuscate on this 
point - despite my submission to its consulta�on in 2019.

The European Union is engaged - yet again – in a debate about “fiscal rules” intended to 
prevent an unsustainable build-up of public debts that might threaten the integrity of the 
common currency – the euro. The debate seems to just be a con�nua�on of the arguments 
in the run-up to agreement on the Maastricht Treaty when the concept of “market 
discipline” was rejected in favour of “rules” to be enforced by finance ministers.  

In the ensuing decades, ministers have never enforced these rules – un�l the financial 
markets (ac�ng as so-called `bond market vigilantes’ ) refused to fund what financial market 
par�cipants regarded as unsustainable debts in several EU states.  In response, Euro area 
states were forced to create the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and the European 
Central Bank (ECB) had to create a series of new facili�es that approached the very edge of 
Treaty prohibi�ons on `bail outs’ and `monetary financing’.  

Remarkably, the new proposals for fiscal rules target “net expenditure” that excludes debt 
interest on the basis that it is not directly controllable by the Member State. However, market 
analysts are perfectly capable of plugging in actual/feared interest rates into their models of 
public debts – just as they did in 2010/12 – and drawing unpleasant conclusions about 
sustainability as debts are rolled over at higher spreads. Such calcula�ons will quickly re-
awaken discussions of the `doom loop’ between the leading banks in a state holding 
excessive quan��es of their home government’s then-unsustainable debts. 

Italy’s blocking of revision to the ESM Treaty and Germany’s unwillingness to complete the 
European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS) illustrate that risks to financial stability remain 
significant – if merely latent.  

****** 
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Through budgetary
rules...

Or market
discipline?

Three necessary
nditions

1992 And Beyond
Market Discipline CAN Work In The EC Monetary Union
By
Graham Bishop
Dirk Damrau
Michelle Miller

In June 1988, the European Council "confirmed the objective of progressive
realisation of economic and monetary union." The Delors Committee was
appointed to propose "concrete stages leading towards this union." In purely
economic terms, there are probably two principal requirements for such a
union to be credible and permanent:
• Fiscal prudence - to guard against inflation; and
• Internal balance - to prevent weaker countries from becoming impoverished.

The Delors Committee's Report On Economic And Monetary Union in the
European Community, published in April 1989, stresses the need for the
coordination of fiscal and budgetary policy to achieve "internal balance."
To achieve fiscal prudence, it proposes to set binding budgetary rules, to
exclude monetary financing and put limits on external borrowing. In its
choice of tactics, the Committee specifically took the view that - as a
major alternative policy - market forces could not be relied upon to
provide the necessary discipline to prevent the development of budgetary
excesses.

On the contrary, market forces have exerted powerful disciplinary pressures
- when given the freedom to do so. This study explores the factors that
enable - and are technically necessary for - the markets to sense the need
for discipline and then to exert it progressively. We define this disci.pline as,
initially, a widening of the differential in the price of the debt of the
deteriorating debtor compared with the European average. Further down
the road, there is the inevitable, ultimate sanction of market discipline: the
markets may no longer be willing to provide credit at any reasonable price.

Three conditions must be satisfied in order for market discipline to work
properly as markets fulfill their natural function:

• Capital must be able to move freely;
• Full information must be available on the creditworthiness, and the
debts, of the borrower; and
• The markets must be convinced that there is no possibility of a bail-out
- that there are no formal or implicit guarantees that obligations will be
met.

Whether governments choose to pay attention to the market's message -
and whether they do so at an early or a late stage - remains their own
sovereign political decision. In principle, this decision corresponds to their
willingness to abide by the overall budgetary controls suggested in the
Delors Committee Report - the only difference is the source of the
disciplinary pressure.
Market discipline can readily provide the flexibility to respond to changed
circumstances - and the certain and final sanction of rejection from the
credit markets. But can "detailed binding budgetary rules" offer the same
combination of flexibility and certainty of ultimate sanction - and what is
their final sanction?

4-- --------
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"Tight" unions with
budget control, not
market discipline

Lessons From Other Monetary Unions

The European Community (EC) has barely, if at all, started to construct a
federal system of government, and it would be premature to conclude that
there is any broad political consensus to "build a nation." Indeed, many
people oppose this concept and it may not even be appropriate for Europe.
The Delors Committee Report states that, "even after attaining economic
and monetary union, the Community would continue to consist of
individual nations with differing economic, social, cultural and political
characteris~ics." Monetary union is not a new concept, so other examples
should be analysed to identify their objectives, the methods used to achieve
those objectives and the problems.

The history of monetary unions suggests that the desire to build a nation
has been a critical factor in determining the extent of central Government
assistance in a financial crisis. A key reason for the emergency assistance
has been pinpointed as the belief that the union's international credit
standing would be damaged, with a corresponding impact on its ability to
borrow or refinance debt abroad. This factor may have been a real
constraint for a developing nation looking to attract capital. However, the
mature States of the European Community are, if anything, in the opposite
position. Over the past 30 years, the Community's members have only run
significant collective current account deficits during each of the two "oil
shock" years. Thus, there is no aggregate Community need to import
capital. The absence of this requirement will have a vital bearing on the
design of European monetary union, because it is not necessary to attract
risk-averse and volatile foreign investors. Instead, it is sufficient merely to
avoid frightening domestic investors to the point where they feel obliged to
protect themselves by exporting their capital.

It is instructive to look at the mechanisms that have evolved in other
monetary unions, such as Australia, West Germany and Canada. Australia
and West Germany are "tight" federal systems, where the central
Government exerts such a degree of fiscal control that credit distinctions
between the constituent states are almost nonexistent: this is, in fact, the
precise intention of these systems.

Canada, on the other hand, has a much "looser" federal system, where
individual credit ratings exert considerable market discipline on the
provinces. In contrast to Australia and West Germany, the Canadian
system sets out to apply a measure of market discipline - and has
succeeded. Interestingly, Canada unites this market discipline with a
successful and wide-ranging system of monetary transfers to the provinces
- without this being seen as an implicit guarantee of provinces' budgetary
deficits.

Australia
The Australian central or Commonwealth Government, through a Loan
Council system functioning since 1933 (and a dominant role in revenue
collection assumed during World War II and not acceded back to the
States since that time), has obtained de facto control over the fiscal policies
of each of the six States. Differences in the States' borrowing terms in the
domestic market are determined more by liquidity and technical

. considerations than by any marked distinction in fiscal policies or
budgetary priorities. Both American rating agencies (Moody's and
Standard and Poor's) have recognised that Commonwealth Government
fiscal control and explicit budgetary support are more important than
differences in State fiscal policies and have assigned ratings to all of the
States, borrowing authorities and State-owned enterprises that are identical
to those of the Commonwealth (Aa2/ AA). This is discussed further in
Appendix I (see page 8).
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"Loose" unions with
rket discipline

Binding budgetary
rules can be
circumvented

West Germany
The Federal Republic of Germany represents a strong commitment to
federation, primarily because of provisions in the 1949 Basic Law aimed at
achieving homogeneous living standards throughout the Republic and
allocating responsibility for "financial and economic harmony" on a
nationwide scale to the Federal Government. The Federal Government
supervises a fiscal equalisation system that attempts to provide all citizens
with a roughly uniform standard of public services. More importantly, it
exerts significant control over the budgetary policies of the 11 States, or
Lander, through a Fiscal Planning Council that attempts to coordinate
overall fiscal policy in carrying out the stable growth mandate of the
Federal Government. Moreover, the Lander are permitted to borrow only
for investment purposes, and the Federal Government can impose ceilings
and rules regarding terms, conditions and timing for borrowings by all
levels of Government if national economic balance is disturbed by such
activities. This is discussed further in Appendix I (see page 8).

The monetary unions represented by the federal systems in Canada and the
United States are much looser fiscally and politically and thus more
market-oriented than those in Australia or West Germany. The Federal
Government in the United States has historically taken a benign role in
regional development, and there is no concerted effort to reduce economic
disparities among the 50 States.
Canada
Canada's vast geography but small population has caused the Canadian
Federal Government to become deeply involved in alleviating regional
inequalities and contributing to economic development in remote or
economically depressed areas. Nevertheless, Canada's implicit credit
support for its provinces is much more subtle than Australia's or that of the
Federal Republic of Germany, falling far short of either control over fiscal
policy or a guarantee of creditworthiness. The domestic provincial bond
market in Canada does "rank" the provinces according to typical credit
measurements: laxity or tightness of fiscal policy, economic dynamism and
political commitment to budgetary stabilisation. A similar "ranking" of the
provinces exists in the other international markets in which they borrow
(primarily the Yankee and Eurobond markets).
Provincial concern about the ratings of the two Canadian agencies and the
two US agencies (and thus the cost of servicing debt), and a spate of
provincial downgrades by these agencies between 1980 and 1987, is
undoubtedly one of the reasons why almost all of the provinces have
reduced their budgetary deficits in the past three years. The Canadian
monetary union, because it combines significant economic support with
only an extremely vague "guarantee" of fiscal support, is probably the best
existing example of a monetary union in which market sanctions work well
against the constituent members. This is discussed further in Appendix I
(see page 9).

Applying the Lessons

The New York City debt crisis of 1975 provided a classic example of the
problems of a monetary union. Probably the most powerful lesson is that a
determined administration could circumvent any prudent constitutional
arrangements. In this case, the legislative "check" of the superior body -
New York State - failed entirely, because New York State systematically
permitted its checks to be avoided by abuses of borrowing powers.
Moreover, New York State had little moral standing to enforce these
checks, because its own finances were parlous - also due to budgetary
excesses.
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Conditions
necessary jor market
discipline

Free movement oj
capital

Looking at the growth of European "pork barrel" politics - perhaps
exemplified by the EC's Common Agricultural Policy - there can be little
confidence that late-night, budget cooperation deals would not fall into the
same trap. That would be the precise moment when "vital national interests"
were at stake and could easily warrant a threat to leave the union. The EC's
proposed "binding budgetary rules" could well be vulnerable under these
circumstances. How can these rules be enforced? What is the ultimate
sanction that corresponds to the financial markets' undoubted ability to cut
off new supplies of credit?
New York City, for example, succeeded in circumventing the rules and chose
to ignore the ever-rising interest rate signals from the market. Having
ignored this stage of the market's discipline, the City's fiscal imprudence was
finally brought to a halt by the brutal discipline of total rejection, rather
than the application of any budgetary rules. This is discussed further in
Appendix 11(see page 14).

This example of the failure of constitutional rules to prevent budgetary
excesses raises two issues. First, how can the EC impose rules? What will
the sanctions be? Second, how can the rules be specified in a manner that
takes proper account of the variation of conditions both between Member
States and over time? There must be a risk that the rules will be too easily
circumvented by creative accounting or, alternatively, too rigid and
therefore arbitrary.

If binding budgetary rules are one end of the spectrum of possible policies,
then strict market discipline is the other end. This will require lenders to be
explicitly clear that the donors of financial support will not pay more than
they have already willingly agreed. As monetary financing is precluded by
the proposed fact of monetary union, Member States will have to borrow
from the financial markets - principally those that intermediate the pool
of all Community savings. We believe that the financial markets can
provide the "check" of market discipline if the agreed "balance," such as
revenue transfer, is exceeded. The ultimate check will be a complete
withdrawal of new credit supplies.

In summary, there are three obvious conditions that must be satisfied for
market discipline to work properly.

First, savers must not be legally coerced into lending money to a particular
state. This coercion may be the effective result of exchange controls or 1..1/

perhaps controls on the investment of assets, which are no longer necessary
for proper, prudential regulation. The historic agreement in June 1988 to
end exchange controls within the EC was the key step forward in achieving
this goal.

Second, to make an informed judgement, savers must be fully informed
about creditworthiness, including the debts of the state in question.
Although much of the obvious data is already published by the European
Commission, probably very few investors are aware of this fact. However,
in many states, much government finance is transacted through private
placements, where maturity and interest rate sensitivity are not necessarily
published. Full data on the maturity structure of all of the debt servicing
obligations likely to be faced by a government, even under the worst
circumstances, are essential if the markets are to form a proper judgement
of the risks.
The critical problems are likely to arise in the very areas that are not
obvious, for example, entities or corporations that are owned by, or
associated with, the public sector. Should their debts be included? What
about "moral obligations?" Binding budgetary rules will inevitably
encourage creative accounting. A review of the New York City debt crisis of
1975 provides a lesson on creative public finance. It might be appropriate
to categorise the types of public sector debtors. Member States should then
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be required to report those institutions that fall within those categories and
provide timely and continuing details of their debts and servicing
obligations on the basis of standardised accounting. Correspondingly, the
European Commission should be required to collate and publish these
reports. (A thorough clarification of the exact standing of many debtors is
already necessary to manage the risk-weighting system that will be imposed
on banks by the EC's Solvency Ratio Directive.)

The third and single most critical condition - that a fiscally imprudent
state will not be bailed out by the Community - should probably be
incorporated in an amendment to the Treaty of Rome itself. Such an
amendment could well include specific measures to eliminate the possibility
of formal guarantees or other powers to ensure the solvency and liquidity
of Member States.
Subsidiary legislation should spell out the requirements necessary to make
Member States' overall indebtedness transparent to investors, including
standardised accounting. It should also set minimum prudential standards
of debt management (the corollary to those that the Member States have
just imposed on their banking system by setting minimum capital
standards). It may be necessary to prohibit the European System of Central
Banks from purchasing public sector debt, which would negate the market's
discipline. Prudent debt management can ensure that this disciplinary
process becomes progressively tougher only over many years.
This subsidiary legislation should be subject to majority voting, so that any
moves against abuses cannot be blocked by the abuser. Correspondingly, it
would be extraordinary if a blocking minority could not be mustered to
prevent any significant weakening.
The intention of such tactics is to put the financial markets on notice that
there can be no formal guarantee of any Member State by the others.
Theoretically, such a treaty amendment could be reversed, but the financial
markets would be aware of the difficulties and lengthy timescale for
unanimous agreement and ratification. In the event that a Member State
reached financial crisis, such a process would be too lengthy and uncertain
to give investors any comfort that they would be paid on time. Thus, any
real signs of impending crisis would induce a flight by investors sufficient to
send a clear and visible signal of the price of that State's debt.

(If the cause of the financial crisis were not fiscal imprudence, but some
major national disaster, for example, then there are already mechanisms
available that the other Member States could use to volunteer extra
assistance during the adjustment.)
Even if the market is convinced that there are no explicit and formal
guarantees, or other methods of ensuring that obligations are met, how can
it be convinced that there are no implicit guarantees? Resource transfers are
important in gluing a monetary union together and maintaining internal
balance. The difficulty is in achieving the balance between first, supporting
the poorer constituents sufficiently to make credible their continued
membership of the union, and second, effectively offering an implicit
guarantee. The Canadian system provides a fascinating example of how far-

. reaching transfers of resources can be combined with a considerable
measure of market discipline.
If these three conditions are met, then it seems inconceivable that the
financial markets would fail to observe the signs of progressive financial
deterioration and charge an appropriate premium for extra loans. Indeed,
markets already make credit distinctions between the EC States when they
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Gradual application
of market discipline

Prudent debt
management

Prevent the central
bank from negating
market signals

Diversified financial
assets

borrow outside their domestic currency. These States are extremely
sensitive about the terms on which they borrow, precisely because it is a
reflection of their creditworthiness. This is discussed further in Appendix
III (see page 18).

The United States has provided a lesson in the perils of even starting down
the "bail-out" road. Moral obligations can become a serious budgetary
item, as shown by the bail-out of the thrift industry. At a cost to the public
of well over $150 billion, the bail-out in effect protects all depositors - not
merely those who are formally insured. The European Community should
learn this lesson thoroughly.

Building in the Safeguards

Given the sudden and drastic withdrawal of new credit supplies from New
York City in 1975 and the less developed countries (LDC) after 1982, there
may be concern that the disciplining process could be too abrupt. Indeed,
the Delors Committee Report specifically raised this issue. European
monetary union must be designed to exert discipline in a progressive l.L...--
manner: first, a steady increase in the relative price of debt, and then -
only after a lengthy period - a withdrawal of new supplies of credit at any
reasonable price.

A key feature of the New York City and LDC crises was the combination of
floating interest rates and very short debt maturities. While both types of
debt have their place in a debt portfolio, strict prudential guidelines for
debt management could create the necessary buffer. This could provide a
reasonable number of years for the problem to be recognised by the
markets, accepted by the government and electors and for an adjustment
programme to be formulated and implemented. There could be provision
for a minimum average life of a Member State's debt of at least five years
(New York City recovered in six years - although greatly assisted by the
effects of a period of double-digit inflation). Thus, any difficulty in selling
new debt would compound progressively over several years - correspondingly
exerting a cumulative increase in the severity of the discipline. At this stage,
it would be important to prevent the growing liquidity crisis from being
unintentionally escalated by the effect of floating interest rates rising
sharply. Therefore, there should be a prudently low limit on the proportio! v
of the floating-rate debt. U/

It would be critical that the central bank - the European System of
Central Banks - was not obliged, or persuaded, to negate the markets'
signals by purchasing the debt of the deteriorating country. The quantity of
money in the economy can readily be controlled by purchases of private
sector securities - as the West German Bundesbank, for example, does
with its "repurchase agreements."

In a nation state, there may be merit in requiring the financial system to
hold large volumes of "safe" assets - government obligations. In a crisis,
the central bank will control the interest rate on the risk-free asset by
providing liquidity to the system through purchases of these assets. This
will convert the crisis from that of rising interest rates into one of a falling
currency, but will preserve the solvency of the domestic financial system.
Moreover, the government has the power to ensure that these obligations
are met - by printing more money, if necessary. Naturally, this only solves
the very short-run problem.
However, in a monetary union, the opposite asset policy is appropriate.
The central bank must not offset the market's signals by purchases of
public debt, nor may the government print more money to meet its
obligations.
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Therefore, the "safe asset policy" will no longer be one of concentrating on
domestic government obligations. Prudence will then dictate that the
financial system should diversify its asset holdings widely among the
various public and commercial entities, because none have the power to
stave off default by creating more money. Instead, the only safe assets are
those that are the liabilities of prudently financed and managed entities.
A diversified asset portfolio will ensure that the financial system is not
overexposed to any single state. The banks will then be able to resist
pressure for additional loans and, correspondingly, the EC as a whole will
not have to contemplate a bail-out to protect the solvency of the financial
system of Europe.

We believe that a monetary union can be developed in modern Europe. The
fear of losing national sovereignty is widespread and is exacerbated by
proposals for "binding budgetary rules." Such rules may be useful for other
purposes, but are not necessary for attaining monetary union. So, if the
objective is limited solely to a desire for such union, rather than nation
building, then the lessons from other unions point a way forward, based on
the economic freedoms that are an explicit objective of the Treaty of Rome.
We believe that free movement of capital can induce the fiscal prudence
that is one of the two principal conditions for achieving a credible and
permanent monetary union.
The second condition is internal balance. In Appendix IV (see page 23), we
analyse the resource transfers already planned by the EC. Specifically, the
doubling of the "structural funds" agreed at the 1988 Brussels Summit was
a clear, intentional step towards evening out regional disparities by
providing significant assistance to less developed areas. These resources, if
properly utilised, have the potential to ignite a boom that will produce a
more rapid growth in prosperity than anything seen in the past 20 years. If
such a boom were to occur, it seems unlikely that the creditworthiness of
any Member State would be questioned on grounds of relative poverty or
desire to leave the union. Accordingly, we believe the EC is well on the way
to passing a key test of its ability to operate a monetary union. However,
policy must not be steered so far to the other side of the narrow channel
that market discipline is undermined by equating large resource transfers
with an implicit guarantee.
An historic prize is within Europe's grasp.
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No individual credit
ratings

Revenue
distribution

Australia
The Australian Commonwealth provides a close parallel with the monetary
union envisaged in the Delors Committee Report, in which a central authority
heavily influences constituent fiscal policies.
Under the Financial Agreement of 1927, the Commonwealth Government
is empowered to borrow on behalf of the six States and, during the annual
Conference of State Premiers, State Governments have to submit their
borrowing plans to a Loan Council dominated by the Commonwealth
Government. In 1936, a gentleman's agreement expanded the Loan Council's
authority to impose limits on semi-government and local authority
borrowings as well. In the early 1980s, each State established a borrowing
authority that was not technically subject to Loan Council limits or
included through the gentleman's agreement. To bring the increasingly
important borrowing authorities under the auspices of the Loan Council,
the gentleman's agreement was cancelled in June 1984, and "global limits"
were imposed on all public sector borrowing by each State. International ~../J)
borrowing is further limited as a percentage (22% in 1989) of each State's
global limit. In exchange for global limits on their borrowing, the
Commonwealth Government has granted these authorities (and, thus, the
States) access to international capital markets that had previously been
closed to them.

The fiscal relationship between the federal constituents is so tight in this
monetary union that market forces do not distinguish between the States in
terms of individual State creditworthiness. Internationally, this is reflected
in the fact that all of the rated States have received the same ratings (Aa2j
AA) as the Commonwealth Government, and borrowing terms are
essentially the same. In the domestic market for State semi-public
(borrowing agency) securities, liquidity and technical structure are more
important than fiscal differences in determining borrowing terms. No State
has taken advantage of this situation by running a consistently large fiscal
deficit in comparison to other States. Moreover, it is doubtful that any
State could pursue such a policy with the firm control over State finances
exercised by the Commonwealth Government.

Australia's tight federal system, and the strong fiscal control exercised by '/J
the Commonwealth Government over the States, makes the Australian
system a poor model for a European monetary union in which market
discipline is to be exercised on budgetary balances.
West Germany
The Federal Republic of Germany consists of the Central Government (the
Bund) and 11 States (the Lander). The Federal Republic has a strong
commitment to federation, primarily because of provisions in the 1949
Basic Law aimed at achieving homogeneous living standards throughout
the Republic and allocating responsibility for "financial and economic
harmony" on a nationwide scale to the Federal Government. Economic and
financial unity stems from a constitutionally mandated system of tax
allocation and revenue redistribution (Finanzausgleich) designed to redress
economic imbalances among the Lander, as well as from the sharing of
financial burdens between the Central Government and the Lander.
Revenue distribution occurs in three ways: the distribution of taxation
authority and tax revenues between the Central Government and the
Lander; "vertical revenue equalisation," whereby the Central Government
contributes revenues to the Lander; and "horizontal revenue equalisation,"
whereby the Lander redistribute revenues among themselves. Other factors
contribute to the unity of the system, including investment grants made by
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Central fiscal
control

No credit
differentiation

Strong financial
linkages

the Central Government to economically weaker Uinder, the constitutional
requirement for the Central Government and the Uinder to coordinate
their expenditures to ensure overall economic balance, and the authority of
the Central Government to impose limits on borrowing by the Lander
under certain circumstances.

The Federal Government exerts significant control over the budgetary
policies of the Lander by means of a Fiscal Planning Council, which is an
attempt to coordinate overall fiscal policy in carrying out the stable growth
mandate of the Federal Government. Moreover, the Lander are permitted
to borrow only for investment purposes, and the Federal Government can
impose ceilings and rules regarding terms, conditions and timing for
borrowings by all levels of government, if national economic balance is
disturbed by such activities.

The Lander borrow in their own name, and the Federal Government is not
liable for their debts. However, the unique structure of the Federal
Republic provides the Lander with a level of credit safety very close to that
of the Federal Republic and without significant variation among them. The
fiscal relationship between the Central Government and the Lander is so
tight that market forces scarcely distinguish between the Lander.

Like Australia, the Federal Republic's strong fiscal control over the fiscal
policy of the Lander makes the West German system an equally poor model
for a European monetary union in which market discipline is exercised on
budgetary balances. The Federal Government's heavy hand in determining
the optimal level of borrowing for a balanced national economic policy,
and an extensive revenue transfer system, limits the market's need to
exercise discipline on Lander fiscal policies, even if Uinder deficits merited
such discipline.

Canada
Canada has a looser federal system than Australia or West Germany.
Canada's vast geography but small population has caused the Canadian
Federal Government to become deeply involved in alleviating regional
inequalities and contributing to economic development in remote or
economically depressed areas. Nevertheless, Canada's implicit credit
support for its ten provinces is much more subtle than Australia's or that of
the Federal Republic of Germany, falling far short of either control over
fiscal policy or a guarantee of creditworthiness. The Canadian provinces
are individually ranked by both the domestic provincial and the
international bond markets. Provincial concern about ratings (and thus the
cost of servicing debt) is undoubtedly one of the reasons why almost all of
the provinces have reduced their budgetary deficits in the past three years.
Thus, Canada provides a very interesting model for a monetary union in
which market discipline regulates budgetary balance.

Although the Canadian federal system is looser than the federal systems of
either Australia or West Germany, mechanisms have been implemented
that provide implicit Central Government support for the individual
provinces. These mechanisms should not be construed as reassurance that
the Canadian Federal Government can or will directly prevent a province
from pursuing misguided policies or that it formally guarantees payments
on provincial debt. There is no national review of state borrowing as exists
in Australia (although this has been seriously discussed in Canada), nor is
there a direct attempt to ensure the fiscal solvency of individual provinces
as with the West German financial equalisation system. Nevertheless, the
financial linkages between the Federal and provincial Governments provide
a series of buffers that constitute an important safety net against rapid
economic decline and fiscal deterioration at the provincial level. This safety
net is comprised of several specific linkages.
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The nation-building
role of the Federal
Government

Regional
development
progr'flmmes

Intergovernmental
revenue sharing

Comparable levels
of public services

The Canadian Government has felt the need to play a very active part in
economic development and regional policy to ensure Canada's
independence from the United States and its coherence as a nation.
Canada's enormous size and sparse population has necessitated strong
public sector leadership in transportation, communications, population
settlement and the utilisation of vast natural resources. Moreover, linguistic,
ethnic and geographical differences are natural centrifugal forces in
Canada, and the Federal Government historically has been the primary
impetus in countering these forces.

Efforts to compensate for regional disparities and provincial geography
were included in tIre original British North American Act in 1867. The 1982
Constitution reiterates the national commitment to regional development,
and the system of regional subsidisation and economic development
flourishes today. In 1987, regional development programmes were
decentralised: a Federal department became responsible for programmes in
Quebec and Ontario, and two new regional agencies were established - the
Western Diversification Programme (covering Saskatchewan, Alberta,
Manitoba, and British Columbia) and the Atlantic Canada Opportunities
Agency (involving Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, '..IJ)
and Nova Scotia) are currently responsible for disbursing Federal development
assistance within their respective regions.
Much of the Federal Government's current regional development assistance
is more subtle than that embodied in these specific initiatives. Tax rebates,
assistance to regionally-specific activities (such as wheat production,
petroleum extraction, forestry or fishing) and federally-funded megaprojects
are among the tools used by recent Canadian Governments to prevent a
widening of provincial economic disparities.
Through these economic assistance and development programmes, the
Federal Government helps to prevent any province from deteriorating
economically to the point where its creditworthiness could seriously be
questioned. There is no firm evidence that these specific programmes have
reduced economic disparities between provinces, and some continue to lag
in terms of economic growth and industrial development, but the Federal
Government has periodically ensured that this lag is not critical.

Canada maintains a sophisticated revenue-sharing arrangement between the
Federal and provincial levels of government. Since the 1930s, the Federal 'JJ
Government has transferred an increasing amount of its revenues to the I

provinces (although the rate of increase has slowed in the 1980s) so that
provincial governments can carry out the educational, health and social
welfare maintenance roles delegated to them by the Constitution. The
Federal Government uses a large share of the taxing power in Canada,
while the provinces have seen their constitutional duties increase with the
development of a modern welfare state. Transfer payments are an important
compromise between the fiscal power of the Federal Government and the
expanding public services burden of the provinces. Both of Canada's major
intergovernmental revenue-sharing schemes include strong equalisation
components.

The Constitution Act of 1982 commits the Federal Government to
"ensuring that provincial governments have sufficient revenues to provide
reasonably comparable levels of public services at reasonably comparable
levels of taxation." The formal system of equalisation has evolved since the
Rowell-Sirois Commission publicised its proposals for reforming Canada's
fiscal arrangements in 1941. The Commission asserted that a formal
equalisation grant system was required "to make it possible for every province
to provide, for its people, services of average Canadian standards and ... will
thus alleviate distress and shameful conditions which weaken national
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Unconditional
transfers

Stabilisation
programmes

unity and handicap many Canadians." The system that developed from
these recommendations is set forth in the Federal-Provincial Fiscal
Arrangements and Federal Post-Secondary Education and Health
Contributions Act of 1987.

Canada's system of intergovernmental revenue sharing has two
components: the first is conditional programmes that include the
Established Programmes Financing (EPF) transfers and cost-sharing
programmes such as the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP). The second
component is the system of unconditional transfers known as equalisation
and stabilisation payments programmes.

The EPF transfers are granted by the Federal Government on an equal per
capita basis to help defray the costs of national health and post-secondary
education programmes. A progressive national tax system applied to a
country with marked regional income disparities, coupled with the per
capita nature of these conditional grants to the provinces, has a strong
equalising impact. A second form of Federal transfer involves cost sharing.
Under the largest of these programmes, the Federal Government shares
50% of the cost of welfare assistance under the CAP.

Unlike the EPF and CAP transfers, equalisation payments are totally
unconditional transfers, explicitly aimed at narrowing differences in the
ability of provinces to provide public services. The payments are made from
the Federal treasury and so have no effect on the financial position of the
wealthy provinces. The poorer provinces, however, receive revenues from
the equalisation programme. The equalisation formula determines an
average level of fiscal capacity or average national tax capacity by
calculating the average of five representative provinces (currently British
Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatchewan). Provinces in
which fiscal capacity falls below the average level receive payments to align
them with the national standard.

While equalisation helps to stabilise the revenues of recipient provinces, a
separate stabilisation programme exists to compensate all provinces for an
unexpected decline in tax revenue. This programme is most likely to apply
to the western resource-dependent provinces, which could suffer from a
drop in resource-related revenue. The programme has been used only once
- for British Columbia in fiscal 1982-83. Nevertheless, it provides an
important safety net for those provinces, which are outside the scope of the
equalisation programme. Provinces often cite the stabilisation programme
as assurance to investors that provincial revenue will not fall below a
certain level, thereby affecting the province's ability to service debt.

Clearly, the Federal transfer arrangements provide an important source of
fiscal support for the less wealthy provinces. The Atlantic provinces in
particular rely heavily on fiscal transfer payments, with equalisation
providing between 30% (Newfoundland) and 21% (Nova Scotia) of total
revenue. The constitutional goal of enabling provinces to provide reasonably
comparable levels of public service is, to a large degree, met by the transfer
payment system. Most important, at least in terms of provincial credit
standing, the Federal Government's contribution to revenues in the poorer
provinces makes them decisively stronger fisc ally than they would be in the
absence of such Federal support.

During the early 1930s, before the current Federally supported revenue-
sharing arrangements had been legislated, the Federal Government rescued
at least three provinces that experienced financial difficulties. British
Columbia, Manitoba and Saskatchewan each received emergency Federal
assistance in the depths of the depression between 1933 and 1936, when
they were threatened with having to default on outstanding bonds. In at
least five cases, under both Conservative (up to November 1935) and
Liberal (after November 1935) leadership, the Federal Government granted
loans to these provinces to avert a liquidity crisis and to prevent default or
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The market still
sends clear signals

delayed payments to bondholders. Officials in both Governments during
this period emphasised their concern about the ramifications of provincial
delays or defaults on the ability of the Federal Government to borrow
internationally on favourable terms.

In only one instance did the Federal Government permit a province to
default. In 1936, an actively centralist Liberal Government demanded that a
province accept Federal supervision of its finances under a loan council
scheme, which would oversee provincial debt accumulation before the
province could receive-Federal funds. A devolutionist provincial
Government refused to accept this proviso, as did several other provinces
that received emergency loans. Despite possible national credit
ramifications of a provincial default, the Federal Government stood firm,
and the province defaulted on one bond issue. The province eventually
accepted Federal Government fiscal supervision and subsequently received
Federal loans; by 1945, all creditors had been fully compensated for all
principal and interest that had been suspended.
The current revenue-sharing system and economic support mechanisms
make such individual provincial financial crises highly implausible. , 0
Nonetheless, the experience of the 1930s illustrates that, even before the
development of the modern federal system in Canada, the Federal
Government provided direct support to ailing provinces. Although this
experience does not guarantee that the Federal Government will again
come to the financial assistance of a province, it is an important precedent
in determining the strength of Federal-provincial financial links and
assessing the likelihood of Federal emergency support.

Despite the strong financial linkages between the Canadian Federal
Government and the provinces, both the international and domestic debt
markets distinguish quite clearly between the credit quality of the ten
provinces and thus send clear messages on fiscal appropriateness to the
provincial governments. In the domestic provincial bond market, there is a
yield spread of up to 50 or 60 basis points between the stronger (fiscally and
economically) provinces and the weaker provinces. A spread gap of around
40 basis points exists between Ontario and the weaker provinces in the
United States. Yankee bond market.
Although the ratings spectrum among the provinces is overly wide
considering the implicit Federal Government support, both the .,j
international and domestic rating agencies assign significantly different
ratings to the various provinces. This reflects an informed, objective
judgement on the credit quality of the Canadian provinces based on
economic strength, budgetary deficits, overall debt levels and political
commitment to fiscal adjustment. Figure 1 summarises the diversity of the
ratings.

Figure 1. Credit Ratings of the Canadian Provinces
Canadian Bond

Province Moody's Standard & Poor's Rating Service

Alberta Aa1 AA+ AA
British Columbia Aa2 AA+ AA+
Manitoba A1 A+ AA-
New Brunswick A1 A+ A
Newfoundland Baa1 A- BBB

Nova Scotia A2 A- A-
Ontario Aaa AAA AAA
Prince Edward Island NR NR BBB+
Quebec Aa3 AA- AA
Saskatchewan A1 AA- AA-

Note: Moody's Investors Service and Standard & Poor's are New York-based rating agencies which rate the
provinces' International Issues. Canadian Bond Rating Service Is a Montreal-based agency that rates
the provinces' Canadian Issues.
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Between 1981 and 1986, all of the Canadian provinces saw their budgetary
deficits and debt increase significantly. The world recession of the early
1980s, the precipitous fall in the price of oil in 1985, weak world markets
for commodity exports, increasing debt servicing requirements, and pressure
on the Federal Government to reduce its own deficit and thus slow the
increase in transfer payments to the provinces were the major factors
contributing to fiscal pressure and mounting debt. The provincial
budgetary deficits reached an average of 12.4% of revenues in fiscal 1987.
The credit deterioration was most obvious in rating action during the
period. The ratings ·ofall nine provinces that borrow internationally were
lowered at least once between 1981 and 1987 - two provinces were
downgraded twice. This was a clear market signal that deteriorating
financial circumstances would result in more expensive borrowing terms.
Since 1987, virtually all of the provinces have reversed this downward fiscal
trend. The anticipated average budgetary deficit as a percentage of revenues
is expected to decline to 3.4% in fisca11990 (ending March 31, 1990) and
new borrowing by the provinces should be at the lowest level in almost a
decade. As a result of this improved performance, two provinces have had
their ratings raised since 1988 (none has been lowered). Additionally, in
June 1989, Standard & Poor's placed four provinces on a positive rating
outlook list (one had been upgraded a week earlier and the other four have
stable rating outlooks). Although a buoyant Canadian economy was the
primary contributor to vastly improved provincial fiscal performance, the
market sent clear signals through the pricing and ratings of provincial debt.
Despite strong linkages between the Canadian Federal Government and the
provinces, the market continues to distinguish among the provinces in
terms of fundamental credit quality. The lack of an explicit Federal
Government guarantee to come to the assistance of a financially distressed
province (i.e., only a vague commitment of support), has ensured that the
market continues to send signals on the appropriateness of provincial
budgetary policies.
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The lessons relevant
for EC monetary
union

Appendix 11: The 1975 New York Debt City Crisis

This section analyses one of the incidents often cited as an example of the
failure of market discipline: New York City's fiscal crisis of 1975 (a brief
history of events is given on page 16). This crisis involved specific factors
that seem unlikely to be present in the EC or can readily be avoided by
proper structuring of the monetary union of Europe.
The Delors Committee Report specifically refers, in paragraph 30, to the
risk that market forces will be too weak and slow or, alternatively, too
sudden and disruptive-: We believe that a study of this leading example
provides valuable lessons on how market discipline can be used as a
genuine and simpler alternative to binding budgetary rules.

• Probably the most powerful lesson is that a determined administration
could circumvent any prudent constitutional arrangements. In this case, the
"check" of the superior legislative body - New York State - failed entirely,
because New York State systematically permitted its checks to be avoided
by abuses of borrowing powers. Looking at the growth of European "pork
barrel" politics - perhaps exemplified by the EC's Common Agricultural' .u
Policy - there can be little confidence that late-night, budget cooperation
deals would not fall into the same trap. That would be the precise moment
when "vital national interests" were at stake and could easily warrant a
threat to leave the union.
• The speed and severity of the crisis, when it ultimately arrived, can be
traced directly to the progressive increase in the proportion of short-term
debt. This occurred partly because it was easier to avoid the statutory debt
limits with short-term debt, but also partly because of the fatal illusion that
it was "cheaper," due to the positive yield curve. This problem underlines
the need for stable debt servicing expenditure. Public policy should always
favour stability and the avoidance of a liquidity crisis, even at the cost of
higher, current interest costs. The nature of the debt portfolio should be
disclosed - fully and in a readily accessible and comprehensible form - so
that the markets can make a proper judgement.

• As New York City was part of a monetary union, it had no possibility of
escape through printing more money. Therefore, its default could not be
along an inflationary route - it had to threaten a formal failure to pay
obligations, when due. This put its financial system directly at risk, rather '
than indirectly via the problems of inflation. Although this risk did not
crystalise, there would have been even less of a reason for the central
authority of the political federation to contemplate the need for a bail-out if
its financial system had possessed a more widely-diversified portfolio of
assets.
New York City's fiscal crisis is particularly instructive, because it happened
to the public authority within which one of the world's most sophisticated
financial markets flourishes. Moreover, the higher legislative body was,
systematically and publicly, persuaded to override the constitutional checks
intended to prevent exactly this type of crisis. The persuasion was not
difficult, because that higher body was also in financial difficulties. The
EC's binding budgetary rules could well be as vulnerable.
How the Constitutional Checks and Balances Were Avoided

The roots of the problem go back to the 1960s. New York City's Charter
required a balanced budget (paragraph 1515). The crisis arose because of
abuses of both short- and long-term borrowing powers, as well as the use of
Public Benefit Corporations to avoid statutory debt limits. The operating
expense budget was to be balanced by setting the real estate tax (the major
revenue source) at the level necessary to achieve that balance, although
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The resultant debt
rtjolio

subject to a ceiling. There was a separate capital budget for capital projects
and borrowing was permitted - but subject to limits laid down by the
State of New York.

The State limited the maturity of debt to the "probable usefulness" of the
life of the project. The city sought, and obtained, numerous amendments to
this law; effectively, operating expenses were capitalised. Despite criticism
as early as 1966 about whether these were really capital projects, the
practice grew, and borrowing for current expenses rose from 4% of the
city's funds in 1965 to 53% in 1975.

Abuses of short-term borrowing centred on Revenue Anticipation Notes
(RANs), Tax Anticipation Notes (TANs) and Bond Anticipation Notes
(BANs). RANs were simple borrowings against tax revenue due to be paid
in the following budget year, but which accrued in the current year. In the
1965-75decade, RANs increased sixfold. This process failed to allow for
budgetted revenue that, for whatever reason, was never collected. This
problem became most acute with TANs, which were largely used to
anticipate real estate taxes. By 1975, US$380 million of TANs were
outstanding against taxes receivable of $502 million - per annual report.
However, the State auditors ultimately reckoned that revenues unlikely to
be collected amounted to $408 million of that total.

BANs were another significant misuse of short-term borrowing powers,
because they allowed temporary financing, for example, for the construction
period of a project, prior to "permanent" financing by a bond issue. By
continuously rolling over BANs, cheaper financing was provided due to the
positive yield curve and, helpfully, no principal had to be repaid.
Public Benefit Corporations (PBCs) were created by the State of New York
to run revenue-producing facilities, such as public utilities. Increasingly,
these PBCs began to finance non-revenue-producing activities, yet their
bonds were still held to be a "moral obligation" of the sponsoring authority.
A "full faith and credit" commitment was not previously necessary, because
the revenue stream would repay the bonds. These off-balance-sheet
commitments became large - New York State public authorities had $15
billion of "nonguaranteed" debt outstanding in 1977, versus only $3.7
billion of guaranteed debt.

Figure 2. City of New York Combined Debt Position, 1965-76 (Dollars in Billions)

1965 1970 1975 1976
Net City Funded Debt $3.9 $4.4 $6.8 $6.5
Net MAC Debt $3.5
Net Debt of PBCs $0.9

Subtotal $3.9 $4.4 $6.8 $10.9

Short-Term Debt 0.5 1.3 4.5 2.1

Total Net Debt $4.4 $5.7 $11.3 $13.0

Net Debt Per Capita $571 $716 $1,513 $1,753
Net Debt As Pet. Of

Personallneome 16.0% 15.0% 22.9% 25.0%

MAC Mutual Assistance Corporation. PBC Public Benefit Corporation.
Source: Annual Reports of the Comptroller.

In its 1981 rationale for the restoration of a credit rating to New York City,
Standard & Poor's noted that the city's reliance on long-term bond issues
to finance operating expenses had begun to weaken the market for its
bonds even in the late 1960s. As a result, BANs had become particularly
attractive, as they were also cheaper. The resulting build-up in short-term
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debt flooded the municipal market with New York City paper - which
accounted for perhaps 40% of total volume at the peak. When the market
would no longer buy city paper at any reasonable price, the scale of the
short-term liabilities inexorably led on to a liquidity crisis as they fell due in
enormous quantities and could not be rolled over. Figure 2 sets out the
rapid growth in total debt and its shortened maturity. It also illustrates the
role of Public Benefit Corporations - the total debt was nearly 10% higher
than was readily visible, because of the off-balance-sheet nature of their
debts.

Brief History of the Crisis

By 1974, creditworthiness problems were already apparent and the State of
New York set up the Stabilisation Reserve Corporation (SRC) to help raise
funds for New York City. Drastic budget cuts were proposed, including
heavy lay-offs of workers, but the credibility of these proposals was increasingl)
questioned.

Legality of SRC challenged, Urban Development Corporation
(of New York State) defaulted on the rollover of short-term
debt, souring market perceptions about New York-related
paper. Failure of TAN sale after it was found that the
pledged tax payments would not exist.

Short-term city notes offered for sale at yields close to
twice those offered by other municipalities; only 40% sold.

Standard & Poor's suspended its "A" rating, citing "New York
City's rapidly deteriorating ability to raise money in the
capital market... the possible inability or unwillingness of
the major underwriting banks to continue to purchase the
City's notes and bonds ..."

State of New York created Municipal Assistance Corporation
(MAC) with a "moral obligation" to repay its bonds. Specific
New York City tax revenues were pledged to MAC, which was
authorised to borrow up to $3 billion, principally to
refinance short-term city debt with long-term MAC bonds.

MAC bonds rated "A" and the largest-ever municipal financing
was attempted. Half was left with the underwriters, despite
yields 50% above comparable bonds.

Special audit by the State reveals that the city's
cumulative budget deficit was effectively understated
substantially. State of New York created Emergency Control
Board, MAC's borrowing authority raised to $5 billion - $2
billion needed to keep city afloat until November - the
crisis becomes acute.

President Ford reaffirmed his stand againsi a Federal
bail-out.

State of New York passed Moratorium Act to allow MAC to
offer bonds due in 1986 in exchange for bonds that had
matured in July - or the holders would face a three-year
principal moratorium and a reduced interest rate.

Thereafter, the immediate crisis eased. However, as the full magnitude of
the debts unfolded, MAC's borrowing powers were raised in 1978 and
again in 1980 to $10 billion (although $4 billion of this was "new money,"
rather than refinancing). Even then, the city's debt structure was still felt to
be too short - 50% of debt was due within five years and 75% within ten
years. The subsequent burst of double-digit inflation helped New York City
enormously by raising tax revenues relative to the debts. In March 1981,
Standard & Poor's restored a credit rating of BBB to New York City's
obligations, symbolising the end of the financial crisis.
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The impact on
financial markets

Despite the publicity and discussion about the potential implication of
default, our data reveal that the markets as a whole were little affected. The
interest on municipal bonds was tax-exempt and therefore always yielded
less than Treasury securities. Figure 4 sets out the long-run history of the
ratio of prime municipal yields as a percentage of pretax Treasury bond
yields. The rise in the ratio in the second half of 1974 suggests some
anticipation of the problem, but it still remained well below the peaks of
the beginning of the decade. Even within the municipal bond market, the
severe crisis of one of the largest issuers was recognised as a specific, rather
than general, prQblem. The spread between medium grade and prime long-
term municipal bonds averaged 40-50 basis points in 1974 and 60-70 basis
points in 1975, depending on maturity. Although this spread hovered
around 100 basis points at the height of the crisis, within a year it had
collapsed back to 20 basis points.

Figure 4.30-Year Prime Municipal Yields as a Percentage of Pretax Yields on 30-
Year Governments, 1970-76
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There was some fear that the banking system would be undermined by
default, because it held $7 billion of New York's $12 billion of securities.
The New York City banks held $2 billion of city securities and, for six of
the 12 banks, the holdings amounted to 70% of their equity. The Federal
Reserve Board emphasised its willingness to fulfill its role as lender of last
resort and no problems materialised.
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Secondary market
trading

Appendix Ill: The Existing Framework

Existing Jl1arket Differentiation

One of the questions raised by the debate over monetary union is whether
the international capital markets will differentiate between the constituent
parts of a monetary union. The Canadian provinces, where credit ratings
range from Aaa/ AAA to Baal / A- and where borrowing costs between the
strongest and weakest provinces diverge by about 40 basis points, provide a
go?d example o~this differentiation between credits within a monetary
UnIon.
While a European monetary union does not yet exist, it is interesting to
note the range of market discrimination that is currently exercised
regarding the external debt of the Member States of the European
Community. One must examine how and why these distinctions are drawn
to determine whether they would remain after the formation of a monetary
UnIon.

Evidence of market discrimination is found in the borrowing costs faced t
different borrowers. While factors such as maturity, size of an issue, its
structure and market conditions clearly contribute to the pricing of a new
bond issue, much of the price differentiation is related to the credit
fundamentals and credit rating of a country. Under current conditions, the
yield spread for a new fixed-rate bond issue might be 50-60 basis points -
for example, between Italy and Greece.

Another example of market differentiation is provided by bonds of
sovereign issuers trading in the secondary market. As shown in Figure 5, a
spread of nearly 40 basis points exists between one of the strongest
members of the European Community (the United Kingdom) and one of it!
weaker members (Portugal). Even allowing for liquidity and structural
factors, this is a significant credit differential.

Figure 5. Eurodollar Floating-Rate Note Market (Discount Margin Versus Six-Month
L1BOR, Mid-Market, at Oct 31,1989)

United Kingdoma
Republic of Italy
Credit Foncier (Gtd. France)
Kingdom of Belgium
Kingdom of Denmark
RENFE (Gtd. Spain)
Republic of Ireland
Republic of Portugal

(33)bp
(33)
(20)
(19)
(18)
(16)
(2.5)
5.5

The Eurodollar straight bond market provides another example of this
differentiation. A seven-year bond issued by the European Community
itself trades at 45 basis points, and a six-year bond issued by the Republic
of Italy at perhaps 50 basis points, over comparable US Treasuries.
Reflecting market differentiation, a comparable Kingdom of Denmark
issue trades in a substantially wider range, at 70 basis points over US
Treasuries.
Among other factors, market differentiation reflects the range of credit
ratings assigned to sovereign issuers. One or both of the two major rating
agencies, Moody's Investors Service and Standard & Poor's, have rated the
debt of all of the members of the European Community. These ratings
range from triple A to triple B, spanning the full investment grade spectrum
(see Figure 6). (In cases where no sovereign debt is outstanding, the rating
agencies have assigned implicit ratings.) The example of the Canadian
provinces suggests that even within a monetary union, a range of credit
ratings (as well as borrowing costs and secondary market trading spreads)
would persist. (This would hold true for the domestic debt of countries, as
well as for their external obligations).
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France
West Germany
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Luxembourg
Italy
Belgium
Denmark
Spain
Ireland
Portugal
Greece

Moody's

Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aaa
Aa1
Aa1
Aa2
Aa3
A1
NR

AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA
NR
AA+
AA+
AA
AA
A+
A
BBB

Sovereign credit A key factor in determining market differentiation is the way in which
assessment market participants, including the rating agencies, institutional investors

and underwriters, analyse and assess various sovereign credits. A wide
array of information is available to the analyst interested in arriving at a
credit judgement regarding a sovereign borrower. Finance ministries and
central banks publish timely and reliable data on the finances of sovereign
borrowers. International entities, such as the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), and the European Community itself, regularly monitor the
economies of European sovereigns. Because these countries are
industrialised democracies with free political debate and highly educated
populations, issues related to sovereign credit quality are fully debated in
the press, in professional journals and in public political forums.
The methodology for assessing sovereign credit is explored in detail in the
publications of rating agencies and other sourcesl. In focusing on a
country's creditworthiness in foreign bond markets, rating agencies and
analysts have concentrated on assessing the size of, trends in, and the
serviceability of a sovereign's external debt. In doing so, they must examine
many factors. Standard & Poor's, for example, looks at political factors
such as the political system, social environment and external relations; and
economic factors such as the debt burden, international liquidity, balance
of payments flexibility, economic structure, growth performance, economic
management and economic outlook to arrive at a rating judgment.

hanging focus of The development of a monetary union will change the focus of sovereign
sovereign assessment credit analysis, narrowing the number of factors on which a market

judgment of creditworthiness can be based. In a monetary union, a
......: country's external balance will become irrelevant for the creditworthiness of

constituent members; the current account balance will be the concern of the
monetary union as a whole. Instead, a country's internal balance (its budget
deficit or surplus) will become more important. Other factors, such as
inflation, growth rates and living standards will remain relevant indicators,
and under a monetary union are expected to converge. Increasingly, rating
agencies and credit analysts will focus on the budget deficit and levels of
internal debt to assess relative creditworthiness, as they do in the case of the
Canadian provinces. Through these credit judgments and the market
discrimination they engender, the market will exert discipline on the fiscal
policies of members of the monetary union.

1 See Credit Quality in the Yankee Market - Sovereign-Backed Issuers Offer Opportunity, by John F.H.
Purcell, Michelle B. Miller, Dirk W. Damrau, Salomon Brothers Inc, November 10,1988.
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Government
borrowing

Trends in the Indebtedness oJEC Member States

International investors are familiar with the data on external debt and debt
servicing capacity. This is one of the key ingredients for the application of
market discipline to external debt. However, those same international
investors are probably not so familiar with the internal indebtedness of
some Member States. An increase in knowledge will be necessary as the
international markets focus on the internal debt, once that is known to
have become more like external debt - that it cannot be inflated away.

For the EC as a ~hole, Government borrowing has declined recently to 3%
of gross domestic product (GDP) (see Figure 7). This is well below the
levels seen in the early 1980s, but is still half as high again as the much
criticised US budget deficit. Moreover, the degree of fiscal stimulus is
barely below the "crisis response" to the first "oil shock" in the mid 1970s.
The persistently high, even rising, deficits of Greece and Italy stand out -
at roughly seven and three times the Community average, respectively.

Figure 7. General Government Lending (Borrowing), 1974-90E (As a Percentage of GO'"

1974-81 1982-85 1986 1987 1988 1989E 1990E
Belgium (6.6)% (10.0)% (8.8)% (7.0)% (6.5)% (6.0)% (5.7)%
Denmark (1.4) (5.6) 3.5 1.8 0.2 0.1 0.7
France (1.0) (2.9) (2.7) (2.0) (1.4) (1.2) (1.1)
Greece (9.9) (12.5) (12.3) (14.9) (19.9) (20.0)

Ireland (10.5)% (11.5)% (11.1)% (9.1)% (3.7)% (3.7)% (1.5)%
Italy (8.4) (11.5) (11.7) (11.2) (10.6) (10.3) (9.8)
Luxembourg 1.4 2.3 3.1 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.8
Netherlands (2.9) (6.2) (6.0) (6.5) (4.9) (4.4) (4.2)

Portugal (10.4)% (7.2)% (6.9)% (6.5)% (6.0)% (6.1)%
Spain (1.3)% (5.7) (6.1 ) (3.6) (3.2) (2.6) (2.4)
UK (3.8) (3.1 ) (2.4) (1.5) 0.8 1.5 1.1
West Germany (3.0) (2.2) (1.3) (1.9) (2.1 ) 0.0 (0.4)

AIIEC (3.7)%a (5.3)% (4.8)% (4.3)% (3.6)% (2.9)% (2.9)%
US (1.4) (4.2) (4.4) (2.3) (1.8) (1.8) (1.7)
Japan (3.5) (2.6) (1.1) (0.3) 0.5 0.4 0.4

a EC without Greece and Portugal. E Estimate.
Source: European Commission, Annual Economic Report, 1989.

Gross public debt
Figure 8. Gross Public Debt, 1973-90E (As a Percentage of GoP)

1973 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989E 1990E
Belgiuma 63.2% 115.4% 118.8% 125.5% 127.5% 126.6% 126.0%
Denmark 8.8 74.5 67.2 63.9 64.0 61.6 58.1
France 22.7 33.2 33.7 35.1 35.7 35.4 35.2
Greeceb 19.5 57.9 58.3 66.6 73.9 82.1 91.8

Irelandb 54.7% 104.7% 115.7% 118.5% 115.4% 110.9% 105.3%
Italy 54.2 84.0 88.5 92.9 96.1 98.5 100.5
Luxembourg 20.4 13.8 13.6 12.2 10.1 9.1 7.9
Netherlandsa 43.4 69.7 71.7 75.3 77.4 78.3 78.5

Portugal 69.5% 68.4% 71.7% 74.5% 75.3% 76.3%
Spain 12.8% 47.2 48.0 48.3 44.1 43.8 42.0
UK 66.1 57.3 56.2 54.6 49.1 44.1 40.4
West Germany 18.6 42.5 42.7 44.0 44.7 43.4 42.7

AIIEC 37.4%C 56.8% 57.7% 59.4% 59.1% 58.4% 57.8%

a Excludes social security funds. b Central Government only. c Excluding Portugal.
Source: European Commission, Annual Economic Report, 1989.
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The impact on the Community's indebtedness of such large and persistent
borrowing is hardly surprising. Figure 8 shows that gross debts, in relation
to GDP, have risen by nearly two thirds since the eve of the first oil shock
and now stand at almost 60% of Community GDP.
Reviewing the individual components, Danish indebtedness may have risen
spectacularly, but it is still only just above average and falling. Only Belgium
is more than twice as indebted as the Community average. The two
countries facing the most rapid deterioration - Greece and Italy - are in
different positions. After a long period of sharp relative deterioration,
Greece has only recently seriously exceeded the Community's average
indebtedness. Italy is already 60% above average. Interestingly, among the
major countries, France is noticeably least indebted and the UK's level may
soon be lower than that of West Germany.

Total indebtedness equals 60% of output, therefore, interest payments on
such an accumulated debt are heavy budgetary expenditure items (see
Figure 9). Indeed, for the EC as a whole, interest payments are 4.8% of
GDP. Not surprisingly, Belgium and Greece have conspicuously heavy
interest burdens - at about twice the EC average. Both Greece and Italy
borrow afresh all their interest payments.

Figure 9. Interest Payments on Public Debt, 1973-90E (As a Percentage of GDP)

1973 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989E 1990E
Belgium 3.3% 10.6% 11.1% 10.5% 10.2% 10.5% 10.6%
Denmark 1.3 9.9 8.8 8.3 8.1 7.6 7.1
France 0.8 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.8
Greece 1.0 5.4 5.7 7.6 8.3 9.6 10.5

Ireland 3.6% 10.3% 9.8% 9.7% 9.4% 8.9% 8.5%
Italy 2.2 8.0 8.6 8.1 8.2 9.0 9.1
Luxembourg 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.7
Netherlands 2.8 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.0 6.0 5.9

Portugal 7.9% 9.2% 7.8% 7.7% 7.9% 7.8%
Spain 0.6% 3.2 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.5
UK 3.6 4.9 4.5 4.3 3.9 3.5 3.1
West Germany 1.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6

AIIEC 1.9%a 5.0% 5.0% 4.8% 4.70AI 4.8% 4.8%

a Excluding Portugal. E Estimate.
Source: European Commission, Annual Economic Report, 1989.

Perhaps a more relevant consideration is the proportion of Government
revenues that are preempted by interest charges, which gives a measure of
fiscal flexibility. The Community divides sharply: the statistical average is
that 11% of revenues are required for interest charges, but five States
preempt roughly 9% or less. Five others already commit 22%-26% of their
revenue to interest payments.
From this data alone, it seems that the Community as a whole has passed
the worst of its debt deterioration relative to output - indebtedness has
virtually stabilised, interest payments are declining slightly and the
proportion of revenues committed to interest payments has fallen
noticeably. However, these trends are far from uniform and there are
conflicting examples.
The existing, readily available data is interesting, but may not tell the whole
story. The bondholder is particularly interested in the certainty of interest
and principal repayments even under adverse economic circumstances.
Does the data include all entities that are formally guaranteed? And any
obligations that these entities may have undertaken? What about "moral
obligations," whether formal or merely implicit due to national prestige or
the like? .
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There is insufficient readily available data to enable international investor!
to judge the stability of these debt portfolios. In many States, much
Government finance is transacted through private placements, where
maturity and interest rate-sensitivity are not necessarily published. Full
data on the maturity structure of all the debt servicing obligations likely to
be faced by the Government, even under the worst circumstances, is
essential if the markets are to form a proper judgement of risk.
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Appendix IV: Internal Balance within the European Community

A key element of any monetary union is that none of the constituents
should be, or become, so disadvantaged that their best interests might be
served by leaving the union. Adequate levels of resource transfer are vital if
the less-developed members are not to be penalised by the markets simply
because they have greater development finance needs.
Are the disparities in the wealth of EC Member States so great, or so
unlikely to narrow, that the creditworthiness of these States might be
doubted, or perhaps their ability, or desire, to remain within a European
monetary union?

Regional Disparities

The 12 EC Member States can readily be split into two groups for
analytical purposes: the four less advanced countries, Greece, Spain,
Ireland and Portugal - Eur-4, and the remaining eight - Eur-8.

Figure 10. Per Capita GDP at Current Market Prices and Purchasing Power
Standards, 1989 (Eur-12 = 100)

Eur-8
Luxembourg
West Germany
France
UK
Denmark
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium

Eur-8 Weighted Average

Eur-4
Spain
Ireland
Portugal
Greece

124.9
113.5
108.4
108.2

107.1
102.7
102.6
100.3

1077

75.6
63.1
55.5
51.1

a Eurcpean Commission Autumn 1988 forecasts.
Source: Eurostat and Commission Services.

With per capita GDP in the Eur-4 countries only 61.1% of that of the four
strongest countries, there is clearly a wide discrepancy between the two
groups. However, that discrepancy has already narrowed substantially, and
is likely to narrow further in the years ahead. Thirty years ago, long before
any of these countries had joined the EC, the Eur-4's per capita GDP was
only 45% of that of the four strongest countries. The ratio reached its peak,
at 63.5%, in 1975 and then fell back with the recession after the first "oil
shock." Despite above-average growth since then, Eur-4 per capita GDP
has slipped because their population growth rate has been about three times
that of Eur-8.
Since the late 1960s, the ratio of the original six members of the EC has
converged to reach 90% of the average, so that degree of convergence
between the Eur-12 and Eur-4 countries is likely to be readily acceptable.
To reach that target by 1992, the Eur-4 would have to achieve an
implausibly high growth differential of 5.6% annually. However, over a
decade, that convergence could be achieved with a differential slightly
above the 2.3% average recorded in the period 1961-73. Over two decades,
the required differential is only 1.4% annually.

26---- ---- --- - ---- -----
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The Member States have already agreed a major programme of resource
transfers to the least advanced countries. At the Brussels Summit in
February 1988, the EC agreed to double the size of the "structural funds"
by 1992. Figure 11 indicates the scale of the resource transfer, including
that agreed at the Brussels Summit. For the four less-advanced countries as
a group, this transfer could exceed 2% of their GDP, but the three poorest
could receive between 3% and 6%.

Figure 11. Resources Allocated Through Structural Funds and Financial
Instruments in 1987 and 1992-93E (As a Percentage of GDP)

Structural Financial
Fundsa Instrumentsb Total

1987

Greece 1.46% 0.41% 1.87%
Ireland 1.86 0.71 2.57
Portugal 2.56 1.24 3.8
Spain 0.48 0.29 0.7f

Eur-4 0.88% 0.42% 1.30%

1992-93c

Greece 2.63% 0.72% 3.36%
Ireland 3.22 1.22 4.44
Portugal 4.23 2.05 6.28
Spain 0.77 0.46 1.22

Eur-4 1.44% 0.69% 2.13%

a Regional Fund, Social Fund, European Agricultural Guidance And Guarantee Fund, including
commitments and provisional figures. b European Investment Bank and New Community Instrument,
including loan agreements; Euratom, inclUding loans paid out and provisional figures. CFigures are based
on the following two, very tentative, assumptions for 1992-93. (1) Grants under the structural funds are
doubled in real terms for the four less-advanced countries and Italy, and held constant for other countries,
as percentage of real GDP. (2) Loans under the financial instruments are up by 100% in real terms for the
four less-advanced countries and Italy, and held constant for other countries, as percentage of real GDP.
The figures for 1992-93 should by no means be interpreted as forecasts; they are only points of reference for
discussions.
Source: Commission services.

Even before taking these transfers into account, the Commission forecast
that the Eur-4's per capita GDP would rise somewhat, to 63.5% of Eur-8's
by 1992. However, the Commission also hypothesises about the potential
impact of such large transfers. The ideal circumstances are that this supporl
is fully reflected in an increase of the investment/ GDP ratio and that
marginal capital productivity recovers to the levels of the late 1960s. The
Eur-4's per capita GDP growth in 1992 would then be 7.5% instead of
3.9%. Such a growth path could narrow the wealth gap substantially,
taking per capita GDP to over 75% of Eur-8's.
These resources, if properly utilised, have the potential to ignite a boom
that will produce a more rapid growth in prosperity than anything seen in
the past 20 years. If such a boom were to occur, it seems unlikely that any
Member State's creditworthiness would be questioned on grounds of
relative poverty.
Accordingly, we believe the European Community is well on the way to
passing a key test of its ability to operate a monetary union. However,
policy must not be steered so far to the other side of the narrow channel
that market discipline is undermined by equating large resource transfer
with an implicit guarantee.
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Although the information in this report has been obtained from sources which Salomon
Brothers Inc believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and such information
may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute
our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This report is for
information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the
purchase or sale of any security.
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Creating an EC Monetary Union with Binding Market Rules 

Introduction 

In a recent report, we expressed the view that the ultimate market sanction 
- culling off further credit supplies - could enforce fiscal prudence in a 
more flexible way than was possible under any system of "binding 
budgetary rules. "1 Flexibility remains , but the sanction is certain . 

Administrative budgetary rules will be more difficult to develop and apply . 
At a minimum, they should require European Community (EC) finance 
ministers to exert peer group pressure by vigorously, and publicly, warning 
on budgetary excesses. The key question is how effective these rules can be 
in creating a binding sanction. irrespective of success on this score, the 
simple fact that market discipline does have a final sanction demands that a 
financial structure be created that would not collapse under the weight of 
this sanction. The system must be designed to perfect, rather than 
eliminate, market discipline and so to complement budgetary rules . 

In this report, we set out the basic principles necessary to ensure that 
market discipline is certain and that it operates slowly and progressively, 
rather tb1m ;;i bn1ptl y and catastrophically. 

A deterrent deters only if all parties know that it is capable of working 
effectively and that the will to use it exists. Our proposed deterrent involves 
a series of ever-tougher credit crunches before the final sanction: the 
withdrawal of new credit. If the electors of a particular state are bent on 
ruin, then they will be made painfully aware for several years of their 
progress down the Jong and bumpy slope to fiscal collapse. 

The will to use the deterrent is another matter entirely. A plan that relies 
for success on the structure of the financial markets must recognise that it 
cannot negate political will. The political system that creates a financial 
structure today can change it at any stage in the future . Today's generation 
can merely put in place a set of rules that will require lengthy, careful and 
widespread debate about the consequences of any change. 

Our plan has two components: a statement of principle that the fiscally 
imprudent will not be bailed out; and a set of measures to create a financial 
structure that is manifestly strong enough to make that principle credible. 1f 
a structure is so weak and flawed that a significant default would inevitably 
cause the system to collapse, lhe11 11u orie - ma1 ket participant or 
politician in the country at risk - is likely to believe in the "no bail-out" 
principle. 

1 Markel Disc,p//ne CAN Work in the EC Monetary UnJon. Salomon Brothers Inc. November 1989 
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Free Flow of 
Capital 

Full Information 

The "No Bail-Out" Principle 

This principle should be enshrined in the Treaty of Rome. This would 
represent the EC's strongest possible statement of its intention to break 
with past practices of solving problems at the taxpayers' expense. Every 
participant in the whole process would be conscious of this express 
intention. Investors would recognise the lengthy procedures that would be 
necessary before such a provision could be removed; if an investor were 
operating on the cynical assumption of an ultimate bail-out, this alone 
would ensure uncertainty about the timely payment of principal and 
interest. 

The Structure of the Financial System 

Financial systems are normally structured on the assumption that central 
government debts, if not those of the public sector as a whole, are free of 
credit risk. This assumption, explicitly restated in the Cooke Committee 
rules for the capital adequacy standards of banks, has been incorporated 
into Community law through the Solvency Ratio Directive. The 
assumption that central government debts carry no credit risk is based , in 
part, on a government's power to tax:, but this power has limits when 
labour and capital are freely mobile: New York City demonstrated this in 
1975. And the Single Market programme aims to create such mobility. 

In the final analysis, however, a government can always print money to 
repay the nominal amount of its debts. (The consequences for the real value 
of the debts are a separate issue.) The essence of the Delors Committee 
Report is that, when monetary union occurs, Member States should lose 
this power to create money to repay their debts, thus eliminating a 
fundamental tenet of current financial regulation . 

The consequences of this change, when incorporated in the financial 
framework, will be the key to ensuring that market discipline does work in 
the EC monetary union. The directives that create this structure should be 
subject to qualified majority voting. On the one hand, an abuser will be 
unable to stop measures to halt the abuse. On the other hand , a blocking 
minority should be able to prevent a serious weakening of the system. 

Six elements should be embedded in the structure of the financial systerr,. 

The Single Market programme - restated in Stage 1 of the Delors 
Committee Report proposals - must be fully implemented and the market 
for financial services completely liberalised. Exchange controls must be 
removed. Finally, the free flow of capital requires the removal of the 
secondary barriers created by regulations on the investment of institutional 
assets beyond those necessary for prudential supervision. 

All participants must be aware of the full magnitude of a debtor's 
obligations in order to assess its debt servicing capacity. This must include 
the contingent liabilities of entities beyond the central government, such as 
public sector and state-guaranteed bodies. The Prospectus Directive (89 / 
298/EEC) already requires puhlication of "information necessary to enable 
investors to make an informed assessment of the financial position of the 
issuer." However, Articles 2 and 5 exempt Member States and their 
subsidiary bodies from this requirement. 

The position of commercial trading entities owned by the state - in 
particular, banks and insurance companies - must also be considered, as 
should that of private banks whose major business is gathering retail funds, 
purchasing government debt and holding it to maturity. The risk weighting 
system for bank assets, set out in the Solvency Ratio Directive, already 
requires a careful clarification of the exact status of these entities. 
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Will mvo1ve eremt na. Hence, some 1l1lUtS snowa t>e appnea, even tnougn 
public debt will remain the best credit within the Community. Exposure 
limits would be set out in the directives governing the particular type of 
institution. Two examples. illustrate how this could be done by amending 
existing texts: 
• Article 22, paragraph l of the UCITS Directive.(85 / 61.1/ EEC), which 
liberalises mutual funds, limits the exposure to any one entity to 5%. 
Paragraph 3 raises this to 35% for "securities issued by a Member State ... ", 
while Article 23 raises the limit for such securities to 100%. but ''in 
accordance with the principle of risk-spreading." exposure to this one 
debtor must be in at least six different securities. · 
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Marking to Market 
of Public D ebt 

• The Recommendation on Large Exposures of Credit Institutions (87 / 62/ 
EEC) proposes a limit of 40% of own funds in Article 4,. paragraph 1. 
Paragraph 4 then states that "the competent authorities may fully or 
partially exempt... the public authorities of any of the Member States ... " 

The recognition that public debt carries some risk, even if only a small 
degree, argues that these exemptions from accepted prudential standards of 
risk diversification be removed. 

Given the aggregate of the cash value of these limits on each institution, a 
Member State should have adequate borrowing power within the 
Community. As a broad concept, the financial institutions within a given 
Member State might have an aggregate limit equivalent to 60% of that 
state's gross national product (GNP) - providing that the corresponding 
individual institutional limits were not so large that default would 
undermine the institution. As the existing debt levels of the Community 
average out at 60% of GNP, institutions within a "prudent" Member State 
would not be compelled to change their behaviour. A further 60% of GNP 
as an aggregate credit limit for that Member State might be spread amongst 
the financial institutions elsewhere in the Community. 

A financing envelope equal to 120% of GNP - nearly matching the 
heaviest debt burden within the Community currently - might seem lax. In 
reality, however, this would represent a major obstacle . Once a state had 
used up its domestic credit limits, its total reliance on nondomestic 
institutions would be a powerful brake on further borrowing. Even under 
the best conditions, a major state rarely has had a substantial proportion of 
its total debt held by foreigners. Spreading limits of even 60% of GNP 
around the rest of the EC would probably imply quite low limits at 
individual institutions, reducing the risk to the Community's financial 
system of a default. 

Because total exposure limits would be based on GNP, the financing of a 
reasonable annual deficit should face few impediments. A state's relative 
debt burden would rise only if its new deficits exceeded the growth rate of 
its GNP. Thus, this approach would create a cumulatively tougher 
financing problem for "excess" deficits, but only if these were sustained for 
several years. 

If a Member State wished to be ever more indebted, then it would have to 
raise the funds from non-Community institULions (or directly from 
individuals) - a difficult and expensive process. External creditors would 
be on notice, from the public warnings of the group of EC finance 
ministers, and would undoubtedly demand a significant premium. 

If the price of a country's debt begins to deteriorate, then all financial 
institutions should be obliged to recognise this immediately, marking the 
asset down to the new market price and deducting the loss from their 
capital bases. Provided that the market price accurately reflects the risk of 
default, then the. financial system would adjust continuously, and the actual 
event of default would ,,ot create a shock; the loss provisions would have 
been made every day along the way. 

Member States would have to be encouraged to issue debt in a marketable 
form, so that the market for such debt would be genuinely liquid and 
substantial and the market price would be seen as a reliable indicator. All 
nonmarket debt would be valued using the appropriate rate interpolated 
from the yield curve. For valuation purposes, nonmarket debt should be 
valued at a penal yield premium, perhaps one percentage point above the 
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corresponding market yield. The same principle could be applied to 
nonmarket debt outside the Member State's own currency. The applicable 
yield curve would simply be that of the domestic government. 

If all public debt were marked to market, any decline in the market price 
would force both institutions and supervisors to recognise fully the 
magnitude of their exposure. The direct impact on capital would create a 
rising disincentive for banks, for example, to continue lending to such a 
state . 

An additional benefit of a mark-to-market system would be an 
improvement in the system's response to monetary policy changes. To the 
extent that the yield curve moved to reflect a rise in official short-term 
rates, then the impact on bank capital would constrain the growth of bank 
credit. 

Prudential As the maturity of a debt portfolio shortens, the risk of a sudden liquidity 
Standards for Public crisis rises correspondingly. In some cases, confidence can be shaken by 
Debt Maturity events that are completely outside the control of the debtor, who then will 

have difficulty in rolling over maturing debt, resulting in is a rapidly 
deepening liquidity crisis; the New York City crisis of 1975 was a classic 
example. Instead of a gradual slide over several years to fiscal ruin, the 
debtor is catapulted there with little warning. 

The risk of a liquidity crisis is particularly difficult for markets to price, 
because while the debt burden itself may be acceptable, it may be poorly 
structured. This problem is well known to supervisors of financial 
institutions. A corresponding "prudential supervision" of public debt 
portfolios will be necessary . The "average life" of the debts will be the 
critical factor in allowing the relevant parties sufficient time to recognise 
the problem and adjust policy accordingly. Although there are no obvious 
historical precedents, it took New York City six years to recover its credit 
rating after its_ crisis. Perhaps five years might be an appropriate minimum 
average life. The occasional tremors of a liquidity crisis in Italy suggest that 
an average life of less than three years is definitely too short. 

The Solvency Ratio Directive has just introduced a system of risk weighting 
for bank assets. This approach could readily be used to develop a sliding 
scale of risk weights for public sector debt based on average portfolio life. 

However, a better method might be to build on the mark-to-market 
approach and introduce a sliding scale of required write-offs for all 
financial institutions, rather than merely singling out the banking system. 
(The concept of a regulatory requirement for standard write-offs against 
substandard debt is not new. Perhaps the most public example is the Bank 
of England's matrix for Less Developed Country debts.) The appropriate 
sliding scale is a matter of debate, but the clear intention would be to force 
the financial system to write down asset values sufficiently such that a 
serious default would already have been fully provided for in the capital of 
those institutions holding the debt. Therefore, the threat of a disastrous 
default - as an alternative to a forced bail-out - would be widely 
recognised as hollow. 

Naturally, compulsory write-offs against capital would be a major 
disincentive to any financial institution considering the provision off urther 
funds to a country sliding towards a liquidity crisis and a correspondingly 
heightened risk of default - even if only a partial default. As soon as such 
write-offs become significant, institutions would require a yield premium to 
compensate them for the loss. Thus, the sliding scale of write-offs should 
induce a progressive rise in interest costs as the debts' average life declined. 
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Conclusions 

Our plan is based upon a matrix approach. Along one axis is a set of 
exposure limits for Community financial institutions. These limits would be 
low enough to ensure that the default of a public borrower would not 
undermine any institution. On the other axis of the matrix is the price 
effect. Taking a level playing field approach to all financial institutions, the 
marking to market of all public debt would progressively freeze out of the 
credit markets those countries about whose creditworthiness the market 
became concerned for any reason. Hence, at the moment of threatened 
default, the financial system would already have written off the problem, so 
the threat could then be viewed entirely in the political context. 

All these mechanisms would merely serve to put all parties - politicians, 
regulators, electors, and investors - on notice that a problem is growing. 
They would create a series of ever-tougher credit crunches. Ultimately, they 
would ensure that the final sanction of withdrawing further credit supplies 
is not catastrophic for the financial system of the Community. They would 
not withdraw the right of any Member State to slide down the bumpy sk 
to fiscal ruin. 

* * * * * 
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There au l'w'n ,·itaL i~!,ues.: [ I) how mui:: h mom:~ will be J:mmerl; :ani:I (2) 
ho';\ .... in public deb e contmll~tl? Many commcniatm, ha ~t:. io discuss.ion 
of sue is.,;.llc~ foe .e-d oo the: occd,;; nf t c EC rnember S"C:m:s. Howcvca--, 
c uallj impom1 1 ari= t e nc:cd:,, of EC chizcns v.· n will Lt, in~ o 
pres.en _ Lh.: alue of their- 1h. rd-cam.al ~ , ings. 

tl_ ilD.d brou _ thca in riLlllions tha{ 
c I 9 .., Sin.~c E uropean cl Sp«'ifi~s 

.i throu out ""hat an:' 009, 12 national 
ma ct:,,_ c· h !!h s ov.. i \--eo; ent -~Lri- tiOM. ln. cffcc . the financia l 
program c- for the .!.inile rnarkec amounts to Gm-crnrnenl.!. trllStin,g pcop.le 
.... -ith Lln:ir own moPcy. In thi:-; cnlarw-:d market, s.a,,-crs" ehoi~ nf im •c:,,tment 
will ron titut.e a continuous vote on th~ financial paliL·ie-s of .EC 
Governments.. However, demoeratjc Govern.mcnts mus thcn l,e willing to 
acccCpl the "ott:r-s' '1-'erd ct rnther than try to cn:afr: c.0'1'e11 barri-er·s. w nega~ 
dcc1ors· choice~- W,i:: h.:li-.::,,e sti-ongly that , in a properly de:-; igricd market 
strni.;Lure . investon can exert the m:ce1.saa--y dLstipline Oil public dco"t. 

[ he first part o f this report dis.cusses the issues in the cmrcnt m<1m:1.ary 
uniuri <lebate. rhe :sc,cond p~rt prnpn~~ a set of pru:d.entia] ml.es for both 
-~he is.su.er.:. nf clebt an<l its purchasers. especially the fin11-ncial i ns titulium, 
thai are the intermed iary for the hull of savings, and the third part 
cnmi!ler.. th~ urgi!.ni.sarioil of ific .European c-enmtl b-.ank , f.umf::-tl. 

The Tmplicatinm, or Monttfl.r-:y nlo.ri 
------------------------

S II vu t! i g n l y 

The EMLI debate hac~ raisecl thi:: is:-.a t: of ,mereig.at~ unplici1ly. the 
sovercignt:,· to 1>.pend. llle ~ sue has ti« high le~ tr-cl hec-au,,c uf lht: effect of 
monetary u n.ion on the e4uatioa: S(>~nd.ing = ra.,auon - money creation + 
h orrnwing. 

• Tht fJnJ:lt mHket will pul ll.'11 dltt:thc o. op rts.s.ive taxatio:n. 
Bt:tai.tse citi7en "ill po:,,.,;,es.s me r • eoc. - 5 - free movi=m.i::nt of people, 
goods_ .senires and capi · - th~ .... - re~ ·_ otc with their feet by 
migratin, la .m EC Hal~ '"C .-:3..._o_, 1~ Lax n:gime. (InterestinglJ. 
the l. Go..- . H orcroly about lost s.ovcn::ignty, :,·i::t 
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RQ/fJnr Rrfr:rBirmm 
o~ H'1rd Jla ~• 

• '.fhe power f,o ereate monll!y wm nuM .rr~icle wiilfii '.Ewofed the .European 
cenlra l bli!lnk., albeit with one· i,riorlty: 10 m:1int:-:i in price ~tahiliLy_ There 
seems to be agn:emt:"nl lhal lht"re will be- 110 mo11elary financing of puhlic 
di::fii:: ilS. 

• .A SUte'!i eredihYur!lhines:s will de1erliDine :iits :111biliiJ,' to, borrow .. fo tht:- new 
.single market. occaus:c of two main fw.:,ton.;, the pub'ILL; !>ec:Lor will no longc-r 
rew~~cnt Lho::- per-feet c d1t risk. . .1-·irst, n;umnal ecntn1l banh will n.D luC1ger 
ha Ye the po" r to a, oic.l fo nnlll tlt:'fouh. b~• prinli1i:g 1nore cmrcney. Second, 
the la~l monetary umon pla:m C'Iclrnjc a Commnnit h.itiluul of pronigat(: 
horrov.,-ers . 

Thu.~, umlc--r L l ll _ me J>O" cr o crc-_atc m oncy wi 11 c kepl sc ~iil'ate from 
rhe po ·er o s:~nd. A~ ii. ~ulL tbe □l1ima1c limit on a mcrn cT st.ale's. 
. m.-crei. m ::.p,e-odin,g p,owtT "~II be it c~ditv.,orthin.t:"sl:.. If Lhe elector m 
the mtermcdi~ finilll 'Lal i~li.1.111.ion Ii no longer prcpar::,tl w ris.b.. 
f urthtt sa,·ings. ma ct dii;ciptirn:: 'will r::ut uIT new c.red-t s.upµLics . 

Campding Bonowers 
A cu.l'licm:y plays. two distinct role~; a.,;; tni= "'mt:"di um of e. clrn.n:gc," it pay~ 
o.r go odls and SiC::"rvi:t::es, ,i!.rtd as ai "store of value,~ it prnvidcs. 11. nmve1ljeuI 

"'aJ ur holding long-term saving: . Thi:' single 1nark,e1 log" eally rc-qui1t.s thi:: 
5;m p lici l_)' of 11. sin,Q# rnedi.u m of c-,.xehang<:, rather than cti,mpitLi ng 
currencies, and he nl·n1iou:-. ~ululton will be Emofe.d's. single cu.rem:·-

The i=cimDmic argumeill csScc:mfaHy focm.c;s on c,im pctin~ horrowi:::ts. The 
financial clement of the sin rle mark,et !lrogrnmm.e gi\•cs. savcJS the r r:ccdom 
LL> c: h amLd their ill.Oney across boundaries and ch Oll:,;e' thi= ir t1wn store of 
v.a lue. Thi: changi= ha~ pro round politicalimpl' cations. .. For e,: amp le, in 
1heil' se,arch i o prescnrc the va I ur= 11 f their s 11.vin~:-., dec::tors will effec: rivcly IJii 
car.ying L~ul a referendum througliou 1Llc J:::C on hard rnonr=y, This pruc.esi 
w1Jl cause Governmenu; c.:onlinuuu:-;.ly LtJ c1cco1.1nt Lo cheit e.lec:wrate for thei 
fmam::.ia] behaviour. A hard money union -will t l.J:S he-Ip l n enhanc:c 
democratic acc.:.ountabilit:i, wjthi.c1 the EC. 

The result o( r.his. 1mmcial eompc i ion !'imoni· the rn~jor F.C mcmbcnlale: 
c:nukl b,e ~urprL~ing. ftJr e:A.arnple, only the UK has a budget s.urph.15 and iit: 
-ndebtcd.11css measured y d~bt a: a p:crr~nla !C u f nation.:J. l output is 
alrcai:I · beluw that of Gei rnanr, a though ab-o"'c ,oat ot fnrncc. ith 
(krmany cm bark -ng rm the u.nqwm L; [iahlc- \'entu~ u[ uni [ic-,,atio n, debt 
i~_i,;1.u:<l hy the UK s.hould be at lc-.ast a · at rac - ·c a stnre of val uc a~ th :d 
r:my other fC cnuntr~•- E\·en ir Eurofed 01it ~ucreed:S ln crn:;uing the 
1no11etaty conditions tha, '11.'0uld i llo'M, an inil:-:it ion r.:1.te at the fo w end of 
lhr.:: current ·Eurupi::an. range, the· UK would gain from the oorrowcrs • 
co.mr,etif on . .Eve.nm ally, th.r.:: s~ving on 1!.h::: an:nu.i.l inh:~l cos.l of rhe UK. 
n,11Jl(on iii clcht c:ould b-e JSc. or more or mo.re than £:5 billi.on an nu.ally. 

I-n lhi:-. ,exa11l pie, tile ll K. 's sovereignty to ~i:w=-ncl woultl 'he limited only by th 
need to S:iit1sfy 1:mth ii.s tltmtt:"sfo:: ~avers and thoS-c of ,he .EC as a. wh olc_ 
S,.u,e-rs would store (heir mom~y in ( K public tli=hL, r,ecogm1i~ir1:g the current 
s.ound suu.i:: nf p uh li e:: Ii niltlces. U savers. ever ha,;;e dou bu; lthm.1l the 
s ot1n.dr1ess of tlmt debt, tncy will bi= r l'tt Lu p~·olecE [hemsdvcs against thi: 
ri~.k: of a fo rmal rlefo.ult by with.drnwins from that parl.ic:ular l'.Lure. 
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Stage Oneo[EMV 
The Uclor:s Committee Rep cm. cl out three s.Ul~I:'~ L1f l:'tcmomic a.ml 
mon~tary unio1i. Stage One "'the irii1imion of lhf pro('ess"' - narted on 
Ju ly I, 1990. 

The pri m:1 p,al features of a monernry 11 nion arc smt.ighifor,nud. lhc Dtlors 
Committee Report re~tated lhe 1970 Werner Ri:::poul~ conditions as follov.--s: 

(I) ··,n~uranre qf w1al and irr.t·venif,fr ronverlibifily of currmd{'Stm 

(2) "cornpfole libera/fsalion of capital lransarrirms wid.full in1~12tion rJf 
b(mhng and Qfh,;.1-Jinam:ial murkt!t.s;" arid 

(3) "elfrninaiirm ,~r margins uf fhtcwarl'on and thr irre>,JQ(:llbl~ lnckirig of 
e.w·itangt' mt/? pariries. " 

The single marl et prni,;nuncm: fulfils tl!e second condition; the -irst and 
lilhd c.onditlons. il.'ilJ be: met completd~· when lhen· i:.. a ingle currency 
throughout tht: EC 

The EMU polky target wa.s :s;tatcrl dearly in the paper :,;,uhmiUed w the 
April 1990 EC Fiitam:e Ministen, ru.ectlng at Ashford Castle- in lrcl~rn:11; -
.Eurotod ··s1l,;:m/d QP Pxplicilli· mmmitt~d ir1 price .1·1abifily_" 

l . ih,,.,ali.rn1inra Pr1>rr..<> The key !;tcp in Sta!¢' 011e are as follows: 

• "In the t•crmomfr·_fidd, . , a ,:omplese removal of physical, tedmi:r:al a11d 
{i.fral harrfr.,.~ .. _ rnm:pleJion ,~f !lie mlema{ markt·l »·uufd b t1 accumpam"t>d 
by a sHeng1he11ing of Commw1i1y comperirioti polic.r-" 

• ""In she nwni!Uiry.fie..ld 1hefocu.1· 'lw:iufd he r.m ITm<J\'IJW aft ofo-1ade:.1· w 
_financial itrh•grmion. Firstly, through lht' npprom'I and enf or,..m1,•m of the 
nece_1•.wry Commwiity Dirt·c-1h·t·-1·. r h£· uh1-t·rtive uf ci l"lnKle finci11dal ar.i!u in 
which aH rm:me.tar-y and ftmrn,..ial ir15/rumems cirmlate fr-r:ely. and lxmking, 
w curclies and insurarrct· .1·en·ite.1· art· of]t·r-ed unifor-mfy 1hrni«hur.11 iht· area 

would be full)' implem.f.'mr:>d- S.f.'('ond(i1, ii wor,ld be importam ro ir1dude all 
Cummumly cur-n·1U-.'E:.~ in !he EllfS exchUnJ!:t' mle meduzm\m_ Thirdly, aH 
impedimcnls to the priW1te· me. of 11/.f.' bt'IJ wo1,id be remo•~ed-" 

Sl11gfe flnandal A.r'c\11 Com,ii:h:rablt: prng~s h11!S l=n ma.de in rec.en L mun th s, antl ,.,, h ilc th~ 
compk1ion of Stage One look~ inevitable, lt could bC" a lengthy prooc:ss. It 
may Lah· a cnuple tJf years more than the elate slated in th!:" dir:ectivc:,;, -
often J amuu1• J , J 993 before all I ne libernllsation mc:a.sures arc "j'uliy 
implemrnieJ" by .natioCLctl e,iah ling lt:gis l 11.tiu n_ Rt:ali:.tic.all), Lherc r ore, i L 

may be 19'95 before all the Stage One measures arc complete llnlcs:s the 
current rate of prowess. is pe.ooed up_ 

HoweYer, the European Council -secm.s to DC 'orcln- che pace. Sia,ge Two 
rnuld ~tart in JIN3 (:!iee helow), while Stif£1:" Oni=, .according lo tihe Summit 
held by EC Heads of State in June 1990. ··sho11ld be um! to Msure 
.r.on\!erge.nr:e in tire ,:.rnnomic perfr,rmance of member .1·!ale",;• !o adi.,.a11c·e 

culu•~·iun ,and wjuriher 1he use of1h<' l:.-CU, all of which or.f.' of importance 
fa.r- th~ further prngn:.~.r 1rrn.·Qrd.1· f:. M["" - and which could ha,·e been 
chought of as elements of Siagc Two. 
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(•u~«r E.Jtr!h~ 
C M-1 roll 

A good tc.-t of a member state·s rnrnmiLrne:1r1t lo mouct111cy u11iot1 mig:ht hi:: 

their record on: (i) nc-~otiating directives that ge-nuim:ly ma1d1 1he 
objective. of both !he Wc-r er and Ddor:s Reports,: and (ii} implc:m1mli11~ 

chem in national law. TI1ese d'rcctivcS- sho111J,nl impus~ controls on 
im·esl:rnent nows only to the c LenL that public poli<;y rcqui·rc. prudent 

regulation lo i:::n u.re a :stal>lc financi:-d. ~li::m_ Thus. regulations tb:tt 
cmnpel tlnandal i!llstit1_1tiom, rn keep their assets. - citi7.t:n.~' savings 

within ~p:,c -fit member sta1cs mu t he remo..-~d-

A n c.-..arnple i.Hus.trntcs hi~ puinL In most illcrnbcr 5tat.c:s, lire im.L1rance 
comprises the lar,ge~t pai·1 of long-term SJLvings hy individuals_, To en. ure 
i.he a[e1_ · of th.csc ins1-i1uti m, ·, n.des. geueral!y ~ uin: con.~ruency betVi'CCn 
the type of n'.!i s inherent i11 the Ii.a hi litie:s (llle i1uurn111cc policic:s :,;old lo !.he 

pub lie and the assr.::t.~ b11.Ckinig the Iiabilhks. ff in. uni.ni.:e policies. promjsc 

fut'Llrt p,a.ymenL. of a tlxcdl sum of m1mt:}" in a pa.nict1Jar cum~nc ·• tihea it is 
rt'i:1.i,OJ1ablc forthc a: sets permitted as backing far lha.t liability to c-xdude 

un ed,g«I. forei,g_n currency holdin~. lfowever. if he rub di:illlow 
"inHation-linked" a:scls, then a company cannot offer .. inflation-linked" 
policies. Which was the- C'.a1,L'3C .imtl which was effect? 

Even tire £C's l988 Seccmt! DirecEivc on onlifc Insur-a.nee enshrines thcs.er-· 
coJ1gmency princip cs in its ' ·mw.ching rules.'' This re-q_111in:'.'< currenc_ 

ma.iching of assets. and liabilities, with one s.ign.ific:anl exception: '"this 
{maidr.in![/ ,e.quireme-m shall aJ.rn be w,1sidt'red 10 be. satisfied when up lo 
50% of the. as.ie.ts .i.i npn:ssed in .t:CU. "Howe,,.er, this applies only to asseL, 

baL!ling m)11do1I1cstic EC liahililit:!'>.. 

As the sign:if ican~ of lhese res.1 ric-tions IJ.«:ome~ m me appareflt tht 

F uro~e-a.n Commission is in l~n.- i f~•i ng i1s drive rn rcmo,·c them_ The 

proposals for Lhe Single lnsurnncc Liccnc,e - the complem.em lo the Single 

Ban. ·ing Laccn<=e: - may permit lOO'n: backmg in C , Cnmmi:!iNii:,net Sir 

1.c<on BriLLi:ln rec-emly s-ct out an C\•cn mm~ lihe-.-.iill aim for pension fu nd. 
to e · ,1.n e or .u , tan• wl(r ridNJ!if' rmm_ ' of rhe riatimial ,.murok " 

rrain·ng p 
r~vpnmihil!l_~ 
amhorirws . .. 1h 
rnark.ei pwgram · 

ge .l'...-o must bt> .teen a.1· a 
prima.riJ_i cons1iwte a 
Kl ik ffo,, ultimu.te: 

L! .5.la t' \'illr /:JaliOn('l 

ration fJf the .1·rRJ 

The Delors Committee Ri::purt L ·o could h.egrn only 

rwhen t1'1~ lllc'W Tn•tJl_l had comt' i1J1 une 191)0 Summit .in 
Dublin, EC Heads or Stat.ca Llecid · l 't"rgovfrmn(!ntal C ,m.(e,ent:(' 

will open ,in 13 Decem b-er 1990 wr1h • LD 1,abfohing rhe fim1I sl.age.s 
of Ei.:onomic and Mmu:tar-y Union. _ . ColJ t're:nce .ihou.ld cundr.uJl!' iis 
wor-k rapidly wilh Ill,~ objecti"e of rat · i ~f the re.sul'rs by ,m.-.,.nl>er 
.!i1ate;s, befort' the end r.Jj Ht91. "It loo -_ cforr, if Slag,e Two could 
5,t.art in 1993. In fact, much of Stage T o amouncs to cnh:1mccd c::nnperafom 

between national ccntraJ banks, whl his a.lrcad cle,,.eloping rapidly. ln 
r~ality, S~e T'wo will be 4;oncurr~nl ith.. rather than cons.oculivc lo, the 
final pan of Stage One_ 
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i•a1nrii,,llm111m ·. · The- !iltrOrd pa.pi: ,ecommcnds that, "'he«1use o/rhe ,u/u of sy~ltmic 
in.Jtt1 iii(►' 111 th 1ransilion. , . rh Communlr; prt!ptirt' for a r la1i-i;,tl rapid 
pau.tJg from 1ht h~girminJ1 of S1agt Ont 10 th ~f111i1fr £ t'l.i. induding 
a rnrnmon curr,nc-y. "'The rationale for this swift move through Stage: T""ro 
is compel I in ~ · capifal movtmtm are fully lib raffstd and ii! this 
paten1,al /1 r.taltsrd by tire comp/t!lion of the- inlemnl market tnfina,u;:ial 
st i~ th n ""'ill l,t Qn mr~a il'lf,l I nsi1Mt> of txchang ratr: prn.wrts . .. 
rhe p,ogreSJ,~(' 1r-hrevtm!nl o/lht goals r1/ ta e On~ lhtrt'/ort- O'th 
• rnd('rmit:r •h ef/lcltncy of national pQJlc) in.sin mt-111-r a'1d makt rh~ 
m kntlur:Jt ofrhtir uuk morffttmt.fd1bl, .... lFOltR anal •r C<JI •id•nc and 
historiral 'Xperfenr~ c-onfirms tliaJ .md1 a position iJ r,al durabft, •· 

lnti:re Lll:lgl_, thi enal)· i o 1be in ilii)· of the uaruitio ~ I phlU-e lo ely 
parallel the: ritic-isms. m · "i n. . 'ormt'r eco · achriscr 
10 U pt1.me min' lier 1 ch he 
mo, en lj," LS cnl icisc:d b}' fcill:'nd s a.nd T 1: 

ris 'S in i bility \I.ill ii~ ,nd r O,,,.'CFS) 

he Bi a to utilise t ingl~ et ·s nc"' f _ ould 
ta c) in l u1n1i a,pH■l t'btt m · : 

tonu ,,-able- I' n1 m ~ fund, iu,d Lh e tlo:p ent , 'ltlfll 
t~ an, 1110 1 . · pc :11nan1rmrn . i'on. 

I '' • e-dl-:ura r 

dl ngj c pit 1 flows v.ill 
01,1,,· I in a c wo-s - uro-pe. 

F. o po cnt! : ( I re of 
ex n or rina.ncio.l StlV 'hH Spain, 
Po • og · · emcnt to 

_ C'lli h c ch11 m hl I · o 
enforce these contrnb er- ed. hi: 
notion con tr i 1 i ll imped rno:ne;- ilows. lo , y 
~ feasible-. 

On ftcli ·e r mO\"tm 1n is i la , however, hi 
im blc: t c-n\ \ a different speed for any length or 
u hou1 mi: ch dutabili ir1 no · th tit" ·11 
cff ly h ,et ed. Thi- I true t:or tht l"K now; it 
wil L!f o he: once dfectivc capital frei:dom oc-c r-s. 

u rof rlu Suw he mglc- rk. · 1 ' I strvi,x,s will pm lilt on:3.r}' cb.!11'.liCS 

riod, be i lCnded (O promo ion. ~ con t1mers 
mo~ 111, II i ( catcd, t hc-y ' : ru~hcr 

performanec:. T e . sult o {hes indi,'-idual dc~i~ion.~ ina. be 
ring. 

Cr.mp~ Onr Br-ili h consumers prnvidc n i:umple o CL m~m.' rca.dim:ss to ,ci:u:; ~ 

hil!lh r ret111m whtrt. ,glve.n the o pcinuniL • 

Figure I ~ ?b:& he pc~ ~tor' boldin · · · 
roughl)' bled in.Ce 19 ] ( llo"'.-i or t ) h 
lso ho he dfa: ~ of fina buall.sa11 ttes. 

Their cu er bast iJ 1ra.:Hdonal · ci,c led, 
~ e:t. OD.Ce gi .-en the oppa:rtu ni( ' h 
ordin .ry hart; ccoums pa:,in di$C . to lh 
market rnlc, into hi h intereil aocounta. Ordinllf}' s e 

co rw ,~nu Hy d from Oq. o fund l lft\O!l 

zero i de. 
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6 

100 

[he re'.511lt of ilp~lying chis degree of savin~ '.'tuphisticai.icm to timnrn in;ir~ 
could oc dramatic wht:"n the llK joiu..s the Exchange Rak: Mr.:chanism 
(F.RM) and will increase: cxpnncnti1:1ll)1 as. monetary union ,1pprm1.t.:hc!>-. 

TILere is o,rcr £2.50 billion uuhLanding in UK rcsklcn ial mortgi:l}!;t:'S and 
Lhcir actual l"k, in i::ontr~ t lrl the original 20-25 year term. IS rc l:itivdy 
short . Hi. tnric.t.Jly. each contract has ad a .11vc:rage lifr or abuul seven 
)ears. bm a, he Jk:'ll uf thi: 19 ho11si.ng bo1)m . ic hao follc:n tn n11ly ri·,e-
)"t:"l:ln. Thus. che "flow-from tbe ori1:,>in.:1.1in:n uf 111::,;r, c1wrigages wa:;. on~:r £50 
billion in 1988. t; K morcga:ges arc floating rau: - 1.~'Pical l} n:. hing in a 
nk of LLBOR !J)llls about JOIJ"l ha.-.is pDinL!>-. Thi:?i _gjws a corn] IJ.orro....,in., 
co:st of lfio/c al present. lf ihc Govcrnmc-nt rnade a hi,u:.lin. 1 ·omrnitmcm to 
maintain the s er ling,' Deulsi:.:hen ark rate first, tiy Joinrn.g th~ F.RM .tml, 
st,c,m<l, h~• s.ignin,g a i rca y of monetary union - tht."n:' can be linlc doubt 
th.at a rising prof'L>iT"Liun of the elcclors would trus.t the fiO\eTIJmt."nt':!. ord. 
A a result, th~y wo11ld refi nance thi:: ir ·terlin~ mortgages whh 
Dcut:o.cbem 11.rk loa1:is ac 9%· 10%. 

A nrn.jor rt.as.on for joining t c: ERM anorl purrni11g monclary union;., c 
er:d to eliminate Hte lbclic:1" chat Large nominal w~t." im~ri::~i::s can be 

sustained ~r currency rlepri:c.:ia.tion. Many wage earners arc al:,;;o mortgage 
l,mmwi::r..: if the degree of binding commitment 011 Lhe e."'-ehangc rate is 
suilid.enl to per~uade Lht:" elector lo change his income demands, then ic 
shnuld also he sufficient 10 c-hangc: his horrnwing hehav·our. 

If this happenccl during a lcn~tny Stage Two. when the UK wa. .. still 
attem ptin£ tu pursue an indcpcndi:nt mimeta.ry po]jC)•, the potential cspiLal 
tlows would be dram.i.tic. Mo:sl of the £250 billion stnt.·k of m1.n1gages 
wiJUld hi:: refinanced within a few .car.;. The no would IJc so coin. ~al tnac 
it 1s 1.mllkcly th.11.t ab ffer fund .. or morn:-t~I)' cmitperatiun between central 
hanks, would s.urvii,"'C" intact. Thi.s extreme .instahili1y would ha\•e bt"i::JJ 
c~u•scd hy~ (a) fru.shng UK. d1-lz.cnsto make Lhi::ir L)W1i borrov.ing dcci ion. 
gi1,·en thdr cJectc-d Go,•emrnent's 1Pleo,gcs: and (b) the failL!re Lo 1110\e 

rapidly Lo a 11nitorrn and stable m n11efo.ry n::gin1e where such flow~ w nuJJ 
b-c Ullrlt::Cc!:isary. Thi:' huge tlows could hardl)1 be ,;:lc'.\C"nhetl as f>peeulativc 
au acks 1hcy wou Id ~imp I)' ht." indi vid1.1al electors rndonally see~ ing to 
maximise their s.candard of living, 
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him:iple ,,j 
.'frtlnidi.ari(J' 

his e:i.ample of fotuTIC' m{lr18ag.e IJows ountaim, an impilication for the 
conduct of UK. monetary policy. Once it is seen as "'safe" (beeausi: it rests 
on the Go,.,c:mment's pled,ge} to bo,rnw in foreign ru.rrencie&, lJK monernry 
policy will cea.se to h::wc any substantial clfc:ct. The cili7C:ns will simply 
l:iypa~ the "hie;n inte't1e~t rate" polk}•. 

lta.ly provide:; another ex.ample of the potential i stability of S~agc: Twu. 
Th c Ttllli 11.n G rivernment 's debt maturity is relath.•ely &hort. at about 21 ,I 1 

ye;;m, Given the size of the ,dcot - close: to IOO% of grnSj; mu:i,Jn1:1.l protlw::l 
(G P} - monthly redernp!.ioru. of aronru:I S32 billion amounl to almost 4% 
of (j P. Wlth the abolition of i:: cha~ crmtmh,, if lhene wt=re. a.n 
um::xpecled crisis, i.he amounts placed back into the hands of rn'i'e:rs i:ach 
month could ea.sily flow cJut of the currency, in an a.ctempi. to protect 
ll'llvingll.. The ~ale of such flows would rapid ly ovcrwni:Jm uffc:r fond.~ and 
cooperation. 

We believe tne wlutlon Is. t,o eliminate s111ch potentii.al riikc"l by mo~'ing 
rqridly 11Il'oug the n!!k,,' and un:d11bh: transiliunli!l phase lo the stabllity of 
a !dnglt curtt-nt:y. 

l"rudential Ru lei; fur .11 Hard Monty Union 

Sta~ Th n:e 11> tbe culmination of I.he monetary u 11ion process1 including a 
single currency to Ix- issuc:d by tnc: Eumpc:an CimtnJ Bank, Eurofoi. If this 
monetary uc1 iot11 i& 10 wo.rk pr-operly and be durnbLe, it has to be a hard 
money unio111. A n 1,1.m bcr of is uc:s mm t lhi:ref:c)re be de.a.l~• resolved, and a 
.number of hard eholc,e;s must be mad i;:, 

• \\'ho controls andl prin~ the money - that i~, what .s:,,·stc:m is t-ho~n for 
the. Central Bank'J Although the choice has not yi;:1 been made; i1 seems 
.HJgrc:cd tllat th ci-c· will he no mon~Hl.ry financing nf public ddit::i ls and that 
tl1e prlorlty of the central bank wlll ~i;: to maintain price stability. 

• Who is ~pnm;:ihle for puhli,c: ,deb1',! If one co1,1.ntr)' de,cidi:s lo spi:nd 
recklessly, will the rest of the Communlt}'':s tax·payers have to bail it 0111? 

T c rcluet,11.m."e of \Vest f;erma□ lax.pa;yer~ to ca1,1.nknancc a :s11bstantial tax 
incrca&e rn p::iy for East German needs suggests a very limi!oo tolerance oi 
:,,.uch burden ·. The "no ba.ilm!l'l" principle lcinh to ha\•c: bc:c:n ac:cc:pl.ed. 

• If 1ihe ti!i(:811)' i:mprudent ,He 1tot ~o:in2 to be bail.td ou:1, i§ thi- l'in:ilinci-111 
. '!!· t"m ~tmng l!!nol!lg.l:i to COJII! wi1h the ri'!!ik nr a d.e:l'auh?' The no bailout 
principle will not carry conviction if the :mm::ture l:s so weak that a 
ignific:ant default w11uld inevit.i!Jhl:,· c::a1.1:,,.t' cnll1:1:psc:. 

Both the D-dors Committee R.epon and the A&hf'ord Pa.per ht(:hli:ght the 
need to prtsi;:rvc: the 'princip,le of !J.Ub~idiarit}'," which 1:nt1tils rnain.taining 
the maximum amount of p.ower at a local level, rather tihan the Commuillity 
lC\•cl. Thi: usi:: of marl:c:t discipline, r.HJlhcr than binding: budgi::ta-ry r1,1. ks, 
preserves the principle of :;11.1l,.sidiarl1y. However, c:ert.ain rules mu:;c be 
designed to cn ham:e market di~cjpli1J c:· to en~urc:· that it operate:,;, slowly an.ti 
progressively, ra1ne:r than abruptly andl c-a,astrophic-all)'. We outline below 
11 framework of n.i.l.e-i. rn ,,.i:ring both the is.~ u.ert a.a.11 the pureha.:sers of ru blic 
debt. 

Ruks Jar the Issuers of l'ublic D~t 
The ~uiding, prlndp,le-15 1hiU the ·public fmliDres of rneni"ber states: .slhouldl be 
iiidlidently !jQ1;1qd 1h:1d the-y i;anmd destahili~~ tihl! F.C'!;: poUticll-1 !ind 
fmaneial sys:t,em. 
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Fr,ll lnfr,rmu.lian 

Sta11dllrdsfor Pul:rli.
fh-h1 W11Jruily 

This s1atcmcnt u r principle immediately inviics a defini.ticm of"sound ... 

Rcgrt:llahly. it is impos1,,ible to frame 8 numer ii;al defi.nitioo that i1,, 

applicable to llll member states al all ti.mes. l f debt,; had bttn incurred 
mldy to firnrnce Inn~ li:ibcing and rcaoiLy marketable asset., such ib hom:cs, 

then tht: analyt ical approach to a company's ,ll!lani.: i:= :-.heet would be U!.t:ful. 

Al the other ex.lri:=nlt\ the deb s might ha re financed the pa)•meJlt of 

p-ensicm:-. and wciuld th.t:rdore represent a transft= r be.tween genenniuns. The 

c.redit standing uis1.1c-h debt "'ouW hinge only cin the will ingness oft e 

next gene.ration to pa,>' lhe blll they ha\•e inherited. 

In rea.L1ty. ,here is a c.omµlc:,;, i!nd shirting blend between these. e.xucme~. 

b·en if we could define the rype of debts;, whal is the r ight de ht/income 

ratio'! ltaly's clc:bL ar 1ooq of G?\P is c.1n1sing alarm, but there i. 

surprisingly little comment on HcJgium\ 135% debt / inc-omc raLi o. Should 

more attention be g.1,·cn to true measmcs. of c:retlit 4uality, such as dc:bl 

servic:t: ratios'? 

The foHowing c.fo.cus.scs a m1m hi:r of ey p-0ints fo, Lht= regulacion or Lni:= 

issui:i-. 

rnrormation on th.t:: foll magnitude of a debtor's obligaLiun5 mu:;1 be 

available in o,dcr to a~. i:ss iB debt s.crvic:ing ~pacity. "fhe Pro,pt:cLLJS 

.Directive (89 / 298/ EEC) ;ilread · re4 uires pu t,[ic:atinn of "infvrmation 
riece.u-ar y 10 rmabl;,. irzve:stur!. 10 makP ,:m inf urmed as:J,e.ssme.m 1J/ 1ht• 

fi;in.,rC'ial pmitwrt of Int iuuer. " However. A rtic.le.~ 2 and 5 exempt member 

st1ttes aud their suh:.idiary bodic:s: frnm this requirement. T his e.xei-11ption 

should ~ removed. 

forurm,ation mu..~t abo be available on th.t:: contingent liab,ilitit:s 11f entities 

beyond ct:n Lral Governments. suc-h as public sectm and suite-guarnntec:d 

hod'es: state-owned commercial tradinJ:l emirics in particular, banks and 

in. ur 1tnt'>e companie.; and priva1c banlcs, .,,..hose m.:ijo.r business is gathi:ring 

retail fund .. purchasing Govemmt:nl debt and hoJding it tn maturity. The 

Soh·c:rtc~r Ratio DirocLi\1e LS a step in thi...~ di~1.ioli: its ris · wc.ighting system 

for h11.nk ID.sets. (l?qu ires ll c:an:rul clarificalion or l c c:>.ac:t :Lah.Ill. of thc:;,c 

t:nticies. 

Accounting i;on,,·ent1ons arn;l pracLi<te.s must tJ.c standar1focd sufTicier1tly so 

lhal fully comparahlt: data can Ix publish.cd prnmp1ly perhaps b,y the 

European Cocnmission. Prior Ln lhe implementation of a ;,inHlc: c-u, rency, 

the exact statm nf l.iabilitics rep resented hy nol!.eS and coms ma)' prt:si:=nL a 

pml;ilc:m, but it will e ri:move,d when Otey b«ome Lht: iiabilit}' ot the nev. 

cent ml bank . 

Prudential supervision or puhlic debt p.ortfolios will~ m:i.:t:!!.Sar}'. The 

a,,erage life of debts will be the cri tical fa.c:Lor: as the mamrity of it debt 

portfolir1 shortens. the ri!-.l. of a sudden liquidity cri:i.i~ rise~. fa some cases, 

wnfidencc can h~ ~ha.ken b)' events that are outside the cont ml ur Lhe 

debtor, who then will ha\•t: d ifficulty in rolling o~·er marnriug debt, resulting 

in a rapidly doepi:ning liquidity c:ri:si~. Tue New o,k Cit)' l:ris.i~ or 1975 wa.,; 

a da: sic ex::unplc. The: risk of a liquidity crisis. is particularly difficult ror 

markets to price, because lhe hunlen, while it1 itself iK'.Cept.ablc, may be 

poorly tr ucturcd, A:s New Y or.k City cliSiCO\o'ered. ouce t h t: litt uid it · crisis 

had muck, it provcd impns:o.ihle 10 sell signific1mL 1.JUantitks o debt even al 

twic;t the yield offc:Ted by 01hcr mun ii:ipalide-s. 

Per!mps fo·e )' t'.:t l'S might he t'on~idered an appmpriate m inimum a.,·cragc: 

life for such debt. The occasional t.c:mun. of a liquidi1y crisis in Ttal~ 

-suggest that an average life of les s than three yc:ar.; is tli:fmitely too shnrt. 
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StI;veJlfar1C<? 

1'rohif~',iori on 
£r1rofefl lfQldm11 
Publ.'.:D~bt 

,Vo M...,-'°"' Pri"vilr.,t,r, 
Jo, Pub(k: A utlwritie• 

Administrative budgetary rule5 will 1-,e mm-c tliITicull to tl~velop and apply. 
ta minimum, they hould require EC finance ministers to r:;xi::rt pi;:cr 

group p,resmrc by vigorQ~~ly, and puhlid~•, wamin~ on budgetary excess_cs, 

The maturity ~truclu~ uf public debt should be one of the specific items 
suhji::d 10 surveillance l)y .( finance mi,fr•,ters.. Ir a =mber s.Late ai1011,-s its 
maturit v ~tructuJ"e LO fal l below the agreed minimum snmd ards, thi:s 
iut.lg,emem .sho·ukl be publiei si::id , and l~mh:-r~ should he obliged to recognise 
the dr:;dinc in th~ 4ua.l ily or their assets. 

F.urnf~ :i.ho uldl be proMl>hcd frnm holoing pulilic ~cdur tltbL. This would 
p.re1;1ent its opm m.arket operations from mas. ing t.lu: emergence o.f a credit 
~p~ad httwten different member sta~ !llld W(l uld r,rmm·e completely, as 
advocated l:!y thr:; Del nrx f'...onut1Ltc.e.e R.epor1. any risk of dire-ct monetary 
fin:i.rn::ililg o[ Go..,-ernme.m deficits. While an allsolule prohibihon may seem 
severe, ic ·would rc111m·r:: tcmptat.ion from Eurofcd to engage· in s1,1ch 
activitics.. Th~ s.cale of prh•ate fin :-mci al in:,;trumi::nts 'II,, iHiiJl the f C as a 
whole should offer 11.mph:: :.c-ope or the pmehas.e or sa le of s-ccuritic:s to 
l-rcat~, or eliminate, mo11i::y. fentnd hi!.nks have. iii fa.c,, de,.,eloped a wldc 
variety of u:-ch.ni(!ue~ for open mark.CT operation~ i vnlving private 
in:-.1 rame1•ts. 

The Ashford papc:r .sLatei t1lere ·s "'llirtual consensus·· ihac 1heI"(: sJio11lc:l be: 
no market p:rivilegcs for public authorities. anu. thi!.l lhi:!i rnLc '''--mildfeawre 
iri th" rreatv. " Th r nature of there privileges was. not d clincd, trnt \''ari rm: 
tj p,e-s are readily ldentifiitblc- a,;; follows: 

• preferential treatment fur public debt i11 respect ot withhold' n:g, income . 
.... apital or turnover taxes: 

• special us.<:S fo r public deht - ~ c:ollatt::nl for loa1ts from lhe ci::c1trnl 
hank~ as ehgjble asse!:s for banks' mandatory liquid assets, or requirement~ 
that a proportiDn r,f thi: as:o.rls of life i,,sura.nre funds, for example, be held 
in public debt. This. type of rcg1.1lation is at th~ he,1ut of the operation ("If the 
fimmei~I sy.sti:m , and =re[ul lho ughr ""'i ll be required to eq ualise ace.es~ to 
1he fi11a11dal markets, yet main airi a b~h1r1ee o-f prudent reguJa ion. 

• spc-cial su ppml mc:-t."h an isms. - lhc cenlral hllTI l \ ,ulr in "'s.LHhi I isin.i;"' th I:' 
mar·ket in public dcbL Srnbilis.ition arrangements. run the risk of neg.Hing 
rnarkr:;t 5ip,;;i.l:r;; aml ma~• involve the surn=ptilium, pn:wi.~ic.m o[ rnunl:'lary 
fi1la1K.e. 

T.hc aboli1ion o{ ~l.lCh privilcgc5, will have fa r-re11.Ching i.:onscq1.1ence~ for the 
~Lruc:lure of the financial system, bm, ·t market cill-scipllne is imcnde.d to 
work, thr:;n it is r,;sscnti.:-il that inve'.',l()r-; arc nnl ind1..1t~d, m ohlig~cl, Lo im11:st 
in Gu..,i::n1:me11l debt on llDl :1!:MUtl.dl-~ 01!her than creditwort.hine.ss, Otherwise, 
he m.irke-t's early-warning s.ignal of widening crcJil tlifferenli1:1ls will be 

blu,di:d - if .not ofhet entirely. MorcO'i,rc.r. in 1hc c-as.c of a default, an 
investor who has b,::c-n legally ,ihligoo l o purchw;i: .1 particu lar as:-;i:t ha:-. 1:1 

~ 1 rn11g moral case for cmn~ensation from th0-sc who imposed I h.c 
,ol)ligatlon. This would um!~rmini: ih~ c:ruciill ao-hailo11.1t ptimlciple. 

he!l.e requiremc:111.!i llppu.r to b,e-mere-l}' tecbnicsl measu11es for the efficie-..nt 
funcnonrng of the firut r:;i111 ll -1iJ,;,tem. lfowe>,l!r, ih~y o lo the hurt of tire 
pulitical !'ii)'Slil!'m nd IU't: :,,fl)llJ&"lie from the iss!ll.e of sove-rei,gntJ. 
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Rules tor the P.urcha51!ts of Pubtir. neht 

T'be li'beTali!ied mlll'ket in fmam:i:1111 !1,(-J,,iftt:-S, must be soun-dl rc,gu1eted, 

pain from che new ri~ k w the financial S)'stc:m or puiblk :sector dcfauhN, 
the old risks li~mmi.ng from commc:rcia.l mistakes will not v11.nish. lt1 

reality, the eompc:til"ic.m unleashed l!:ly thr:: singk: ma.rket is likely to reinforce 
those risks. The freedom lo jain market share canic::r. thi:: reciprocal 
freedom to lose it. A:i- the citizens of urope ate offer-oo new fimmcial 
.services and Lhen progrc:s.sivcly tal' into them, there will be many surpri:~in~ 
developments. As .11. result the right balance will need to be struck between 
maintainins i.be stabilit}' nf Lhe financial syst•t:'m thro11gh regula OI)' 

vigilanc-e, wi:t.hout 1.ifiing innovation. 

Howc1,1r::r, the implementation of Stage Thrc:c: carric:i. dire.ct and explicit 
implications: for tlii:: r,egulation of fimmci mar. ets. Financial systems are 

normally struccured 011 the assumption that Cmtral Uovunmc:nt debts if 
not those of the public s.ector as a whole, arc fret: of c:redit risk. This 

as.sumplion, explicitly re.slated in the Cooke Com.tnirtcc rulc-5 for the capital 
adequacy sta11ufaros o bank . hiu ,been incorpora.uxl into Community law 
thmush the S-0lvenr;:y Ratio Directive, It i:s b.as.ed on me fact that a 
Uov-crnmc:nt can always print money to repay the no,minal amount of ils 

c:lebcs.. (The con~equena!,s fonhr:: real value. o he debts are a eparatc 
is.sui::.) Ho .... aever, vritl:t FMU, the power of money creation will pai!i to 
Eurofcd, thus eliminating a fun.clamencal tenet of cu~nt financial 

regulation. 

The Ashford paper talks of :a "virtual conseruu.s "that thc:re wo11Ld be no 

monetary t1nancing or public deficits and no hailing-out of thi::: ·i$cally 

impnadenL !Howe,,er. the: fin11.ncial :syneru mus~ e ~trnng enough co eop,e 
with a default by a public scct,or borroWeT, or no-one will lx-lic:vc: that the 
no-blliluut rule wlll Ix- appfa,d in practice. We belic1,1·e there are s:ome basir;: 
requircmc:nts. 

l.ar£r l ::q,auc,e fl,.f.es Th c: prudential regulatlon nf an)' fina11cial i!llstitut· on g,c:nerall~· involve:; a 
litmt on its exposure LO any single dc:btor (or sroup of a.ssociateo dc:htms). 

At a certain threshold of ex.po:sure, separate reports to the super'io'lsor arc 
often rc:quir,ed, and ex posure is prnhibited above the 1c,,.·,cl wl:tcrc .11. los:-. 

wcntld be catastrophic to the whole institution. 

0 

Currently, th('; EC does not apply exposure lirnits to Central Governrnc:111 

dc:bts, which arc sc:en ~ fn:e of credi1 risk. With F..MU. public debt will 
i1n,1olve erc:dit risk. Hence, somr:: limits should be applit:d, e,,,.r::n though 
puhlic debt will rt"main the best credit within the Commu.nii.y. 

Exposure limits wmdd be set out in the: directives. governing the p:a.rtic: ular 

type of instilution.. The following two examples ilJustrll.i.c: how this could t>e 
done by amending c::xis.1.ing texts:. 

• The UCffS Dir,ective (85/ 611 /EEq liberalises mutual fumh; Article 22, 
paragraph I limit5, expo:sttre to any onr:: c:ntity lo 5%. Paragraph 3 raise: 
this to 35% for ".~uurilies issued by u member s1.ate.'~ while Article 23 mises 
the: limit for such ~ur:ilies lo 100%, but ''in accordan·o.> wilh the principle 

of risk-spreading,•· exposure to lnis one ckbtor mu.~i. be in a,. least six 

different securities. 

• The Rr::commet1dation on T.arge :Exposun:-5 of Crr::dit fosticmions (87.Hil l 
EEC) proposes in Article 4 paragraph I, .1 limit of 40% of (lwn ( und to 
any client or i;:roup of con11ccted dients. Paraguph 4 then states ihat "rhe 
<1.:omp.eteril aulhorilf.es ma .. fully or par-r1all_ · e.utmpl, •• 1he puhJic 
au.thoril fes of any of the member srales. •· 
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The rcco,gniticm th at public de: t ca:rries. :some risk , even if only a smitl l 

dc:grrr, argues that thc:st: exemptiom from accepted prndi::ntia.l standards of 

risk divt:rsi l"ic-11tion should he: T~mO\•e(f. 

fliven the. aggregate: ur the cash value or thc:sc Liru.it:s on each, im;lihitio11. a 

mrmb,:;T s.t :11.le should 1-urvc adi::quilte b-orro'Ll•ing ym,.,.cr "'itltln the 
Community. ~ a hroad concept, l h.e finilDCial institution within a ,gl,.·cn 

mcm ~r s-Litl i:: might ha\'c: 11.n a.,~gregatc limit c:,qui \·alent to 60'1 or that 

s.Lati::':s GN!3 - prnvitliag t.hat the c(mt::spond ing ind i,idua.l limlts we~ not 

so large: that de ault would u □de,minc the inslitulion.. As i::xistin¥. 

Community di::ht li:.vels rwcrngc: 60i;f. ut' G P, iDsLilutio ns within a 

"pro den 1., cnember :s,Lll,tc: would not oc compelled to c-han,ge I heir beha ,•iom. 

A further s:ubs.L,mlial percentage of GNP as. an a~re,gate ere-di limit fur 

that rm:mher :state might be, spread amcmp: tinancial imtitutions clscw heTc: 

in the Con munily. 

Once a :o;U!'Lt had used up its <lomcstic i::Tedil limits, i1s fl)tal Telianrc on 

nundomc'5t ic in:stih.1lions woulcl hi:: a powerful brnke cm furthcT . orrnwiilg. 

l::.ven um.Irr 1hc bes cnmliliom , a major sLate rarely tia.,;, natl a mbst,u1tial 

pro portion of its total debt ni:ld b~ forci,gner ·. Spn:,i:iding lim its of t"\'c n 6.f.J% 
of G. r a1ound he re.st oft)](: EC wnultl probably i pl y 4 uite low limit~ ill 

individ ,111tl im titutlons, Tc:ducing the risk of a cli::rault to the Cnmmunily's 

[i na m::ial system. 

Because tntal e.,powr,: limi vn..1uld be based un f:i. P, the "inancing of a 

re-11.,onable t1[l nual deflcii should face fr,,.,, impcdimcm~. A state's relative: 

dcot tiurclen would Tise: onl} if its new ddiciL5 e:u:c:i::de-d the :growth rnle 01 

i ts G:\'l'. ·1 h11~, thi.-. approach would c:reate a c11muJa1ivc:ly tougher 

fimmi:ing pro !)le for ~t:Jt :tc s ' de .1c1ts. but only if these were s 1;..~tained tor 

SCV("r.11 yc:an. 

rr a member 'S. tt <w-i~h~ to be ever more indi::hli::d, Lhen it would ha,,.i:: lo 

raise fu d. hoco non-l:ornmunity im,i.icutions (.or d iTectly rrnm. indi,..·idua U 

- u dil Jcul and expc:n:1.ive process. J:.xternal cr61.lito,-s would be on no Lice, 

frnm the public warnings o f the grnup ot EC fi.nanc•e mi nis Lt:TS. and woukl 

UiDdou b cd ly clc:marn.1 a significant pr<cmiu m . 

. l1arfd-i£ to ,.,..i.,. aJ lf the price of a coum_ry's debt l,c:gin to t!eleriorntc , all inanci c1.l 

J•,.f)lit Dtbi im,timmions shoulc! he: nihliJ;red to re-cognis.<: tni. change immcdi"1tel~, 
maT~in,g. the: asset down to tile new mMkel price and rlc:duning t'ie loss 

horn their ,:;apita.1 hili,,es. Member ;Hat.cs would hc1~·e to be cneoUTa,bit:d w 
i. sue tlrbl in a marketa hlc: f(lTm, ·o that the market ror :-.Ln:h debt wou ld be: 

gcm1incl)' liq1.1id ,.md subs1andal, and the market price "''o uld 1-}c: seen as a 

n~liahle. indicator. All nnn markel debt would he: \ 'alurd using rhc 
appro priate n'lle i.m11.erpolatc.<1 from the: yield curve. For \ 'll!luatio n p urposes. 

nonmarkc.t debt s.hnuld he ,•alued at a pc al )'ii::ltl pJ1emlum, pcr trnps (lnt: 
pcrccmagc: rminl abo,•c the corrc~pund:n;g market yield. Thi:: ~ame _principle 

c:nultl be applied n numnarket debt ou,t~idc: the 111ember state 's own 

currency. The applicable yield curi-, e- ould simply be: Lhat or 1he domes.tic 

fiovernment . 

Provided tlu.i lhr Jllill'kct price accuTat.:ly reflects the ri. I,: of defau lt, then 

t i:: t1nancial systcm woufol adjust oontim,1c111JSly, and the act,1al ::vent of 
ddault ""'cmlrl not crc:ue a shoe ; Lhe loss ·p.rnvisii:m:c; would have been n,,arlc: 

c-tmtinually. 

The Vel or.. f.:mt1mittec Rcpl)'ft took the \ ' ew that a Tigomus application of 

mark.et di£cipJ:i.nc cnulrl be "tuu si,ddrri arid di.rru1,1iW?. "'The applicati on of 

l:uge...c:x.posure a11d mark-to-maTht rules should en5 urc thill a debtor is 
progrcs-s1vcly shut nul of 1.he financial market:-.. 
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Historically, sudden crises have :stemmed. from lJliguidiW An cxce-ssively 
short maiuril~• debt portfolio heightens this risk:: hence, p«r group pre une 

from EC fmance rnini:mm on debt marurit)', under lhe surveillance 
proc,;dures, · s important. There is :fl ca.~c for iJ1troducin • a sliding sc-alc of 
required writi:-offs or all financial insli uti,:ms - not just the banking 

5.y~t.erni. The appropriate slid ing ~ale is a urnt-tcr or debate. but the clear 

intentio11 W(luld be to fon::e the financiill 5\' t.em to write dow!l'l assc1 v1:1luc-s 

cnm:i~h so that a. ~erious default would .u~·eady h:fl.ve been fully prcwided for 

in the capiti!.l of those instjtutions holding lhe debt. herefore. the threat of 

a disastrous default - as an alternative to a forced bailout - would be 

widely recognised a5 nollO'lli'. 

Naturally, compulsory write-aff~ against capial would be: a rnejor 

di.sm«nlivc- w any financial institution considering thi:: provision of further 

fonds to a co1.mtr_ sliding towards a liq1Jidity crisis, with the 
c-orrcspondingly hc:i htened risk of default cv,cn if only a partial default. 

As soon as 5uch writc---off become significant, i:l'.LStirn ion · would n:q\lin: a, 

yield premium to campensatc: them for the Joss. Thus , the slid ing seal of 
write-offs should inducc a rogres.sivi=" ri e in interest ca!'i.tJS. as the de ts' 

a\•c:rage life dc:clines . 

. 4imt""ndm.r.ni r,J Capital Pervcr5'cly, une eleme t of the r is.k-wrightin:g mies for h1mk assets could 

~!tf<lfJ' Ruh-, for become an c:ngine of market imicsdpline. 

Com(i.1116r,n 

12 

The Solv,:cncy Ratio Dirl'.'Cli e assigned. a zero NS -wcig.htin • to Central 
Go,,emmcnt debr , on tile a,;sumption tha1 it i ri k fre.e. TI:1erc:fon:, if a 

state's credicworthim:s declines t:o the point where its Trewa.1r~r bills yield in 

excess of UBOR, the return un the zero capital requirement for banks will 

be infinite, This pe ers.e mcchani~m will gencra~e uge up plies o· short

term fu nds at yields onl ~• lightly abov,; L 1 BOR. In o c:r words, the cost 

may be. a blow to naliona! pridt. bur will not re-pre e-nt a fisca l problt"m.. 
ThU5, the banking syi;lem.'s search for a hi8h return on capital will lead thi:: 

d•ebtor straight into a liquidity tr-ap and c posi:: the banking systc:m to 

dramatic loss,cs. Recent history underlines, all 100 ,.,j,,.jdly, th~ banking 

·systc:m '5 capacity to oveTex ploit such opportun ir.ie§. 

A•!i EC public S,ectQr d(!b'I will no long~r bll' risk-free. 1hi~ w~.ightlnz:: sJ·s,tem 
m t lie changed, or h 11n'11 short-clrcui,t 11111y p11uc(!SS of mu ei di5,eipllne 

and couidl lead to catastrophe· for the debtor, e en if tlbl!" buks lll'e 
p1ot.edt:d b, rules apirut '"I ,r,:e expo ~res.'" 

The fnropean Ctnl:rali B:an le - Euro[ed 
- -----

The dcgr("e of control c:\c:r-ci ed by membcr tatcs wiJl determine their 
5 uccess. i11 compc:ti ng to ba,,e hc:ir debt L1.Sed ;Jis i:t store of value by the 

citizens of Europe, However, the stability of prices. throughout the EC will 

determine whcther non-Co rnmunity money is C'\'Cn bcHer. 

There is complete agreement that Eurokd ''.dmu.ld be explicitly c:ammilled 

to price stability. Suhj~cr IO 1his pric,dty. ih.e policy shmild supporr the · 

general economlt policy nbjecrfves . ... 

fhc Ashford paper 111 •teSts that the ·•-~ttmce of m.onetar y paiffy •· should ht: 

~et by the Eurofed Council, which would cunsi i of: 

• the 12 govern o of the national central ban.ks; and 

·• a board oi pmfessional staff with long. sciure terms - numbcrinjl: le s 
thari 12 aJ1d indudin~ the chairman. 
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ln addition, the p.residenl.fi of the lE 1.1ropi:,,m Commi .. ~:;.ion 1t.nd the F.urope:m 
Council would ""be presertt" at Eurofc<l Council meetings. 

De.c11ocrmic accountabilit)' i;s s tn:,s :,d and wcrnlcE he achiev~d b,y periodic: 
reports tot e F.u.ropca.n Council, and periodic repom, to, ;)!00 hearings 
with, 11.he fair-opean Parli:ame11L. 

The need for independence is al.so stressed both .Lri the oond 11c1 Df policy 
;.mcl uf l:,"ll\1ernms fmm Lht' ir m1.ti umd auUmritic:'.';. However, thc:n; is sik:n~ 
on the key qucs.tion of who appoints the ]}oard: the European Parliament, 
t.hi:: Eurnpea11 Council or S-i.11ne uU11:r ~y.~ti::ni? 

There ls a. dilemma. ·nie politicians of much of Euro pe have co.t1Si~1ently 
dem on, lliate<I Uuu Lht"y cannot hi:: u·us li:;d with the m(lm:·y p rinti ng pre.~s. 
Yet if democracy mea11;s anythlng such a vital component of e.oonomic 
pnlicy ~hmd,d he 11.tc:(i unlahh: tu tht:' dcct(m. The key m.aJ he to elect 
sep;ara1e representativ,es to spend am'.11 to c:onbo] mome; /m0a1ion, rathe:r 
lforn tm,i,l the nmc group ,.,,-ilh h-olh p1.nn:n;. 

·n1eref01'e, &pending dcdsions remain at or are passed down, as stares 
f ra.t--'TTli::llt - tn U;ic lm1t·i::st eff e.ttivi:: Je..,el of Government. Control of th~ 
primlng press 1s p[!sscd up 10 the tnghcst level of Government - to the only 
levd Lhal t:,:m be {:'fft'C\ivt' for a singlt", Curnmunity-wide monr::tary pnlicy: 
th,c: direc ly-¢[r::cted fa1ropcan l-'arlia.mc1u. Thus tile boatd of E.urofed. would 
he- appointed. a.a.ii sacke-d. b_ rhe E1.1rnptan Par-liam~nl. 

Ac-hiclr·ing rn<l cpc:nd cncc- may be e-as.ier in ptac-ti(.:e lha n in rnn!ililutiu n1:1l 
Lheor_;•. Fin;t, the Comrnunity--,,,,ride abolition of exchange controls has 
br011gh into o,p<;":rn.tion the markec mecha.a.istn of aulurnalic ~tahil i;i;er~ ,if 
capital nuu'.I. The.re .... ill hi:: no impi:,dim:::nt to wcll-ia.formcd investors 
either i di\·id11:ii.ll}· 1.1r toHoctivcly through flnaric.iaJ im1i1u1iom - mo-,,- ing 
their capital out of the EC ir il he.oomes d e:ar- that F.t1rofed is fai!"ng in its 
priority La: I;: pri(.-:e stability. 

T his capital uulnuw will auh1matieally t ighten internal monetary conditio11s. 
Jrid pl.-1y a critic-aJJy irnportam role, becaLL!ie Eurnfi:ecJ will n ol be· able to 
.. s1erihse•· such nows '>'ery ,i::rn;ily. ln an existing national s~rstem. an 
1m"·elc,omc: innow of liquidity can be sterilised .ais. f"ar lcl.!. the private sector is 
concerned, throug.h absorptio c1 .,-ia atlJitiomi.l 5~lo;-s of Government d~h!. 
Thi: pre-~ents no prnblc:m "'hen the Go\1Crnment ii. not t:Dncemcd ah out it.s 
cred it stam:llng. liowe'r·er. Uo\ernttLt'nL1> ma,,.· c loath Q i-ssur- unncccssar\<' 
de ht whcn cn:dct worth i nes:s is being caretun;- scru cin -s e-d b) thit:" mark i::L~. r n 
partk·1.1lar. a bovcrnmcnt already close: to a ,,j~i le: de1erior1111ion of 
r:n::dilwmLhinc::;;s ma_,· he disim:lined ta acecp an ,add .tional burde.n . 1n Lhi: 
case of an oiutflow 1.1f capi al. tb.c snu :mo.n e. ,e,, i::n;c:d. If F uroft'd were 
f.'il"c\'t:nl.e<l by il:?> i-11le-.s from neat-in• additional mo cy. Ihea monetar-y 
eondi ions would c u ominically ti.._e.htentti. In dfccl. the -~Lruct;u,f"(:-d 

ab.se.n(.-.e uf a ~innple method or 'Lt"nfora1irm lliiU ave reintroduced one of 
the bcs:1 features of the: gold standard a.n automatic 1w ·tern to dr1t.w the 
ec-or.101n_i.- b ai.:k mo s rn.bilit}'. • 

Second. mdepc:nrli:n lxnaviour by lbe £urofed CuunciL - hoth cnl'lecti\'ely 
and indii.idu.all~ - Mill be: gre,dly cnoour-aged by bor rowing another 
f~ ure o · e i ·. · F e:deral Reserve Board publicaciDli of pa lii.;y dcci:si(]m. 
rhei:r ration.ale and 1he voti~ record of m.emhcn;_, Correspondingly, r,cpol"is 
10 1. e F.urro e Co1.mci I and Parlfami::nr, together with al l heari ri~. sho ultl 
tJic public. 1f lb.ere arc any shortcomings i11 th~ im;li::pendi:nt p~muit of pru;-c 
~Lilhilii~. rnc-h p bJicj1}· will immc-d ii:itc-ly alert investors e11ahlin.g tht:'m 10 
ta c protceti.,·c action. 
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The supervision uJ ban.ks and [l1:1Jyments system arc i~11e.f. for sepanue 

di:sc:0msi.un . Historic.i!.U)·, lhe.se two r1;il~ ha"e coaf1ictcd with the conduct of 

sotmd monet;n·y policy, Hence, )J,~parame tcdmical 1:1p;e11cies may be: hi:tter 

plat.-etl to perform tho:::1,.e regulatory foilldiun.-s. if the k-vc:1 pla~•ing, field! 

concept spri:ads t-0 all financial incern1ctHaric:s, th t: complc..-..:itics Df 

rt:gul.ation will grow. 

This.raise,; lhi: risk that the:- prim'iple of subsidiarity will be cornprnrnised. 

ALr-c:-1td~' - the Ashford pap,er seems w have slipped into this trap by 

advoc"'ting that "the r1.<1tinna/ n'.n1rt1I banks would remain re p-on.l"ibw for 

the -~moo1hfwic.tfom'ng of the na1i<maf .1y.m.•1ns of paymenl.l', nyct a!im 

stati11g th at "ir i.s dear- that {rhi• ccmdurr of mom·tury polir_J-'] .~lw~ld be 

ba.~E!d or1 rhe ability uf Eurofed ta ha,.•e . . , ultimate rE!:sputisibiliry for Int' 

paym.em s_r:t1em. '"Thur:foflt, it is ajppropru1te to li.imi1 the rol e- of Eurofed 
~olrl), to that whkh is ~trictlry nrc!C!>SUY to ac:hien: ib priority t!ljili:r pr,foe 

stabilih, Th.is limitation ill cnablt: t i: Euro .cd Council w foi.'US 

i:xdusl;cly on i1s one task and , ,emoYc the ri of dilution and cont"mion 'try 

c~trarn::ou~, technical matters. 

In c:.onducting mone1;:u·y policy E urofed will ha\,e ''thej"rttdr:imfrum 

obligatinm lo Jake .actimrs which 1,1mufd undermine rhe hush- objec1ive of 

stabiliry. ••If monetary union ii. lo be prcsr:rited tu the elector.;, of Europe a.s 
a mec:.ha.nism carefully desi,gnc:d to c:mure price stability, then this 

formu lation is. wo weak. H 11ppea.rs to ka\·e the E-urofcd Coi.mcil wii.h a 

volunrtar~· opp.ortunily, rnthcr than obligation, to undermine stability. We 

ibelicve, a.~ noted, that thc:ri: i>hould tic a formtJ.1 prohibitio on such actions. 

This. would corri:spucid to t c: t11ugh proposition - nn whicb there ias 

"1•1rmal amM'nsus'' - thc1t there be ··m:i munewr_1-- flmmci11~ qf pi,biic 

defrciss or m.ar-ket P,i'-'ilegf.f f,Jr the pubfic awhar-irie.r." 

The prac:LicaJ way nf ac.:hie-,,ing 1h.1~ intention is simple: furofcd should be 

prohibited frnm holding public si:ctor debt. The fongibilicy of money mcitlll:1,. 

1hat newly crcaicd mone}' c.ould s,ill flow into public deb . hut nnly through 

the market's willingness to pun.:haSie- the debt at I!. pi-it.~ chat rcllt:c cd c:r~t.lit 

~rccpLioos. The prohibition would scr.·e- to pre-..·cnt Eurnfetl\ open market 

operations [''reg~lmi.on af ,1-wn£1rary coruiitinm shoufd genera/fr b,- m.ade 

by . .. mairiiy optm murker opera1imu'l from masking the emergence of a 
c.rcdit :sp-i;-i:ad betw-«n different mem.ocr 5ta1ics. Jt wou d remove ce1mflletely 

any rJS · of direct monetary fimancing of G0\1cmmen ddicits. 

n1c S-<:ale of private financial instruments within th EC as a whole~ oulcf 

offi:r ample- 5copi: fur the purchase ur sale ot" s.~curhir:s to create, or 

climi11atc, money. I hen: will be a greater credit ri. , but !t would nm be ihe 

fi r.~t time ,hat taxpayers have Jo~t money, whee her throu_gh foreign 

e.xdiu:11ngc imen:eritic:in (Jr other direct policr actions :such as sub.-i.clic . 

for ciJ::11 exchari!le policy seems a par ticularly ,grey area, perhaps reflcc-ing 

Lhe divcrnity of form.al legal uwnership of national foreign cxcha.nBe 

re:si::r.· i:: s. - is lt thc:-Treasucy or the oe-nlral ba.ll.k'? ' c:mcthdes.s, the Ashford 
pape r st-a.tt:s finllly, and correctly, that "'foreig11 e.x,:lrange it1len•enriom . . , 

should not bi' in mmrudit•tiori 1-1,,iJ.h th£! final obje.c-ti\!.£1 cif mum>rarJ policy, 

i.e. price stabiliry ... As a n~sulL, il coocludc:. that "1/re decisi,m.~ on 

il1t£1r-vemior1 in _(oreiKn exdumgf: marlu:1.1· tJltcl the day-w-d11y managenm11 

of e xd1m1r,:e n'Sri'r"'e J should re:sl with Eurnfed. '' 
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I:ndoubtedly, this topic ha~ the poknlial to spark fudolls buri::aucndic 
d cbmc, l:ll.ll pc:rhaps it will turn 01r to 1:ii:: a minur i.~s ue - rno1-e coutcnticm 
in wnstitutional lhc:my than in practice. A oom.t11011 currenc · in Lhe 
Community will, by itself, eliminate: 11. la.~e proportion of currcm foreign 
cxcha!llge irucnrenti(]n. 1r1 the United States, direct imcn·c:nLiun in i.he 
fon:i.i::n e.>:.i.::hange markets is m inimal. Tite external value of the c1,.1 rrc:n~y i!> 
influenced, mmc: po,.,,serf'1Uy illld pcrmam:nt ly, hy ihc: conduct ot monetary 
policy. [,,.en if this conlli~t of nwne,r:-.hip; is not res.ol\oled unamhiguous.ly, the 

dl1&eipfa1c of the finam;ia.l ill.iL ets. wi ll llcl :iLS .11J !;,t.11.hiliNer any confusion 
and rn11llict ot purpos.:: in fnn:: i.gn exchange policy will he: s~n as a !>ign of 
weakm::ss. in pun.1.1i11Jg the priority gnal: prii.:c: :stability. Investors wi ll draw 
Lhc:ir own collClus. ion . .. and l he capital outflow wi 11 bring into action the 
gold standanJ t:i,•~ of amorn~tic <;tahilisers. 

An implication of thi5 itna lysi"" is. chat .Eurofcd will hot:' a mi nimalisc 
organis:tltinn. Th,t:re wilL be a mfldest staff Lu s,upport the IJo:tlnl , hut 
t:Aecuticn ot policy will bt' delega1cd to i::xisting (1rg.mi:sali.01is. in line with 
the prin ciple nf s.ubsid 1;:iri1y. Hnwc..-cr, Lhe.-e Ls :a vhtil differenct' lhcLween 
the execution .aml i.:rt:atioJ1 of policy, As Rundc:shank rres.idlcnt l:'ohl :;,t.atc:rl: 
''.vuhsidiaricy dejinitFl · har; net place 1n Jhe reoJm of mcm~tarJ• policy. 
M om'lan pnlicy nmm:n be subdil·i.tled; it ha.t to he uf o!"!t' prf.'C(', .. l"hi::rt' i. a 
de.ir analogy wit Lhe uliq-.ma.k.ing r "odcrnl l,tcser.· c: Bcmr<l in Wash.u.1gton 
.11 nrl the '>'anuus l-cderal Rcsenc Bank , ~uch as. New \'ork, which c:;;:ecu!t' 
po]JC)' I he Fi::der.d Re!.e.ne .Board is J,;s.s thJ1Jn one LtnLh of the -size o the 
rnnibined banks rmc:-a.rnn:d hy ~LalT costsJ and this. incllldt:s supervisor} 
:rnd LCChni al foncrions that would e c:nti ri:::ly m.1L~ide Lht' role of Emofcd , 

Tbe absence of an c~ecutive function focus~ the market'~ aitcndon 011 t:he 
true. ignifi :;mu: uf rhe board and il s poliC)"-mJ1Jking tli. cu~im1s and 
dc.C' sions. In world uf mut.li::rn cocn1nur11ica1io11S, the physical IOC,ll.linn of 
.mi.:h a minimal organis.ation is nm a matter nf m11tLomll prt:l>li~e-. l1 cenainly 
docs aot impl~• th at the ficiancia l mar. ets wil migrati:: to wht:rt:\-c:r 
Eurofed'~ hoard room is lo~atcrl , 

* * * 
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Olln:r Tillb in the'' 199':z and llileycmd" Seri,~ 
- -----------

F o rJ res · F.urnp!!?, Oclobcr 19 8. Exami11es the p.otentia.1 prnhlems facing 
Japan in its ni.dc: rdahons with .Eur,ope • 

.&mkirig- Will LJIH:ralisatinn fuel[ lead to a Cornman Currem:_v?. 
FeiJruarv 1.9&9, Genuine liberalisa ion of rinant:jal services. will u lea-;.h 
mar c:l fmoes, which wil, hy Lhi=mselves, create cffc:ctivi= monetary union. 

The: Lung March to F.uwpeart .1.:tom•uJr)' Unimi - Twu Practical Steps, 
May I 9'S9. Tn pai-t , a respon:i.t:" lo the Delors Comn ic:1.c:e Rc::por1 , pohuing 
out th,u monetary uniou is possible: without binding mies. he: report also 
d c:-~ai led th;:: barriers to frc:c: capital tlov,.-s caus,e,d hy rt:"gulations mcll a.~ th(: 
West German ri=strictiom. on the im·c:stment of insunrncc: ass.el!!.. 

J'hi! Madrid Summir - f:r.impe:{Hi Monelar-_ · Vt1i011 TS Coming. July IQ 9. 

An analysis of FC measures on financial liberal"sat1on ,md the linkage with 
monc:tary union. 

Marl,:e1 Di.scipli.ne. CAN Work in the EC .fc.meiM_~ Crifrm, t with Dirk 
Damr:au and Michelle "'1iller) , ·ovembcr 19 Q,_ Th~ repui-t compare~ nthe 

illOI1Ctary uniom (Canada, Australia, Wesc uerm:my) and c.lt:"t~il.s the 

]<:',!;mm, li=arnerl from thr: Nc:w York Citv crisis. nf 1975. The markc:l can bii: a 

more er ective sancl.ion on fiscal prufligaey than binding rules. 

CreatiriJ.r EC Mo'/"lel'1TY Unum wilh BirJdirig MtJrket Ri,it•s . . February 22, 
rn90, A pl~n to ens.ure that markc:t di ·cipl iue is ee!ftain, y-c:1 npi=rates :slowly 
aml progressively. Thi. plan proposes specific mi=asures to ·strcngtJ,en Lht:" 
structure nf the financial systc:m suffit:it!nLly that a mc-mhc:r staLe'i,. defaul is 
not disastrous. 

ltahat1 Pubfic Dt'bt ar ih>f' Oawn u_{ .. tfomiaty Union - A Frmei;;mT 's 
Vie,..,.. February 1990. An analysis of Ttaly\ d~bl problems, hig:hligntiri;g the 

short mamrity and prnpo~in • a m,ajor orcign borrowing programme in 
ot~er F.MS currencies to stabili5c: the -~lm.:k of debc. 

f/(~Jm· Bcmk Capital - S«:uriLi-~acion, March IWO. The nmbination o · 
hi,gncr !Janik. c-il!pila! adequacy rcquir-c:ments a.nd ti1e creation of a "b•el 
playing field"' for :11.II financ.ia] services in the EC will produc.c ~pe.ctaeular 
chanbre in the next five years. An ine\·itable. result \\'ill be thee c:rgcno::, of a 

major market in 11."i:>.::,t-backed securities. 

When Will Sterling Jt'}i~i the. F. R .M- Dm111!x1ic v"t>r.s-us Europetm 
Timetables, Man.:h 29, 1990. An analysis of the HK c.fomi:stic timernblc for 

lowe-ring ic1flation and inter-c::tt rates ahead ot an election, in the con Le x( of 

ER.\.I membership. The European tirnetahle ha.~ w::a:lerated beyond ERM 
issu(::,,, a11d che .l'::'C' pfarn, a l'nmmon currency s,oon. posing a clikmrna for 

he UK. 

&.~t,ern Ewup.e and the fi•rnrean Commwrily. June 15., IQOO ( with Ann 
O'K.cl.ly), OutLim:. the rapidly evolving relationship!. between J::C and 
F..asti=m Europe on the nm: hand, and the £C and F.FTA on the other. 

Thf? £CU Bond Market uf ihe Et4rope.an (omnmni1y Gui•ernmen.rs - An 
Oppnrw.nitxfur Erutem Europe?, June 28. 1990. fbe re:. 1JU of monecacy 

union will be the i=mergeucc of the world'!> la!l,;est financial mairk~t, 

exc:c:c:dicig the size of the: US T n::asury markc , f 1'.Stern Europe cau 
piggyback ll1t:~,;: de't'elopments in the: \V::,st. 
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The EC's Public Debt Disease: Discipline with Credit Spreads and 
Cure with Price Stability 

by 
Graham Bishop 

Summary 

For the first time in a generation or more, most EC savers will soon be 
free Lo decide where to put their money once the Single European Market 
(SEM) is in full 01peration. There will be no exchange controls to prevent 
them placing their money abroad, and the liberalisation of financial 
services should enable the financial institutions, which act as the conduit 
for most savings, to invest outside their home country as well. As investors 
scan the European markets, they will realise that the advent of the single 
currency will crea1le a fundamental change in the nature of Government 
debt. It will no longer be an automatic safe haven for their savings: risk 
and reward will have to be assessed. 

Until a few years :ago, the only way for investors to judge the relative 
merits of the bonds of European Governments was to use the "currency 
spread" benchmark - Government bonds in different currencies should 
carry different interest rates to allow for the risk of devaluation. Now that 
European monetary union appears to be a growing probability, investors 
must grapple with the question of the relative credit risks of the European 
Community (EC) Governments, and attention has begun to focus on their 
domestic currency debt. 

These credit risks must be assessed in the context of the Governments 
giving up the power to print the money with which they will repay their 
bonds. In monetary union, this power will be ceded to an independent 
central bank whos1e objective will be "price stability." If this bank turns out 
to be credible, inv1estors will not need to fear that the real value of their 
Government debt holdings will suddenly be reduced by "surprise inflation" 
resulting from an expansive monetary policy. 

Figure l shows tht~ rise of gross EC debt in aggregate. That average 
conceals a range today from about 7% in Luxembourg to 130% in 
Belgium. Should this average be of concern to investors? Should investors 
really be worried about the credit risks of the most heavily indebted 
countries? Should there be a "credit spread" between the bonds of EC 
Governments to reflect this risk? 

Figure 1. lndebtedmiss of the EC Member States, 1974-91 E (As a Percentage of GNP) 
Gross Ge111eral Government Debts 

1974-82 1983-85 1986-88 1989 1990 1991E 

EC 39.8% 54.6% 59.3% 59.0% 58.9% 59.2% 

Source: European CommisBion. 

Analysis of the credit standing of the EC Governments should focus on the 
proportion of income that must be devoted to paying interest on debts -
as if they were "private sector" obligations. "Income gearing" is a key 
factor in assessing credit quality, as it defines the political trade-off 
between interest groups competing for public expenditure - bondholders 
are merely one group. 

Importantly, income gearing can readily be used as a market-driven tool to 
enforce budget discipline. As an example, the US rating agencies use this 
measure as one of the key variables when awarding a credit rating, and 
many financial institutions use the rating to decide whether a bond is an 
eligible asset, given its credit risk. For the EC's puq)oses, the concept 
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neatly encapsulates the results of: the absolute size of the Government's 

accumulated debts, the taxes actually coUected, the level of interest rates, 

and the cost of the credit spread, which measures the market's perception 

of financial policy . 

The simplicity of the data required - taxes collected and interest paid -

suggests this measure will be a credible and prompt statistic. It would be 

used simply to enhance the prudential supervision of the Community's 

financial system. There should also be limits on the acquisition of 

additional risk assets by the financial system. These limits should be 

imposed fairly soon to ensure that the system does not become 

overexposed - and thus vulnerable to a threatened default - even at an 

early stage of European monetary union (EMU). 

In practice, this approach will limit the access of less creditworthy Member 

States to the whole Community s pool of savings and makes it less likely 

that uch a State will achieve "a considerable degree of alignment of 

interest rates on the capital markets." This credit test is laid down as a 

prerequisite for the move to Stage Three of EMU by the German draft 

Treaty. It goes on to propose that the European Council may make 

arrangements for later participation by those not meeting these 

requirements. 

Crerut spreads would be the market-driven element in what would amount 

to a test for Stage Three eligibility. For now, the capital markets have 

already recognised the decreased currency risk between many countries -

although not all. In effect, therefore, a two-speed Europe already exists. 

Within that group, however, there is little evidence to suggest that the 

markets have paid any systematic attention to the difference that will exist 

in credit standing of these Governments when they have given up the 

power to print money and become more like private sector entities. 

The disparity in gearing ratios suggests that savers may well want to use 

their new freedom from exchange control and the like to take their money 

and escape from the tyranny of the voters who prefer to spend rather than 

tax. However, for the cynical bond investor, the first question to be 

considered is whether the EC's proposed no bail-out rule can, or will, be 

made to operate. If the answer is negative, then assessing potential credit 

spreads becomes entirely theoretical - interest rates will simply converge 

towards those of the nations seen as the ultimate guarantor of the 

Community, and political federation will inevitably result. 

However, this outcome is not necessary. The "best" policy would be to 

convince savers that the surprise inflation solution will not be used to solve 

debt problems; that Governments see their own interests served best by 

price stability; and that they will adopt policies likely to achieve these 

goals, thus lowering nominal interest rates. The key to this policy i 

undoubtedly the creation of a suitable and independent European Central 

Bank dedicated to price stability. A remarkable benefit of price stability is 

that its probable impact on interest rates will reduce debt servicing costs 

sufficiently to remove any fear of a public debt crisis. Only Greece and 

Italy would continue to see significantly rising debt ratios, and successful 

implementation of the ambitious February 1991 adjustment programme 

would solve Greece's debt problem. 

Even with price stability, mutual surveillance procedures should no doubt 

encourage a pennanent shift to lower fi cal deficits. If debt levels continue 

to rise, in the long run, Member States could find that any tightening in 

Community monetary policy would push their bonds outside the bounds of 

eligibility for EC financial in titutions. If the benefits of a once-in-a

generation bonus - such as the move to price stability - were 

squandered, then the next generation might inherit an unbearably penal 

debt burden. 
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Credit or Currency Spreads? 

Figure 2 ranks the EC Member States into broad groups according to 
indicators of expected currency risk and credit risk. Long-term 
Government bond yields (where available) are used to indicate the 
market's view of currency risk, because Government bonds in their own 
currency can be regarded as credit risk-free untiJ the European Central 
Bank takes control of monetary policy. 

During 1990, European Community political leaders accomplished a 
crowded Euro agenda: they committed themselves to signing a Treaty for 
economic and monetary union; began Stage One of the EMU process; 
agreed major parts of the EMU Treaty before the start of formal 
discussions; removed a significant source of uncertainty by fixing the 
sterling rate; and declared that the Ecu would be the eventual single 
currency of the EC, to be supervised by a European Central Bank that will 
be set up in 1994, at the earliest. Investors have taken note of these 
developments, and the convergence of long-term interest rates has been 
little short of remarkable. 

Figure 2. Ranking of EC Member States by Currency and Credit Criteria, 
1990-91 

Long-Term Bond Yields 

Above Average 
Greece 
Portugal 
Italy 
Spain 
United Kingdom 

Near Average 
Ireland 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Ecu 
France 

Below Average 
Netherlands 
Germany 

22 Apr 91 

20.9%3 

15.4b 
13.3 
11.8 
10.2 

9.2 
9.1 
9.0 
9.0 
8.9 

8.6 
8.4 

a Average Treasury bill yield. b 1990 data. 

Debt/GNP Ratio, 1990 

Belgium 
Ireland 
Italy 
Greece 

Netherlands 
Portugal 
Denmark 

Spain 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
France 

Adjusted Income Gearing 

Greece 
Italy 
Belgium 
Portugal 
Ireland 

Spain 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Denmark 

Germany 
France 

Note: Luxembourg has been excluded from this analysis, because its debt levels are negligible. 

In terms of currency risk, capital market investors appear to have 
concluded that "two-speed Europe" is a reality today, rather than a 
possibility for the future. Only 80 basis points in yield separate the 
long-tenn bonds of Ireland, Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands 
and Gem1any - the original signatories of the Schengen Agreement, 
together with Denmark and Ireland. The financial markets have 
recognised the decreased currency risk component, but appear to have 
paid no attention to the credit risk aspect. On the conventional criteria 
of debt/GNP ratio, as well as our preferred measure of income gearing 
adjusted for the effects of the Single European Market (see page 15), 
Belgium and Ireland are both in the "above-average" credit risk group (see 
Figw·e 2). France is ranked even lower than Germany, yet its bonds yield 
virtually the same as the above-average countries. 
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The Linkage Betwe«;!n Money Creation and Credit Risk 

For the first time in a generation or more, in 1993 most EC savers will be 

free to decide where to put their money once the Single European Market 

(SEM) is in full operation. There will be no exchange controls to prevent 

them placing their money abroad, and the liberalisation of financial 

services should enable the financial institutions wl1ich act as the conduit 

for most savings, to invest out ide their home country as well. A investors 

scan the European markets, they will realise that the advent of the single 

currency will create a fundamental change in the nature of Government 

debt. It will no longer be an automatic safe haven for their savings: risk 

and reward will have to be assessed . 

The key to this change i that Governments will no longer be able to print 

the money with which they repay their debts. Currently, perceptions about 

the safety of the nominal value of Government debt reflect their ability to 

print the money that i u 'ed to sari fy the bondholders' claim. Hence, 

Government bonds denominated in domestic cmTency are theoretically a 

perfect credit, so there is no need for a premium related to credit quality. 

In the future, the safety in nominal term of Government debt will hinge 

only on the power to tax. The inflation adjustment will result from the 

Community's overall monetary policy. 

This factor underlines the critical role of the European Central Bank in 

pursuing price stability. It must be free of political pressure that would 

prompt it to print so much money that a default would result - through 

inflation - on Government debt. Yet it must be responsive to democratic 

control. The debate on political union already involves a discussion on the 

powers of the European Parliament. A pas ible solution might separate the 

politicians who have the power to spend taxpayer money from tho e who 

have the power to print new money. As the European Parliament is 

directly elected, democratic accountability would be maintained if the 

European Central Bank reported to European parliamentarians. They do 

not need the power to spend, as that would be retained by the exi ting 

national parliament . This division of powers would make it difficult to 

generate the political will that would be necessary for any future attempt to 

dilute the European Central Bank's statutes. 

The markets do not perceive public debt as the re idual of Keynesian 

demand management techniques - they are merely the intermediary for 

collective saving. The question posed by the aver is imple: "will that 

Government pay the interest and principal on this loan on the due date?" 

This question will be asked more urgently when the Governments as pa1t 

of the SEM, agree to give up their old mechanisms of exchange controls 

and money printing. If policies go wrong, then the only solution will be a 

formal rescheduling of debt - amounting to a default - rather than 

devaluation of the currency. The markets will attempt to measure thi 

default risk with credit spreads, rather than the currency preads 
appropriate for the risk of devaluation resulting from excessive money 

creation. 

Buttressing the No Bail-Out Rule 

A no bail-out rule will be enshrined in the Treaty to ensure that neither the 

Community nor its members assume collective responsibility for the debt 

of any of the members. The attempts to encourage fiscal discipline by peer 

pressure will be strengthened by prohibiting the European Central Bank 

from providing credit to any Government and by the removal of 

"privileged acce s" by Governments to the financial markets. However, a 

policy shift is necessary to make the no bail-out rule credible. 
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The elimination of privileged financing opportunities will force 
Governments to compete in the open market with all other bonowers. 
Investors no longer adopt a "buy and hold" strategy, and have 
demonstrated a desire for liquidity in the secondary market to minimise 
primary yields. Many European Governments have recognised this need 
and responded - the creation by the French authorities of the Obligations 
Assimilables du Tresor (OAT) market in I 985 signalled the beginning of 
this trend. It was illustrated again by the recent leap forward in the Ecu 
market, as jumbo issues of Ecul.0-2.0 billion were launched. Thus, 
Governments that pave to give up other sources of privileged "cheap" 
funding are likely to turn to an efficient public bond market as the next 
cheapest source. 

The independence of the proposed European Central Bank is one of the 
crucial points in the debate on monetary union. This independence, it is 
argued, will free the central bank from the Treasury pressure to fund 
expenditure with money creation. There is a corollary - the national 
Treasuries will be free to pursue an optimal debt management strategy. 
The German draft Treaty proposes that the "golden rule of finance" be 
included in the Treaty itself - borrowing should not exceed investment 
spending. Over time, this condition should bias debt maturities towards the 
longer term - matching the assets financed. Many EC Governments -
especially the most heavily indebted - have relatively short debt 
maturities and are consciously trying to lengthen them to remove any risk 
of a liquidity crisis. Both factors point towards increased reliance on 
long-term debt markets. 

The EC also has a public policy interest in encouraging greater use of 
Government bonds - the market's assessment of the creditworthiness of 
individual Governments should be absolutely transparent. Public bond 
issues make the scale of debt creation abundantly clear. If it is excessive, 
then a fall in the credit standing of the issuer should be reflected in a rise 
in relative yields - a credit spread. A vital mechanism to enforce market 
discipl ine on profligate Governments is the requirement that all financial 
institutions value Government debt at the current market price. Losses will 
induce - or force, through capital adequacy standards - the lenders to 
cut off new credit supplies. This is the mechanistic discipline of the market 
- discipline is not exerted by a rise in yields inducing Governments to 
moderate their spending and thus borrowing. This effect can readily be 
enhanced by setting capital adequacy - or simila·r concepts for nonbanks 
- based on an objective rating of creditworthiness. 

A credit risk will exist once Governments give up the power to print the 
money with which they repay bonds. Although this risk will usually be 
very small, the normal principles of prudentiaJ regulation of financial 
institutions should be applied. In particular, there should be limits on the 
maximum exposure of an institution to the obligations of any group of 
debtors - a "large exposure" limit. This will protect the Community's 
financial system against the domino effects of any member's default. As an 
excessive bonower finds that institutions are unable to lend more, then a 
credit spread will inevitably begin to open up. The mark-to-market 
procedure will reinforce the unwillingness of potential lenders to lend -
thus completing the exercise of the market's discipline. 

The greater the proportion of debt that is issued publicly in the bond 
market - and at the market clearing interest rate - the more transparent 
the process. Moreover, there can be no argument - on the grounds of a 
"small market'' - that the market price does not reOect a proper 
evaluation of the credit risk. These arguments amount to a powerful reason 
to fund all debt in the public financial markets - unless there is a specific 
social reason to do otherwise. 
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to 1991. Figure 3 shows the debt ratio rising from 43% of GNP, peaking at 
nearly 250% of GNP. and then. falling back again, accoriting to EC data:! to 
about 43% ~tly. w-. this de(;)Jbte acbieved I>yastgte ~ancii}. 
management and fhe,. nmning of large budget surpluses, er should investors 
learn some tcss<1ns from history? We bCJtieve theis.e extcaordina:ry 
fluctuations warrant a detailed study. 

i .Exc8111nttty·:descr1Jed.by·Makinanand~·mP.flbllc•Dtlbt~Theo,y•#lslaty.9dliad•by 
Dctml:fl.rloftd Onrflbi. :CEPR 19811. . · 
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A Government bond known as War Loan was issued initially in the UK in 

1914, and similar bonds were raised periodically during the remainder of 

the war. In 1917, £2 billion of a 5% bond, due L 929-47, was issued, an 

amount that represented more than 40% of GNP at the time. The build-up 

of wartime debt took the UK's debt/GNP ratio from 24% in 1913 to 109% 

by the end of the war. Correspondingly, interest costs rose from 9% of tax 

revenues to 30% in 1918. 

The wartime inflation continued until 1920 - when prices were 2.5 times 

their prewar level. Government borrowing aJso continued to surge, taking 

the debt ratio to 133% .of GNP in 1920 - when the national debt peaked 

in cash terms, even though inflation had cut the burden of debt servicing 

back to 23% of Government revenues. From 1920 onwards, consumer 
prices started to fall - eventually declining by 33%, to the low point in 

1932, before remaining unchanged until 1935. Although the cash value of 

the national debt fell 5% from 1920 to 1932, falling price levels pushed the 
debt ratio to a peak of 179% in 1933. Long-term fixed-rate debt magnified 

the impact on the burden of debt servicing - which reached 38% of 

revenues in 1926, before declining slightly to 34% in 1932. At that stage, 

the pressure of debt servicing on Government finances was considered 

intolerable, especially during a period of economic depression. 

During the late 1920s, a series of minor debt conversions occurred as other 
issues matured. However, the major War Loan issue was first callable in 

1929; the Government, on three months• notice, could call the bond at any 

time until 1947. Accordingly, the market was unwilling to bid the price of 
War Loan much above par, despite the 5% coupon and declining 
consumer prices. As the largest single issue, it put a floor under long-term 

interest rates at about 5%. According to the official history,2 the possibility 

of a conversion was mooted during the summer of 1931 - reducing the 

coupon from 5% to 4% and extending the maturity to 1951 and after. This 

discussion coincided with a disastrous period for the economy -
associated with the end of the gold standard. Bank Rate had to be pushed 

up to the crisis level of 6%, and other Government bond yields moved up 

to 4.4%. Thus, a conversion did not seem feasible. 

However, by 1932 the situation improved, and Bank Rate fell from 6% in 

mid-February to 3% by end-April, with Treasury bill yields falling below 

2%. At this stage, a decision was taken to push rates even lower by the 

Bank of England purchasing securities and pursuing an "easy money" 

policy. Apparently separately, the idea of conversion was revived, and by 

early June, a 3 1 ho/o coupon and a "1952 and after" redemption date was 

settled. 

At the end of June 1932, Bank Rate was lowered to 2% for the first time 

this century and, shortly after, a conversion offer was announced. 
Bondholders were given a cash bonus of 1 % if they agreed within a month 

to convert their existing 5% 1929-47 bond into a 3 1 ho/o "1952 and after" 

bond. Through powerful appeals to patriotism and technical measures such 

as a comprehensive embargo on any other new issues or competing 

financial instruments, market interest rates fell so much that the lack of 
available investment alternatives persuaded about 90% of holders to accept 

this conversion offer. 

In legal tem1s, the Government simply utilised its call option to refinance 

the issue on better terms. Nonetheless, the result of the economic policy 

associated with these events was detrimental to the bondholders. The easy 

money policy led to a rise in the narrow money stock by 13% during the 

course of 1932, while consumer prices fell 3%. This policy was continued 

during the rest of the decade, and by the outbreak of the Second World 

2 See The Bank of England, 1891-1944, R.S. Sayers, Cambridge University Press, 1976. 
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War, the money stock had risen by 52% from the level before the 
conversion offer was made. Prices started to rise during the period, but had 
only gained 13% before the outbreak of the Second World War masked 
developments. Figure 3 sets out the results of these policies on the 
purchasing power of £100 invested in a War Loan, or equivalent, at the 
beginning of World War I. 

Rising interest rates and inflation cut the purchasing power to one third by 
1920, but it doubled from that level, because of falling prices, by 1932. 
The sustained pressure of interest payments within the budget prompted the 
1932 conversion and, initially, the easy money policy led to a further 
modest rise in the real bond price. After an interval, "surprise inflation" 
du]y appeared . Three-month Treasury bill yield fluctuated between 0 .5% 
and l % from 1933 until "easy money" was abandoned in 1951. During thi 
period, investors in War Loan lost two thirds of the real value of their 
asset. 

Although budget surpluses amounted to about 5% of GNP between 1987 
and 1990, it was the "surprise inflation" - launched in 1932 and never 
recaptured - that has been the most powerful influence on the UK's debt 
problem. In March 1991, the real value of £100 lent to the UK 
Government at the outbreak of World War I - is worth just £0.7 8. For a,__ 

practical purposes, there has been a complete default on the real value of 
the loan. 

Figure 3. National Debt Ratio and Real War Loan, 1914-91 
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However, Figure 4 shows that there was no need for another conversion -
even when the debt burden reached extraordinary peaks in 1947: the 
combination of a doubled tax burden and halved interest rates since 1932 
led to a debt ervice ratio 60% lower than the crisis level. Debt servicing 
has fallen progressively and has not been a political problem since. Indeed, 
by 1990, the burden had fallen to the lowest level this century. 

This is the key lesson: if the level of interest payments takes too large 
a fraction of tax revenues, then the bondholder should pay careful 
attention to the political weight of other claims on Government 
expenditure. 
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Figure 4. Relationship between GNP, Revenues and Interest on Debt, 1914-91 
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What is Debt'? 

This report deals with straightforward bond issues. If Ecu 1.0 billion of 
ten-year, 9% annual coupon bonds were sold in the market now - May 
1991 - an investor has only to answer two simple questions: ( l) will they 
pay Ecu90 million of interest payments each May for the next ten years; 
and (2) will they repay that Ecul.0 billion in May 2001? 

Governments can assume other financial commitments that have many 
characteristics of debt, but are less clear cut and may even be "off balance 
sheet" - a very vexed item in corporate accounting. Banking supervisors 
are grappling with this problem as well. Government debt analysts will no 
doubt face the same problem in the future, for example, with the question 
of pensions for civil servants. 

The Netherlands takes a very conservative approach and has a funded 
pension scheme, Algemeen Burgelijk Pensioenfonds (ABP), properly based 
on the usual actuarial assumptions of mortality and rates of return. By 
early 1990, lhe Dutch Government's total debt exceeded Dfl 300 billion, of 
which nearly Dfl 80 billion was held by ABP in the form of marketable 
bonds and direct, formal loans. Dutch Government debt is 78% of GNP, 
well above the EC average. If the Government were to default on its bond 
debt, it is impossible to envisage it differentiating between the bonds held 
by pensioners and others, foreigners, for example. Thus, the pension 
commitment is absolutely clear and is manifested in the legal form of a 
portfolio of bonds. 

The UK takes the opposite approach and operates a pay-as-you-go policy 
for most public servants. A recent report entitled Financing Teachers' 
Pensions, prepared by one of the UK teachers' trade unions, pointed out 
that the Government has funded the teachers' pension scheme with 
"notional" Government bonds - so notional that they are not even 
reported as part of the national debt. Without considering the merits of the 
case, it is worth noting the teachers' claim that, if their pension scheme 
had been properly set up, they would now have a formal bond fund worth 
£80 billion. This one claim from a comparatively small group of 
employees would raise the UK's debt/GNP ratio from 43% to 58%. 
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The general pension problem in Italy is already acute. The country's INPS 
pension system is in' heavy deficit - representing more than 25% of total 
Italian public sector borrowing. Demographics suggest that the problem 
will only get worse. In fact, the demographics for the whole of the EC are 
deteriorating, as shown in Figure 5 . 

Figure 5. Estimated Dependency Ratiosa, 1980-2050E 

1980E 1990E 2000E 2010E 2020E 2030E 2040E 

France 21.9% . 20.9% 23.3% 24.5% 30.6% 35.8% 38.2% 
Italy 20.8 20.1 22.6 25.7 29.4 35.3 41.0 
Spain 17.2 19.4 21.8 22.9 25.3 31.1 38.2 
United Kingdom 23.2 23.0 22.3 22.3 25.5 31 .1 331 
West Germany 23.4 22.3 25.4 30.6 33.5 43.6 48.2 

a Dependency ratio proportion of population above 65 relative to those between the age of 15 and 64. 
E Estimate. 
Source: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Demographic Data File; Medium 

Fertility Variant-

2050E 

37.8% 
37.9 
386 
30.0 
41.6 

The problem of funding pensions will become severe for Europe during the 
early years of next century3 - precisely the time when the value (or 
otherwise) of European integration, both political and economic, will be 
apparent to the voters. Although Governments have some clear and 
powerful moral obligations towards the current generation of 
pensioners-to-be, that obligation is a good deal less clear cut than simply 
paying Ecu90 million of interest in May each year. It is quite conceivable 
that a method could be found to reduce the burden of these claims from 
pensioners - a euphemism for default - leaving the bondholder even 
more secure. However, these methods represent a series of future political 
decisions . In some cases, the Netherlands for example, the question may 
already have been faced and properly funded, while the result is a 
relatively unflattering debt profile. The sheer scale of these unknown, and 
perhaps unquantifiable, obligations underlines yet again the fundamental 
importance of the no bail-out rule if EMU is to be durable. 

There is also the example of the whole range of publicly-owned 
companies, whether utilities, industrial holding companies, banks or 
insurance companies. The entities may be subject to large subsidies or 
simply guarantees, and those guarantees can extend to noncorporate 
entities. In any case, they pose a set of obligations thal may conflict with 
the interests of bondholders at some stage. That conflict will be re olved 
through an examination of the legal status of the entities, which can be 
changed depending upon the political imperative involved. 

How big are all these potential claims? Full inf01mation is necessary -
and on a worst-case basis, because that is the only time that it becomes 
relevant to bondholders. The Prospectus Directive (89/298/EEC) requires 
publication of "information necessary to enable investors to make an 
informed assessment of the financial position of the issuer." However, 
Articles 2 and 5 exempt Member States and their subsidiary bodies from 
this requirement. There are severe sanctions in most national laws for 
breaches of prospectus laws. An excellent beginning to "glasnost in public 
debt" would be an immediate repeal of Articles 2 and 5 in the Directive, 
leaving officials, and their political masters, fully liable fur any misleading 
statements. 

3 See European Pensions. by Robin Milra. Salomon Brothers Inc, March 26. 1991 . 
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Analytical Approach 

The analytical approach adopted in the following section of this report 
relies on the observation that once Governments are unable to print money, 
they will resemble private corporations. An analysis is therefore required 
of the income and expenditure of a Government relative to its borrowing. 
Moreover, the analysis must recognise the fact that "the Government" as a 
debtor is quite distinct from "the country." The Government can default 
without causing the end of civilised life - as demonstrated on several 
occasions in the 1.920s. Rescheduling the maturity of the Government's 
debts, for example, will reduce the value of the bonds, but may have 
limited impact on public services and should have no implications for the 
creditworthiness of individual citizens. 

However, the analogy with a private sector corporation cannot be taken to 
an extreme, because there is no doubt that the power to tax is 
fundamentally different from selling even the necessities of life. Perhaps 
the best analogy would be with an electric power utility. Its product is 
fundamental to civilised life, and it is impossible to avoid paying the 
electricity bill - they simply cut off additional supplies. For most 
individuals, and large-scale commerce, charges for electricity may have 
many of the characteristics of taxes. 

There are two relevant concepts to consider when analysing the credit of 
companies: 

• the gearing of the stock of capital; and 

• the gearing of the flow of income. 

The traditional public debt concept of debt/GNP ratio rather unhelpfully 
compares the stock of debt and the flow of national income. 

Capital Gearing 

Capital gearing is not relevant, in practice, for a country, even if "free 
market" economists could make it theoretically operational. The concept of 
capital gearing relates to insolvency and a subsequent liquidation of assets 
to satisfy the creditors. There are no realistic and believable figures for 
many of the assets of national Governments. Even if they did exist, 
bondholders do not have the option of seizing, for example, a nuclear 
missile system and auctioning it off to the highest international bidder. If 
an investor were contemplating seizing a Government's assets, then a 
serious credit risk would already exist. For practical purposes, we can 
dispense with this concept of capital gearing. In the EC context, the 
potential problem is not insolvency but illiquidity - the inability (or 
unwillingness) to make an interest or principal payment when due. 

Income Gearing 

• Interest payments could be calculated either gross or net. The use of net 
payments may flatter the calculation, but the obligation is to pay the gross 
payment so that it is more relevant, presuming that "excess" cash is not 
being held unnecessarily by the Government. Governments may hold large 
cash balances - as does the German social security system, for example 
- but a reduction in these balances may simply change the group that 
suffers the default, rather than solve the problem. The object of the 
analysis is to highlight any pressures Lo change Government behaviour that 
might prejudice the full and prompt satisfaction of lenders' claims. 
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• Provided a Government is seen as able, and willing, to pay the market 
interest rate, then its credit standjng will remain good, and there should be 
no difficulty in rolling over old debt, or financing fresh deficits. Therefore, 
capital repayments should not be a problem, leaving the ability to make 
interest payments as the relevant factor. If doubts do arise about capital 
repayments, then a liquidity crisis is probably imminent (see the example 
of New York City in 1975 - Appenilix). 

Effective Interest Rates 

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the long-term interest rates in a 
particular country and the effective interest rate paid on the Government's 
debt. Since 1983, the EC Governments' effective interest charge was, on 
average, 19% below the long-term market rate for the corresponding year. 
In 1990, market rates were 27% higher than the effective charge on EC 
Governments that year. Naturally, trus reflects the mixture of maturities 
within the debt portfolio . However, it is clear that the Governments' 
effective interest charge was consistently below the long-term market rate. 
This level would appear to be the relevant maturity to use as a benchmark 
given the probable desire to lengthen maturities. 

Figure 6. Effective Interest Rates Paid by EC Member States, 1990 

Belg. Denmark Germany Greece Spain France Ire. Italy Neth. Port. UK 

Elfective Rate 8.6% 12.1% 5.9% 12.4%a 8.1% 8.3% 8.4% 9.6% 7.6% 12.7% 7.9% 

Long-Term 
Market Rate 10.1% 11.0% 8.9% 17.9o/ob 14.8% 10.0% 10.1% 13.3% 9.0% 15.4% 11.2% 

Market Rate as 
Pct. ol 
Elfeclive Rate 117% 91% 151% 144% 183% 120% 120% 138% 118% 121% 142% 

a Includes interest rates applicab le to foreign borrowing. b Short term. 
Source: European Commission. 

Undoubtedly, the difference between market and effective rates is partly 
explained by "seigniorage" - the central bank' income from noninterest 
bearing cash. This is probably not a complete explanation, as Governments 
have "privileged access" to the financial markets through a variety of tax 
and accounting techniques. In Germany, as a specific case, its "cheap" 
funding prior to unification will mature and be replaced - at much h.ighe1 
interest rates, if current trends persist. A significant proportion of UK debt 
is inflation-linked and therefore has a low nominal interest rate. Success in 
reducing inflation expectations will make it difficult to mruntain such low 
nominaf interest charges - rather than indexed capital compensation -
unless there is a general fall in real interest rates . In Spain, for example, 
the policy steps have already been taken to remove these benef.its.4 The 
exact definition of debt, for example, will also change trus calculation: the 
EC data for Lhe UK puts the 1990 debt/GNP ratio at 43%, whereas the 
Bank of England estimates it to be about 35%. 

It appears agreed that "privileged access" should be removed and an 
appropriate provision is contained in the European Commission's draft 
Treaty (Article 104a paragraph l (a)) . Presumably, these requirements will 
be phased in once the Treaty has been ratified by the end of 1992. 
Accordingly, perhaps as early as 1994, some countries may experience a 

4 See Financing Budget Deficits by Seigniorage and Implicit Taxation: the Cases of Spain and Portugal, Rafael 
Repullo, SUERF Colloquium, May 1991. 
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sharp rise in their debt interest burden, reflecting the loss of these 
privileges and seigniorage gains. Variation between national and EC data 
definitions may alter the details but will not obscure the picture of a 
significant rise in interest charges. 

This trend is likely to be exacerbated by the impact of the SEM on 
opening up competition for retail deposits. This competition may pose a 
problem to the banking system, as its retail deposit interest costs are driven 
much closer to market rates. It could pose just as big a problem for 
Governments that have large amounts of funding from unsophisticated 
retail investors. · 

What is the "Right" Income Gearing Ratio? 

Academic literature has yet to answer this question definitively. However, 
investors must make some judgement about the relative security of 
different bonds and, thus, the yields they will demand as compensation. 
One approach to the question of the potential magnitude of the credit 
spreads between the EC Governments is to make an analogy with other 
markets. 

As discussed earlier, it can be argued that the electric utility industry has 
some of the characteristics of a taxing authority. This is a key feature of 
Government and makes the industry comparable, as its monopolistic nature 
generally requires regulation by the public sector. Accordingly, the analogy 
with the US electric power industry seems relevant once EC Governments 
give up the power to print their own money to repay debts. With revenues 
of $145 billion in the 12 months to September 30, 1990, the industry has 
an output roughly equivalent to the GNP of Denmark. For the past few 
years, interest charges have remained stable at 10.8% of revenues. 

Interest coverage is of such fundamental importance to investors that the 
rating agencies naturally accord it one of the highest priorities in the 
process of providing a rating. However, it is far from being the only 
relevant characteristic. The Standard & Poor's rating agency provides a set 
of "utility financial benchmarks," and pretax interest coverage5 is the first 
benchmark. Figure 7 shows these pretax interest coverage ratios for 
different rating categories, converted into percentages of revenue using the 
industry's aggregate tax and expense ratio. This conversion modifies the 
concept to suit a public sector entity where revenues, rather than profits, 
are relevant. 

Figure 7. US Electric Utility Income Gearing Ratios - By Rating Category 

US Electric Utilities 

Rating Category 
Pretax Interest Coverage 
Interest Expense as Pct. of Revenue• 

AA 
More than 3.5 
Less than 10% 

a Converted using industry tax and expense ratios 

A 
2.5-4.0 
14%-9% 

BBB 
1.5-3.0 
23%-11% 

BB 
Less than 2. 0 
More than 17% 

For stockholder-owned electric utilities, Standard & Poor's does not 
provide benchmarks for AAA bond ratings, as there would be too few to 
be statistically significant. Clearly, a substantial improvement in credit 
quality would be expected compared with an AA-rated bond. 

5 Pretax interest coverage: income from continuing operations, adjusted for nonrecurring items before taxes, 
plus minority interest, income tax. and interest expense, divided by interest incurred. 
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The bond market differentiates between the credit risks inherent in these 
categorie - a shown in Figure 8. During the period 1985-91, AA bond 
yields averaged 15 basis points above AAA-rated bonds, while A averaged 
32 basis points and BBB were 63 points higher. Importantly, the spreads 
for lower-grade bonds widened harply in times of trouble - for example, 
touching 100 basis points during the Gulf War earlier this year. 

Figure 8. US Electric Utility Bonds: Credit Spreads Over AAA-Rated Paper 
(Basis Points) Versus Seven-Year US Government Bonds (Percentage), 
1985-91 
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"Rating" the EC Member States 

The willingness of the financial markets to distinguish so sharply opens up 
a number of po sibilities for a market-based sy tern of applying fiscal 
discipline within the EC's monetary union. Income gearing is an excellent 
test, because it captures the key variables in one single number: the total 
volume of debt, the ability to pay and the market's risk perception over 
and above the general level of interest rates . The market pays careful 
attention to the potential for rating category changes and may anticipate 
these well in advance. Over a period, a narrower, or wider, credit spread 
can in0uence interest costs sufficiently to help change the formal rating. 
For the EC's purposes, the set of rating criteria used could emphasise the 
role of market perceptions. 

In Figure 9, tax and other revenues are shown as a percentage of GNP. As 
the measure of income gearing, interest expense is then calculated as a 
percentage of the revenue. During the 1980s, revenues hardly changed -
measured as a percentage of GNP. Yet interest expense - under 3% of 
GNP in the 1970s - has now leapt to 5.2% of GNP. Therefore, nearly 
12% of the EC's tax revenues are already committed to interest payment 
This level of income gearing has already reduced future pending 
flexibility. 

If interest rates persi t at cw·rent levels for the next few years, and 
privileged acce s to financial markets is removed, it seems certain that 
interest charges will surge to new highs. For the EC in aggregate, charges 
could rise from 12% of revenues to 15%. Current revenues, for EC 
Governments in aggregate, have scarcely changed for nearly a decade, 
Although the position varies from country to counu·y, there may not be any 
great potential for tax increases. With downward pressure on budget 
deficits, sharp cuts in noninterest expense will be necessary. 
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enario I 

Figure 9. Interest Expense and Current Revenues, 1983-1991 E 
(As a Percentage of GNP) 

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991E 
Interest Expense 4.4% 4.7% 5.0% 5.1% 4.8% 4.8% 4.8% 5.0% 5.2% Current Revenues 43.4 43.5 43.9 43.7 43.8 43.5 43.7 43.5 43.8 

Interest Expense 
as a Pct. of Revenues 10.1% 10.8% 11.4% 11.7% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.5% 11.9% 

Source: European Commission. 

For this broadbrush exercise, we assign the EC Member States' bonds to 
rating categories using only income gearing criteria, and exclude all other 
factors that would be considered when awarding a formal rating. The 
categories are based on the same break-point for gearing that Standard & 
Poor's use. States will be assigned to the AAA category where their 
income gearing is substantially - for example, 25% - lower than the 
maximum for an AA category. 

Accordingly, the EC in aggregate ceased to be AA in the early 1980s. The 
adjustment to full market rates of interest would place the Community 
squarely in the BBB category today. 

In the US, rating categories are used by many institutions as criteria for the 
eligibility of assets . These trigger points may be set by external prudential 
regulators or by internal guidelines. Nonetheless, bonds rated BBB or 
above are usually regarded as "investment grade" and those below may 
only be he ld, if at all, subject to special constraints. Several EC Member 
States would already fall outside the "investment grade" category if this 
approach were the only criterion. This hurdle could be used as a test for 
sufficient convergence of public finance to permit Stage Three to begin, or 
as a test for membership of the first tier of a multi-tier Europe. 

Income Gearing in the Future 

Moving these calculations forward to the future world of the single 
currency inevitably requires hypotheses and assumptions - some of which 
may be arguable. Therefore, our calculations can only be illustrative of the 
general magnitudes involved. 

Impact of the Single European Market 

Figure 10 shows these concepts applied to the individual Member States. 
First, the 1990 income gearing is calculated. Scenario I then attempts to 
remove both the effects of privileged access and the maturity distribution 
of the debt by substituting the current long-term interest rate (the rationale 
for using this rate was discussed on page 5) for the effective rates shown 
in Figure 6, and adjusting the income gearing accordingly. 
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Scenario 1/1 Single European Market Plus EMU and Price Stability 

The ultimate goal of the process of monetary integration in Europe is price 
stability. If the proposed arrangements do not realistically seem likely to 
achieve that goal, then several countries - most notably Germany - may 
legitimately doubt the value of the process. Given the high income gearing 
of the Community countries, the impact of achieving price stability could 
have a powerful influence on public finances - if savers really believe it 
can be sustained. 

What long-term interest rate would be associated with this achievement? 
With open capital flows and a firm commitment to price stability, 
Germany saw ten-year Government bond yields fall to 5.5% in late 1986. 
This probably marks the nearest prototype for the best outcome for the EC. 
Other countries, the UK for instance, have recorded lower yields, but these 
were achieved when exchange controls prevented savers from diversifying 
their portfolios efficiently. If the EC' s commitment to price stability 
proved ful ly credible in the long run, it is possible that bond yields, for the 
best-rated Governments, could be 5%. With a greatly-reduced perception 
of risk, BBB bond yields could well be only 5.5%. Therefore, income 
gearing in this scenario is calculated using these yields, rather than the 
effective rates. 

Figure 12. Scenario Ill - Single European Market Plus EMU and Price Stability 

Belg. Denmark Germany Greece Spain France Ira. Italy Neth. Port. UK 
Adjusted Income 

16% 5% 5% 15% 6% 4% 14% 13% 7% 9% 6% Gearing 
New 'Rating" BBB AAA AAA BBB AAA AAA A A AAA AA AAA 

Implications 

Naturally, the results of such a fall in interest rates are dramatic. This 
optimum scenario would lead to all Member States' bonds being rated as 
"investment grade." The narrowing of credit spreads associated with such a 
process should satisfy any requirement for a "considerable degree of 
alignment" of capital market rates. 

These calculations, though hypothetical, illustrate some of the pressures at 
work on the Member States and highlight their rationale for panicipating in 
EMU. For France and Germany, the political arguments probably dominate 
all other issues. However, for Portugal and, especially, Greece, the 
financial benefits that flow from Scenario llJ are very substantial. If price 
stability is achieved, the impact would be so massive that these countries 
should be among the most powerful advocates of a rapid move to the Ecu 
as the single currency, combined with a highly independent central bank. 
Many countries have long since recognised the inflexibility imposed by 
high levels of debt, and a number or adjustment programmes were 
implemented in the second half of the 1980s. However, the financial 
benefits of such a programme generally appear long after the political costs 
have been incurred. Stabilising the debt/GNP ratio only leaves the income 
gearing ratio at the mercy of cyclical swings in monetary policy - albeit 
with lags reflecting the maturity structure of the debt portfolio. Significant 
reductions in income gearing require a reduction in the debt/GNP ratio -
unless the general level of interest rates changes. 
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The UK has reduced its debt ratio by nearly 30% since the 1984 peak. 

Denmark has cut indebtedness by 20% and income gearing by even more. 

Among the more indebted countries, Ireland has already reduced its debt 

burden by 14% and income gearing by 11 %. Belgium has now checked its 

debt rise. A modest decline has begun already, but, despite these efforts, 

debt servicing has continued to edge up. The vigour and potential benefits, 

of these adjustment programmes will be carefully considered by market 

participants and should be reflected in any "rating" process. 

The debate on the conditions that are necessary for Stage Three - the 

irrevocable locking of exchange rates - has focused on the need for 

convergence, in particular, of inflation rates and public finance. The reason 

for specifying sound public finance is the fear that the no bail-out rule 

might have to be invoked - perhaps creating a political crisis that could 

wreck the Community. 

A remarkable benefit of price stability is that its probable impact on 

interest rates will reduce debt servicing costs sufficiently to remove any 

fear of a public debt crisis. Accumulated debt levels and new defici ts could 

vary widely, yet low income gearing would reduce any risk of the 

operation of the no bail-out-rule, removing the fear of politica1 crises. 

The fiscal bonus from lower debt service costs ideally would be utilised to 

pay off maturing debt, but the highly-taxed countries - Denmark, 

Netherlands and perhap France - might well use some of the saving to 

move their tax burden towards the Community average. Nonetheless, 

mutual surveillance procedures should undoubtedly encourage a permanent 

shift to lower fiscal deficits. 

Price stability may not, by itself, solve all fiscal problems. If the budget 

deficit - after allowing for lower interest charges, exceeds real GNP 

growth, then the debt ratio will continue to rise. If Scenario III had 

occun-ed in 1990, then only Belgium, Greece and Italy would have 

experienced a rise in the debt ratio, the Netherland ' ratio would have been 

stable and the other countries ratios would have declined significantly. A 

further minor adjustment would have stabilised Belgium's indebtedness 

and, in reality, this was achieved. Italy would have required a substantial 

reduction in its budget deficit to achieve stability. If Greece had met the 

very ambitious targets specified in the adjustment programme agreed in 

February 1991, then it would have had the most rapidly declining debt 

ratio in the Community. If debt levels continue to rise , in the long run, 

Member States could find that any tightening in Community monetary 

policy would pu h their bonds outside the bounds of eligibility for EC 

financial institutions. If the benefits of a once-in-a-generation bonus -

uch as the move to price stability - were quandered, then the next 

generation might inherit an unbearably penal debt burden. 

* * * 
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The Lessons 
Releva11t for 
EC Monetary 
Union 

Appendix: The 1975 New York Debt City Crisiss 

This section analyses one of the incidents often cited as an example of the 
failure of market discipline: New York City's fiscal crisis of 1975 (a brief 
history of events is given on page 21). This crisis involved specific factors 
that seem unlikely to be present in the EC or can readily be avoided by 
proper structuring of the monetary union of Europe. 

The Delors Committee Report specifically refers, in paragraph 30, to the 
risk that market force~ will be too weak and slow or, alternatively, too 
sudden and disruptive. We believe that a study of this leading example 
provides valuable lessons on how market discipline can be used as a 
genuine and simpler alternative to binding budgetary rules. 

• Probably the most powerful lesson is that a determined administration could 
circumvent any prudent constitutional arrangements. ln this case, the "check" 
of the superior legislative body - New York State - failed entirely, because 
New York State systematically permitted its checks to be avoided by abuses of 
borrowing powers. Looking at the growth of European "pork barrel" politics -
perhaps exemplified by the EC's Common Agricultural Policy - there can be 
little confidence that late night, budget cooperation deals would not fall into 
the same trap. That would be the precise moment when "vital national 
interests" were at stake and could easily warrant a threat to leave the union. 

• The speed and severity of the crisis, when it ultimately arrived, can be 
traced directly to the progressive increase in the proportion of short-term 
debt. This occurred partly because it was easier to avoid the statutory debt 
limits with short-term debt, but also partly because of the fatal illusion that 
it was "cheaper," because of the positive yield curve. This problem 
underlines the need for stable debt servicing expenditure. Public policy 
should always favour stability and the avoidance of a liquidity crisis, even 
at the cost of higher, current interest costs. The nature of the debt 
portfolio should be disclosed - fully and in a readily accessible and 
comprehensible form - so that the markets can make a proper 
j udgement. 

• As New York City was part of a monetary unjon, it had no possible 
escape through printing more money. Therefore, its default could not be 
along an inflationary route - it had to threaten a formal failure to pay 
obligations, when due. This move put its financial system directly at risk, 
rather than indirectly via the problems of inflation. Although this risk did 
not crystallise, there would have been even less of a reason for the central 
authority of the political federation to contemplate the need for a bail-out if 
its financial system had possessed a more widely-diversified portfolio of 
assets. 

New York City's fiscal crisis is particularly instructive, because it 
happened to the public authority in one of the world's most 
sophisticated financial markets. Moreover, the higher legislative body 
was, systematically and publicly, persuaded to override the l:unsliLutional 
checks intended to prevent exactly this type of crisis. The persuasion was 
not difficult, because that higher body was also in financial difficulties. 
The EC's binding budgetary rules could well be as vulnerable. 

6 See Markel Discipline CAN Work In The EC Monetary Union, Salomon Brolhers Inc, November 1989. 
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The Resultant 
Debt Portfolio 

How the Constitutional Checks and Balances Were A voided 

The roots of the problem go back to the 1960s. New York City's charter 
required a balanced budget (paragraph 1515). The crisis arose because of 
abuses of both hort- and long-term borrowing powers, as well as the use 
of Public Benefit Corporations to avoid statutory debt limits. The operating 
expense budget was to be balanced by setting the real estate tax (the major 
revenue source) at the level necessary to achieve that balance, although 
subject to a ceiling. There was a separate capital budget for capital projects 
and borrowing was permitted - but subject to limits laid down by the 
State of New York. 

The State limited the maturity of debt to the ''probable usefulness" of the 
life of the project. The city sought, and obtained, numerous amendments to 
this law; effectively, operating expenses were capitalised. Despite criticism 
as early as 1966 about whether these were really capital projects, the 
practice grew, and borrowing for current expenses rose from 4% of the 
city's funds in 1965 to 53% in 1975. 

Abuses of short-te1m borrowing centred on Revenue Anticipation Notes 
(RANs), Tax Anticipation Notes (T ANs) and Bond Anticipation Notes 
(BANs). RANs were simple borrowings against tax revenue that were du., 
to be paid in the following budget year, but which accrued in the current 
year. In the 1965-75 decade, RANs increased sixfold. This process failed 
to allow for budgeted revenue, which, for whatever reason, was never 
collected. This problem became most acute with TANs, which were largely 
used to anticipate real estate taxes. By 1975, US$380 million of TANs 
were outstanding against taxes receivable of $502 million - per annual 
report. However, the State auditors ultimately reckoned that revenues 
unlikely to be collected amounted to $408 million of that total. 

BANs were another significant misuse of short-term borrowing powers, 
because they allowed temporary financing, for example, for lhe 
construction period of a project, prior to "permanent" financing by a bond 
issue. By continuously rolling over BANs, cheaper financing was provided 
on the basis of the positive yield curve and, helpfully. no principal had to 
be repaid . 

Public Benefit Corporations (PBCs) were created by the State of New 
York to run revenue-producing facilities, such as public utilities. 
Increasingly, these PBCs began to finance nonrevenue-producing activitif' '; 
yet their bonds were till held to be a "moral obligation" of the sponsorirf 
authority. A "full faith and credit" commitment was not previously 
necessary, because the revenue stream would repay the bonds. These 
off-balance-sheet commitments became large - New York State public 
authorities had $15 billion of "nonguaranteed" debt outstanding in 1977, 
versus only $3.7 billion of guaranteed debt. 

In its 1981 rationale for the restoration of a credit rating to New York City, 
Standard & Poor's noted that the city's reliance on long-term bond issues to 
finance operating expenses had begun to weaken the market for its bonds even 
in the late l 960s. As a result, BANs had become particularly attractive, as they 
were also cheaper. The resulting build-up in short-term debt flooded the 
municipal market with New York City paper - which accounted for perhaps 
40% of total volume at the peak. When the market would no longer buy city 
paper at any reasonable price the scale of short-term liabilities inexorably led 
to a liquidity crisis, as they fell due in enormous quantities and could not be 
rolled over. Figure 13 sets out the rapid growth in total debt and it shortened 
maturity. It also illustrates the role of Public Benefit Corporations - total debt 
wa nearly 10% higher than was readily visible, because of the off-balance
sheet nature of their debts . 
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Figure 13. City of New York Combined Debt Position, 1965-76 (Dollars in Billions) 

Net City Funded Debt 
Net MAC Debt 
Net Debt of PBCs 

Subtotal 

Short-Term Debt 

Total Net Debt 

Net Debt Per Capija • 
Net Debt As Pct. Of Personal Income 

1965 

$3.9 

3.9 

0.5 

4.4 

571 
16.0% 

1970 

$4.4 

4.4 

1.3 

5.7 

716 
15.0% 

MAC Mutual Assistance Corporalion. PBC Public Benefit Corporation. 
Source: Annual Reports of the Comptroller. 

Brief History of the Crisis 

1975 

$6.8 

6.8 

4.5 

11.3 

1,513 
22.9% 

1976 

$6.5 
$3.5 
$0.9 

10.9 

2.1 

13.0 

1,753 
25.0% 

By 1974, creditworthiness problems were already apparent, and the State 
of New York set up the Stabilisation Reserve Corporation (SRC) to help 
raise funds for New York City. Drastic budget cuts were p roposed, 
including heavy lay-offs of workers, but the credibility of these proposals 
was increasingly questioned. 

Figure 14. The Events of 1975 

February 

March 

April 

June 

July 

Legality of SRC challenged. Urban Development Corporation (of New York State) defaulted on the 
rollover of short-term debt, souring market perceptions about New York-related paper. Failure of TAN sale atter it was found that the pledged tax payments would not exist. 

Short-term city notes offered for sale at yields close to twice !hose offered by other municipalities; 
only 40% sold. 

Standard & Poor's suspended its A rating, citinl) "New York City's rapidly-deteriorating ability to raise 
money in the capital market the possible inab1hty or unwillingness of the maior undeiwrillng banks to continue to purchase the city's notes and bonds." 

State of New York created the Municipal Assistance Corporation (MAC) with a "moral obligation" to 
repay its bonds. Specific New York City tax revenues were pledged to MAC, which was authorised to borrow up to $3 billion, principally to refinance short-term city debt with long-term MAC bonds. 

MAC bonds rated A, and the largest-ever municipal financing was attempted Half was left with the 
underwriters, despite yields 50% above comparable bonds. 

September Special audit by the State reveals that the city's cumulative budget deficit was effectively understated substantially. State of New York created Emergency Control Board, MAC's borrowing authority raised 
to $5 billion - $2 billion needed to keep city afloat until November - the aisis becomes acute 

October President Ford reaffirmed his stand against a Federal bail-out. 

December State of New York passed Moratorium Act to allow MAC to offer bonds due in 1986 in exchange for bonds that had matured in July - or the holders would face a three-year principal moratorium and a 
reduced interest rate. 

Thereafter, the immediate crisis eased. However, as the fu ll magnitude of 
the debts unfolded, MAC's borrowing powers were raised in I 978 and 
again in 1980 to $IO billion (although $4 billion of this was new money, 
rather than refinancing). Even then, the city's debt structure was still fe lt to 
be too short - 50% of debt was due within five years and 75% within ten 
years. The subsequent burst of double-digit inflation helped New York 
City enormously by raising tax revenues relative to the debts. [n March 
1981, Standard & Poor's restored a cred it rating of BBB to New York 
City's obligations, marking the end of the financial crisis. 
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en FlllRllltkA 
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Despite the publicity and discussion about the potential implication o:f default our data reveal that the m~s as a whole were liUle affected:. The interest pn muni~ipal bonds was m.-exempt and •therefore always yielded less than Treasury securities. Figure 1 :S $Cts out the long-nm history ot the ratio 'Of prime mumcipll yields as a percentage of •pretax TreuQIY hQnd yieldS. The. me in-the ratio itl.the second half of 1974 suggests: some anticipatlon of the 
problem► but it still remained welt below the peaks of the beginning of the decad~ Bven within the municipal bond marlrett the severe crisis of one of the largest iisuers was recognised u .a specific, rather than general, problem. The lipread. between medium grade and prime long-term municipal bonds averaged 40.,:50 basis points in 1974 and 60-70 basis points in IC1JS~ depending on . 
maturity. Although this· spread hovered around 100 basis PQints at the height of the crisis, within 11 year it had collapsed back to 20 bas.is points:. 

Rgura 1$. SO-Year Prime Mun1clpal Ylelcle as a PeteaRfaGe of Pretax \fields on 30-Y,ar QoveRU'henfa,.1970-76 
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There was some fear that the banking system Would be undermined by defaul~ because it held $7 .billion of New York.ts $12 billion of securities~ The New York City banks held $2 billion of city securities and, for six t the i2· ·bankst the holdings: amounted to 70% ef lheir ~ty. The Federal R:e$Cl'Ve Board emphasised its wiJlingnqs ·tQ fulfil its role as a lender of last resort and no problems materialised. 

* * * 
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D uring tlw p;1sL twu yc:tr:--. \\"l· h:I\·( · pul>lishl~d several reports on the 
i11tna i:•1ion lx: IWL'L'n monct:iry union :ind rhc strucnm.: of tliL: fin:mdal 
sys:(:ll1. Tl1i-. rc ptlJ'l highlights so111l' issues rckv:1nt to puhlic debt rhat 
sl 1o u kl he :1dd1\·.-.scd hy rol icy 1n;1kcrs in I he l nrt~rgm·crnrncn t;il 
< :: 1n l'v rt '11( ·l:' , p rq i:11·:tt()ry L(J tlw siy:n ing of :1 trca1y tu crc:1rc an 
h:il110 111ic :ind :\-lond:11:,· l 1n ion. This n.:·pnrl rcl'crs Lo the (!raft 1rcat~· 
~.uhmillvd Ii,· Lite Dut,:h l •n~.-;idc1Ky on October 28, l 99 l . 

Tlt v :1uLh< ,r gr:1rcfully :1d ::: nowlcdgcs lh~ coinn11:.·nts :md hdp from 
u ,ik :1g1w .-.; within S:il , >rnon ]hc,rliu·.-. :rnd ~siwcially D:1vid J11Ti,-;, David 
K:1r;11. _l () ltn Lip.sky. :111d /\nn O"KL'lly. The L' Xll..·nsiVL' convvrs:1tions with 
,n;II 1\ im!i ,· id ll:ils 1·hrouglio1,t rhc financi:il 111:irkds. :md beyond . have 
ph:1-ed :1 kl'\" r(\k- in 1"cri11ing tlwst.> idc:1s :111<.l the aurhm \\'i.-.;hc,, ro p:ly 
trihulL' t1 i 1h,::-,1 · 111'rlit·.,sin11;1ls l"<1r tlK·ir 1111.,cinting :issi~t,tn(.'(: :1nd 
in., pir:\q(\n . 
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VALUING PUBLIC DEBT IN THE EC ~ EMU BENEFITS VERSUS 
" NO - BAIL - OUT " RISKS 

Introduction and Summary 
Economic and Monetaiy Union <EMU) has a key role Lo play in 
deepening the intcgrarion of rhe European Community <EC). Moreover. 
chc opcrarional targl'f - price sc.ahility - and the conditions for_ 
parricipation, including sustainable government indebteclrn .. ·ss. oiler 
gre:u benefits to bondholders. In the years ahead, if f,ivllJ is judged to 
be successful and suswinahk, there is a good chance of a major 
decline in bond yields in participaring countries. Thi"i will set the 
scene for a powerful bull market in government bonds, as the 
market responds to improved credit quality as well as price 
stability. 

The bencfirs lo investors are one ~ide of rlw EMU coin; rht: other is :1 
new type of risk. Neither rhc Community nor its member st:1tcs shall he 
"liable for or as::;ume the commirnwnts of Central (.,ovcrnrncnts''. This is 
commonly known as the "no-hail-ou(" ruk and i.,; designL·d to dispel 
any investor doubt about the risks they run in financin~ govunl)1cnls 
that incur exce:,;sive deficits. 

The rurpose of the rule is clear: It is the circuit breaker between 
monetary ublon and rhc hack-door creation of a "l fnitcd State., of 
Europe", where a centralised governmcnr t;lkc, control over domestic 
public expenditure as the pricc of ;1 hail-out. If rhc rule is t.Tcdihk, 
EMU should involve only the lightest fise,1! inrerfercnct' ,vhen 
budgeta,y policies arc .sound, because the clcbt of EMl T members ,viii 
be of the highest grade. 

There may eventually be well over 20 rncmhcr.s of Ei'Vll l and ii will he 
difficult to roughen che conditions wichouL appearing Lo di.,crirnin;1k 
against latecomers. Therefore, rb.e EMU Treaty must crc:1te a robust 
framework ac rhe outset. It proposes a formal. four-step process to 
derermine whcrher a governmenc h~,s moved m,vay from fi .... cal recti{u<.lc 
and has an "excessive" budget deficit. The Cornrnuni(y ,viii have rhc 
power to recommend policy changes an<..1, ultimately. impose sancrions . 

AL thac stage, investors must recognise that F.MU has changed the 
nature of public debt in the EC. In :1 single currency EC, the power of 
money creation will rest ,vith an indepl'.ndenl ccnrr:tl bank pledged lo 

price stability. \'Vithour the power to print money !o reray dehts, ,rnd 
wich an explicit no-bail-out ruk , sovereign govcm.ments will find 
themselves in a position quite similar to that of any other 
debtor. Even though the power to rnx is a fonni<.bhlc :1ddirion lo !hl'ir 
credit standing, rhc power i,-;, in practice. limited and will he cippcd hy 
"tax cornpccirion'' \.ViLhin thL' single Furorc:10 rn:1rkcr. 

Despite this tilr in the debtors· playing field, investor:-. must rc11ise char 
the no-hail-our rule explicitly creates a ne,v type of ri.,;k: dd':1ult risk on 
the dcbc of EC sovereign states. If ,l state ha.s Ileen judged - publicly 
and at the highest level in the EC - to have an cxu:s:sivc deficit and 
the no-bail-out rule is credible, rhc market will exact a ,,;uhstantial 
financial r,cnalty chrough rhe mechanism of rising lTL·dit . .;;preads. Ar 
some stage. the marker will apply its ov-:n fin ,11 sanccion: \-Vithdrawal of 
new credit supplies. A default will rrohahly ensue. 

The system of pru<.lcncial supcrvi.sion should L'tblll'l.' that the l'in:1nci:1I 
markets can withstand such ,1 shock. As a necessary consequence of 
the commitment to a credible no-bail-out ntle, the Treaty should 
require the regulations governing the EC's financial system to 
take full account of the levelling of the debtors' playing field . 
With tWs protection, investors can look forward to enjoying 
major benefits from EMU. 
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PART I : THE " NO - BAIL - OUT " RULE 

The Curbin11 Process 

Step One 

Step Two 

Step Three 

Step Four 

Circuit-Breaker Be~ween Emu and "United States of Europe" 
The no-bail-our rule is enshrined in Article 104A of the draft Treaty, 
which sL:1tes: "111e Community shall not be liable for or assume rhe 
commitments of Central Governments ... [and] the Member States shall 
not be liable for or assume c..he commitments of Central Governments." 
Thus, overspending member srates will not be bailed out - and could 
even[Ually default. 

If the rule is credible, rhen EMU should involve only the lightest fiscal 
interference for states pursuing sound policies. Because a bail-om is 
prohibited, there will be no danger of a cemralised EC government 
exacting the usual price for a bail-om: control over domestic public 
expenditure in the overspending member state - one of the most 
sensitive aspects of national sovereignty. The no-bail-out rnle therefore 
functions as a circuit-breaker becween monetary union and the 
back-door creation of a "United States of Europe". 

The Treaty Proposals: Curbing Budget Indiscipline 
A successfu l EMU will raise the crcdirworthiness of EC governments. 
Article 109F of the drafr Treaty proposes a series of convergence tesl 
to restrict emry co EMU to che fiscally sound. Attide 2 underlines that 
rhe objective of EMU is a sound economy - in which the no-bail-out 
rule need never be invoked. 

However, Article 104A, the no-bail-ouc rule, recognises the unwelcome 
possibility rhat a member of EMU (and there could be well over 20 in 
the end) mighc subseqt1ently have a government thar pursued unsound 
policies. Article 104B proposes rests for the ratio of debts and deficits 
to gross nacional producr (GNP) and a requirement rhat borrowing be 
less than invesunent spending, in order to determine whether a deficit 
is excessive. (:We have .suggested that the proportion of government 
revenues spent on interest would be a simple, market-driven test. 1) It 
then li.st.s the procedures to be followed if a member scate pursued 
policies likely to ieopardise EMU. 

Figure 1. Step-by-Step Budgetary Discipline 

(a) Article 104 8-3: ·1r a member state fails to fulfil one of these criteria )deficiVGNP or debVGNP ratiosJ. 
the Commission shall prepare a report . .. lhe Commission may also prepare a report ii, 
notwithstanding the fulfilment of lhe criteria, it is of the opinion that a risk exists of an excessive 
deficit.' 

(b) Article 104 8-6: 'The Council shall. . . having considered any observations which the member state 
concerned may wish to make, decide whether an excessive budget deficit exists: 

(a) Article 104 B-7: 'Where the existence of an excessive deficit is established ... the Council shall 
make recommendations ... these recommendations shall not be made public.· 

(b) Article 104 8-8: "Where it establishes lhat there has been no effective follow-up ... the Council may 
make recommendations public." 

Article 104 8-9: ·in cases where a member state persists in failing to pu1 into practice the Council's 
recommendations, the Council may decide to give notice to the member state concerned to take. 
within a certain time limit. measures for the deficit reduction." 

Article 104 8·10: "Where it establishes a failure to comply with a decision it has taken in accordance 
witl, paragraph 9. the Council may decide lo apply one or more . .. measures" )for example. a 
'health warning· on government debt or financial penalties) . 

1 Sel' 'flJ<• i-:c., f'ub/1,· /)(•/JI Di<et.1.<e, D1.<c1p/111e urW, Cr~dtt Spl'ecld.< 1111d Cure 11•//h l'nn· ,\lt.lbtll(I", Salomon 
Broth,:" Inc. M>y 22, 1991. 
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Conflict: Politics 
versus Economics 

Credibility 
Components 

These proposab enahle bur do not require the Council to take accion. 
Even if procedures reach the Srcp Four st:1ge ,ind sanctions arc 
imposed, investors may doubt that they \Viii ensure a n:curn Lo fisrnl 
rcctirucle. 

Inevitably, politicians will be reluctant ro sic in judgement on the 
financial conduct of fellm,v member scares, so invocation of Article 
104B procedures will probably lag ,vcll behind market perceptions of 
problems - assuming chat full information h:is been puhfr,hcd (the 
absolute minimum requirement for a properly functioning rnarkct) .2 

Second, these procedures reflect an attempt to solve <1n economic 
problem within the confines of the constitutional principle or 
subsidiarity. This principle requires that powers only be ceded ro a 
central authority when they cannot he clischarged effccrivdy by a 
.subsidiary tier of government. Cenrralised control over budgera1y 
powers is, at firsr sight, a maior hrc,ich of thac principle. Thus, the 
measures in Seep Four include various financial penalties, bur only one 
action with direct market imi,acr : Applying rhe Prospectus Directive ro 
the recalcitrant member state's .'>ecurirics so th,H investors would be 
given a formal health warning abour the state's fin,1nccs. 

le is hopecJ that thi.'\ action v.,•ill pm the financial markets on notice to 
such an exrcnc that Adam Smith's ''invisible hand of the market" \viii 
resolve the situation without any need for the public authorities to rake 
action that might conflict with che principle of subsidiarity. These 
steps may cause a rise in the cost of credit, as investors become 
increasingly aware of the risk of default. However, the process 
will only cause credit to become unavailable - the ultimate 
sanction of the markets' discipline - if the markets believe that 
the no-bail-out rule is truly credible. 

The Credibility of the No-Bail-Out Rule 
Unfo11unately, there is widespread scepticism that the EC would :ipply 
the no-bail-our nile rigorously and, at the end of the process, let a 
member state default on ics dehcs . Indeed, the wcighr of hi.-;toricil 
evidence lends credence to this scepticism. 

However, <.:redihility is essential to avcn ratchcLing centralisation within 
the community . If the Treacy does not incorporate crec.lihle mcch,inisrns 
to ensure thac the no-bail-out rnlc operates realistically , market 
particip,int.;; will likely ignore rhc ,illeged risk . Ar rhc rnomenc when rhe 
rule might hav<:> to he exercised, a largt> enough proportion or tlw 
financial syscem will be found so over-exposed to chc weak clebror chat 
some form of b,til-out will have to he organised; othenvise, other EC 
members could nor wlerarc the consequent collapse of their financial 
system. This woulcJ justify market scepticism and chrust ccntralis(!d 
conrrol over cxpencJi[Ure anorher norch forward. 

Do the proposed arrangements m :1kc rhe no-hail-out rule 1ntly credible 
for the foreseeable future? At present_ four components pro111isc 
c:redibi!ity: 

2 !;L"<.:' ArltJ.rJ..,~•t Dt.scl[1IJ111.• c..:.-tN \\"'111:b 111 J/Je F(: ,IJ1Jlll.'ltff1" r,,rwi. h~· C,;·an,rni Bisho p. l lul ();1111r.u1 . 11, 1,, l .\!ichdk 
J,.·lilk:r, S:,lomnn Bo,[her:" lnl , .,ov<.:r.llx.·r J<JH9. ~J~d nthL'r puf>lk alron., in 11.c fl)l)..! #·lnd Fk :t'l)l/d ."{:rll• , 
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The Necessity of 
Credibility 

EPU May Evolve . .. 

• The no-bail-out rule will be enshrined in the Treaty. Once 
cn,1cred. the Treaty will be difficult to change, because rhe parliamenrs 
of all the member states must ratify amendment'> - an un<.:ert;1in and 
rime-consum ing process , ar the least. Thus, investors cannot asswne 
that a crisis will be reso lved by removing this nJlc from the Treaty. 

Conversely , hO\vcver restrictive the Trcary language, the fear will 
remaio rhat, in practice, the rule could be circunwenced if the political 
need were deemed to be acute. 

• There is no centralised government with the capacity, or the 
will, ·to organise a bail-out. The European Commission might seek 
such a role, if the situ ,1tion arose, but chat would require a major 
consricmional ch;rnge with in the Community. 

• There are no existing financial provisions to finance a 
bail-out. Clearly. the EC's existing budgetmy resources, ·which equal 
about 1.5'¾i of the Comrnunicy·~ GNP , would be v.,holly inadequate to 
bail out a major member state. 

On the o ther hand, borrowing by the Community Lo lend on ro a 
member may be undcrraken relarivdy easily. Issuing guarantees crcaces 
even less immediace pain and could postpone the day of the default, 
reckoning co ;1 fumre generation. 

• Only fiscally sound members will be admitted to EMU. This 
cannor remove rhe risk of a subsequent change in fiscal behaviour. 
This inherem ob::;tade will become keenly apparent ro investors when 
they contemplate whether the rule will be applied in a specifk case. 

Over the pasr few· decades. depositor/ invescor compensation schemes 
have reinforced the readiness of a significant part of the financial 
markets to rake a modest perceived risk in order co earn a significant 
extra return . Furthermore, if the potential defaulrer realised that the 
financi;-il systc1n could not withstand the shock of a default, then the 
incenliw co call rhc bluff of the no-hail-out rule would be high. 

The nature of this problem means that there are no :1hsolure and 
complete :rnswcrs - the only resporn;e would he co raise rile 
credibility of the no-hail-out rule to the degree \vhere neicher ;rn 
overspending mcrnber stare nor market panic.1rx1ncs would feel that it 
was worth the risk. Failure of the no-bail-out rule would bequeath 
a severe political problem to the next generation of European 
citizens. Policymakers fully recognise this risk. 

Policymakers have a further incentive to ensure that the Treaty agreed 
ar Maastriclu makes the no-b<\il-out rule fully credible: the difficulty of 
amending the rules. 

The European background to EMU has changed radically since the 
Dclors Com1nitcec iswed its repoit in 1989. The liberation of Eastern 
Europe, reunification of Germany and disintegration of the Soviec 
Union all represent a chain of revolutionaiy evenrs that have yet ro 
reach their conclusion. Thus, decisions on the shape of European 
Po]icical Cnion (EPlJ) are likely to be only incerim responses as evcncs 
unfold - EPU may \vell evolve over the next 20-30 years . 
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But EMU'S Shape Ma-y 
Be Fixed 

The No-Bail-Out Rule 
Creates Default Risk 

By contrast, EMU has a clearly defined final objective: the Ecu as a 
single currency. Tc seems gencn1lly accepted that the economic 
conditions necessary for a ,-;rate to join EMU will not be toughcnec.1 
after the initial round. New entrant-; to the EC - Austria, for example 
- may well he able to join that initial round. ahead or some of the 
Jess convergent existing EC members. As clte Communiry widens in the 
decades ahead, there could he a srre;:iin of ne\v entrants into Ei'v1U. 
with each expecting to satisfy the.-: same conditions required of the 
original members in 1997, or rhereabouL,. 

Since thG conditions for EMU encry may be difficult Lo change \Vithout 
appearing co discriminarc against porential new entrants, who '-VOuld 
see rhe hurdles to enrry being rai:;ed, it is irnporrnnL ro en~ure that the 
arrangements being made today arc sufficiently rohusc to ,\'ithscand 
severe rests. 

The reasons for imposing an. instantly credible no-hail-out rule arc 
powerful and compelling. Therefore, if, in a specific ca:,c, rhe EC 
enforces the no-bail-out rule, then there is a necessary and logical 
implication: The ultimate result will be a default. The financial 
markets, and their regulators, must recognise this new risk The 
implications for the solvency of financial institutions which hold the 
debt of the porcntial defaulter arc discussed in Pan IT of chis report. 

The Impact on Overspending Governments 
With a truly credible oo-hail-out rule, che market '.viii take the risk of 
default seriously. IL will apply its own penalty - the r;1ising or credit 
spreads - well before the ulrimate sancrion - the withdrnwal of nev-: 
credit supplies. For a heavily indebted state. :i rise in the inrcresr rare 
on irs borrowings can be highly significant. Major government 
borrowers can draw fund.-s at Libor minus 25 basis points, or even more 
favourable rates. In EMU, if that' government l)oil'ower changed policies 
and beca1)1e less crcdit\von:hy, then t..hc cvemual imp.act of rhc market's 
sanction <:ould he sharp: Banks might try to raise rbesc interest rates 
subsrantially . Rate-o f-re(urn consider.-icions point to perhaps Libor ph.1s 
150 b,isis points - or much more if a cldault risk were incorporarec.l in 
che pricing - if Lhat state lacked privileged accc;-.s to the fin;incial 
markeL<; . 

For a countiy with l,1rge dcb1s and average current revenues - dchts 
equal to, say, 100% of GNP and revenues equal ro 44%, of GNP - the 
175-basis-poinL rise in the cost or credit would require a -/4% rise in 
rnxes or a corresponding cut in expenditure. In practice, the impact 
would be lagged tx.'G1L1.se of the l)laturity structure of the debt and 
muted, because banks are not the only rrovidcr of credit. However. 
if a state were effecrivdy rated noninvcsrinent-grade by rhc bond 
markets, then the inreresc-ratc rrcmium rhere could he of the :,ame:: 
magnitude. 

Although financial institut.ions play a key pricc-scLTing role in financial 
m.arkets. governments could incre~1se their reliance on direct marketing 
of debt ro the public. The additional exrenses "\:vould he equivalent ro 
a credit spread, but there would probably be an even greater 
reluctance ro de fault on ohlig,ition~ Lo the generJI public, because they 
are a lso cbe electors. 

The sanction of rising credit spreads ,;vill exacc a heavy penalty from 
the taxpayers/electors of the country. This would he heavier, and much 
more certain, chan rhe sanctions at the end of th.c four-seep process 
proposed in the draft Treary . Market discipline can work within an EC 
Moncrnry Union . 
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PART II : IMPLICATIONS OF A CREDIBLE NO - BAIL - OUT RULE 

Ctranged Nature of 
Public Debt 

Market Response: 
Structured by Public 
Regulations 

Minim lsino the Chance 
of Crisis 

Recognising a New Risk: Default 
EMU will change the nature of EC public debt - ,l major asser 
class for mosl financial instimtions. EMU participants will yield the 
power to create the money with which rhcy repay chcir debts. In a 
single currency community, rhe power of money crcarion will rest with 
an independem central bank pledged to price !:-tahility. Without the 
power to print money to repay clebrs, and wirh the explicit absence of 
a gua,antee from the other members, EC sovereign govcmmenrs will 
find themselves in a similar position co any other debtor. In future, 
their creditors need not fear a decline in the real v,ilue of tbe debt via 
monetary inflation but rath.er through the simple and transparent 
solution of rormal default. At the time of threatened cl~faulc, the 
no-bail-our rule will be tested. If tl1c orher member states choose not to 
;wen the default, then the Communily·s financial :~ystem wil! be forced 
to cope with a default on all that member's debts. 

The unavoidable dilemma for the public altthorities will cry:,;talise \'.'hen 
the market is signalling rhe existence of a cldaulr risk. Can rhe financ i- · 
sy.stcrn of rhe EC - a::; structured under the current regulatory 
framework - \:vithstancl such a default? 

For many decades, the rublic authorities have deemed it right to he 
involved \vir.h the regulation of financh)l markets. A framework of 
pruclcnti,ll regulation has grown up to ensure that the t1n,incial system 
adopts the "bcsr practice'' coward difficulties, allowing it to conduct rbe 
financial functions required for the smooth running of the economy. If 
these difficulties arc cretred hy a panicular public authority, then 
pub!ic--sector regulator:; should not selectively shed responsibility for 
these public-sector rroblems. In any case, rhe potential scale of such 
problems could well be so large that il poses a direct rhrear to the 
efficienc functioning of the financial system. 

The financial ::..ysrem does nol exist in :i dct:tched ;ind idealised ~-·orlcl 
of pure free markets: It exisc.s as a complex web of it'gal srruc:Lures 
organised by che public authorities. These public regul:1cors .-;et the 
context for the specific market re~ponsc ro a given risk . Therefore, the 
regulatory syscem must evolve to ref\ccc any change in the nature of 
rhe risk. A decision not to respond to a knowtt new risk will no 
absolve the regulators from responsibility for the logical 
consequences. 

The key is ro ensure thar all involved parries understand thac rhe 
financial system has been carefully srructurecl co withsrand the shock of 
:l defoult. which will be a real possibility in EMU. \'v'herher a clefaulr is 
actually permitted is one bsue that will have to be resolved in vie,v of 
the specific circumstances of each case, but no parties should be in a 
rosition ro base 1heir actions on the reasonable probability of a 
bail-OLtL For example, as the steps of the Article 104B process arc 
caken, and an ultimate clefrrn!t is judged more and more likely, the 
process of prudential regulation should creme a ccmcsponcling larger 
and stronger shield to proccct che integrity of rhc financial ~ystern from 
the logical consequences of those budgetary policies th,H crcacccl che 
default. This policy should not be seen as a sword to attack 
governments but rather as a shield to defend the financial 
system - the explicit task of prodential supervision. 
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lf ,rn EMU member chose 1·0 pursue policies that :trc Curmally a.,ses:-.cd 
as high-risk, chcn the prudential rules should reinforce nornnl markec 
mechanisms, and ensun:: that all financial inrcrmcdi:1ric:, adort che best 
safeguards: limiring their exposure, \vhik providing rc,e1-vcs for 
possible losses. The nature of this process will reduce the supply of 
new credit. If the member take~ no ,Ktion :incl continues ro demand 
rhc same volume of credit. rhen th<.: pri<."L' or ii-.-; horro,, ing Yvill incre;ist: 
- in other ,._•orcl." , the crcclic srre:1cl will rise further. Potcni-iall y. rhi.-. 
could push rhc .-;race into the next ::.tep or rlic review procedure . 
However, the remedy will he in chis slatc·s own hands : ll must correct 
its h~dgerary policy. 

The four-step rcviev,: process is likely to hL· dr:twn oul over SL'Vcral 
years . Moreover, che inertia inherent in e:;t:ihlishimt rile n<.:ccssarv 
j)olirical consensus is likely ro cause the oflkial pr\>ec:--s Lo bg h~hind 
markcc perceptions. Supervisors should lwvc chc fkxihility to 
cncourJge best pracriccs well before such high-k·vcl. ycl cumhcrson1c 
procedures produce a form;1l dctcrmin:1tion or gvnuinc risk . 

Is Public Debt Risky? 
If it is right for the pul,!ic ;1urhorities lo sel prudcnci;t! .-.1 :1ndards to 
shield the firuncial svstem from risk-;, then rhc srand:trds inusl he 
applied impartially t<; risk-; crnan:tring frorn horli priv:1lc ,111d public 
sectors . Logically. rbi.~ requires full rccognitin11 of :i change in rbk onn.:· 
it has been ohicccivcly esr,1blisht::d . Recent cconornic history suggests 
that the ch ,ince of :in F.C govcnu11ent dc fa ulring on it:c. cl eht is minim:d . 
Howeve 1-, EMU will change the nature o f public debt: EC 
goven1ments w ill give up the power to print the money with 
which they repay their debts. Since rlwy \,·ill h:we fClrs\\'orn thl· use 
of inll;;itinn to reduce the hurdcn or scrvicin,i dchl, ;111v ddit problem 
\Viii he rnckl~d in the same ,-vay as for :1 pri~:;\tt· horro,vcr: Th<.'y ~ ill 
have to default on chc obligation to p:ty all intL·rcst :ind princip;iJ on 
rime. In Etv[U, the Jcbcors" pl.lying field will he ;rn1ch more level. \Vt: 
have analysed this ri~k in dcc~1il in J recent reporc .-" 

There appears to be three basic options for testing whcrhl·r ~uch risk 
exist.; in public Jebr: 

Public sector judgement. An cx.cdlent ex:.implc is illustr:1ced in rl1L· 
four-step process in Figrne 1. The fin:d judgcn1ent is wholly political. 

Mechanical tests. This might be based on a formula ch;11 tc1kcs 
account of various macroeconomic variabks. Implicitly. 1his :tpproach 
has alrc:1dy bc<.:11 rejcctccl; although triggered by rnecbanicil t·csrs . 
Article 10tiB procedures move quickly l'o rely on puhliL- judgcll1l' lll. 

Private sector judgement. The simples( exprc::-..sion of this senrillll'rll 
,vill be found in the relative recurns required hy in\ 1.:·s(ors lo kncl 
money to the public authoritie:- . The approach h:is airL·:1dy hccn 
adopted. in a loose form. in t!K· Prncocol on Convergence Critcri:r 
a leached to the Jrafc Treaty. Anick· Four of !his Pr<.lCoc< ii propo.-.;L·s a 
limit of a t\VO·-percenrage-point yield spread on long gm·crnrncnt hone.ls 
het\vecn ;my rx.11Ticipanrs ;ind rhc chrcc lmvcst-infl,11io11 counrrics . 
during tl1e ycir prior to ex,tminacion . 

A.;:, a prc-EiVll J enrry rest, this ~preid seem.-; \\ ·i<.ll:. ThL· purpose is to 
gauge whcrhcr inv<:scors helicvc - for :1 mo<.le.~l period such a.-; one 
year - that c[1L' counrry concerned cin maintain a rixL·d cxrh:rngc r;1rc 
over a long-renn period. Tf investors do believe thar thL· exclungc r:1k 
can be mainrained, then :i state's long-tcrrn yield." w ill mc::1su1·c nnlv 
credit risks. The standards of EiVll T entrant:-. :-.hould r:1111-- them :irnongsc 
the world's best creclir risks: rhus, credit spn:,1<.ls .-:;h<.>uld he minirn:d. 
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Would Private Sector 
Judgement be 
Comprehensive . .. 

The US dollar markers offer useful comrarisons. The central bank -
rhc Federal Reserve B,.nk - is totally inck.:pendenr of issuers cxcepl, in 
the exrreme, the US Government. The obligations of the US 
Government arc risk-free in nominal rerms, because invesrors arc 
assured of receiving their interest anc.l principal becn1se of the 
Governmenc's ultimate power to prim rhe money . All other issuers in 
US dolbrs have a credit risk and the markets require a yield premium 
to compensate . For ex~implc, Len-year AA-rared indusrrial bonds 
currently yield 53 basis points more than the corresponding US 
Treasury hood; for AAA-rated bonds, the average srread is only 38 
ha.sis poinr.'-. These spreads measure only the perception of credit risk. 

These examples suggest that, where 1h.ere is no currency risk, rhc 
market chargc., rebrively little for ;1 minor increment in crcclit ri ,-;k: A 
spread of 38 basis point<; above the rcn-year US Treasury yield of 7 .1% 
is only a 5%, risk premium. ExpresSLng the yield premium as a racio, 
rather than :1s an ahsolure spread, allows for inrerest rates ro foll (or 
rise) .-;ubsca ntially. 

If the markets require ::1 credit risk premium on long-term debt of more 
than a 5% exrra yield, this inighc rnise some concern about the debtor. 
Hm,vever, a 10%1 premium is sufficiently high that it could be used as a 
barrier ro entty into EMU. After EMU, the reverse lest could he applied. 
ff, for cx~1mple. yields on a member srate's long-term bonds were 
persistenliy 10% higher chan rhe lowesc-yiekling members, then chat 
should trigger the review process of Step One. Conceptually, a 
yield-spre,1cl trigger coulc.l he agreed for each further ster. Furrher 
an,ilysis would he required to establish :.ippropriate band:;. However, in 
a single currency system, a rwo-percentage-poinc spread, which would 
give a yielc.l premium of more Lhan 20% at presenc rates, implies rhac 
investors arc serious ly concerned about default. In che US dollar 
markets, only noninvcstment-gracle bonds would attract such high 
yields . 

Two µrincipal objections could Ix· r:iised co reliance on rhe judgcmenr 
<.:xpresscd via rhc "open marker economy with free competition" - the 
guiding principle stipul,Hcd in Article 3A of the draft Treaty. Borh hinge 
on whether this principle has been achieved in prncricc. 

First. a government rnighr rry co avoid being exposed Lo ,l resr based 
on long-tenn, traded hone! yields by the simple expedient of not 
issuing such bomb. To minimise this risk, the nature, as well as the 
size, of a governmcnr's dehr portfolio would have to he fully disclosed . 

• What is the proponion of publicly rrnc\ed debt versus privare 
placemenrs (whether bonds or l0<1ns)? The rreatmenl of nontra<led debt 
would have to correspond co thar of traded debt. Nontradc<l dehr can 
be valued readily, by reference to the yield curve of traded bonds , hur 
with ,tn al\O\vance to reflect rbc illiquic.lity . 

• The balance of fixed-1-;1te versus floating-rare c.lebc will also he 
relevant: An overly high proponion of flo;icing-race dehr rnighr make a 
state exccrrional\y vulnerable co a tightening of monetaiy policy by the 
European Ccntr,1! Bank as ir moves co meet ir.s price stability objective . 

• The poccntial for a ::;u<lden crisis - precipiracing the need for a 
hail-out - \.viii rise with the propo1tion of debr that is clue for 
reclemf)lion in the near future . This can occur with a short-maruriry 
instrument, Treasury bills , for example, or ,1 bulge in redemptions. 
Eschewing the long-term marker.." in favour of short-term debt only raises 
the risk of a liquicliry crisis; rhac is, aclmirtedly, a difficult risk to price. 
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. .. and Fair to Small 
Countries? 

Ma,ket-Value 
Accounting 

Avoiding Large 
Exposures 

Second, will smaller cour1tries cffcci-ivdy he <.liscrimin,1tcd ag:iinst 
because of the inconsequential siLe or chcir Lkh1s·1 Pocenci:dly . rhesc 
might create :in illiquid bond market, requiring high yields. There is 
ovenvhelming evidence that this woulcl not occur. In the lJS dollar 
markers, the example of the highly r:11cu European lnvestmcnr Hank is 
striking: The volume of ics do Ila r debts docs not even rc;1ch 1 %, of tlwt 
of the US Treasury, yet its bonds crndc only 5'¾i above Treasury yields 
- at about 40 basis points in ab.solme rc:nn.s. The dolbr markers have 
clevelopecl a c.leprh that can finance a rrofusion of issuers .me.I types ol' 
securities priced on the basis of credit qu;ilily. No EC member (with 
the f)ossiblc exception of low-de})l Luxembourg) has such .-;111:ill debr. ... 
that liquidity might be :1 practic3] problem. 

Relevant Prudential Supervision Concepts 
Once the Community has recognised chat EMl 1 cre:1lt!S a risk of dcfoulr 
on government debt ancl the Co,rnnuniry then goes on to conclude 
that. in a particul,1r case, there is a genuine risk ol" dcfoulr. wh;H should 
be done:' The case fnr requiring prudential supervision l'o t~1kc account 
of a genuine risk seems compelling. Thrcc concepts SL'l, 1n pnrticubrly 
relevant: 

Given rlw scale of the markers in public debt. there is no difficulty in 
assessing the value of traded public debt. Corresponding]~,. nonrraucd 
<lebt, in the form of loans or Lhc like, can readily he valued hy 
reference co the yield curve or traded ~t:curitic1-. Hegular rnarking-to
market of all public dehr ho]ding.s will ensure rlut :di financial 
insticutions. rhcir shareholders. depositors/ investors. ;me.I regubtors arc 
fully ,1,vare' of exposures to govcrn1ncn1...; whose crcdi1,,·onl1incss is 
deteriornting. The EC Capital Adequacy Dirccrivc :dreacly propo~l'S rhat 
banks and investmenc firms value rheir "rrading a~scts" at m,1rkct valut'.. 
The concept should be extended unequivocally to cover all types 
of publlc debt that are held by all types of financial institutions. 

The process of wricing clown debt holdings during chc lengthy perincl 
of deterioration should ensure that any over-exposed institution \•viii he 
able to reorganise it.s affairs in good 1imc. If the market h,1s con-ectly 
evaluated the risk, then the actual event ol' default \Viii not puse a 
problem to the finandal sysrcm, hecau .... e the los,se,:; will already havl' 
been recognised. A side effect is chat institutions would likely hccornc 
progressively unwilling to lend nc,v money. thus reducing that 
government's access to frc:,h borrowings and r;iising the incentive to 
correct its policy. 

Rcgulacions limiting an institution's exposure to any debtor have a long 
history and the purpose is explicitly stared in the preamble to the 
proposed Directive on Large Exposure~ (COM (91) 68) : "iVIonitoring 
and controlling the exposures of a credir institution i~ ;in integral p:1n 
or prudential supcivision; . . excessive conccntralion ... m;iy re::-ult 
in an unacceptable risk: .. . such a situation rn:iy he deetnL'.cl to he 
rreju<licial to the solvency of a credit in,-;titution ." 

Article 4. par:igraph 1. ::-pecifies that "credir insrir11tions nuy noc incur 
an exposl\re to a client or group of connecrecl clients wh'-.'.rc its value 
exceeds 2S% of own funds". However, par:1gr:q1h 8 provides tlrnt 
"member state.-, may fully or partially excmpr . . . ,1:--sel item~ 
constituring claims on Zone A cencr-;:d guvernmcnts" (Zone A includes 
all EC members) , 
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Removing 
Inducements to Hold 
Public Rather than 
Private Debi 

Basie Agreement 
Outdated 

Basie Flaw: Politics 
And Economics 
Conflict 

In rhe current monetary regime. this exemption is entirely logical, 
because a member ~rnce ·s debts in it:,; own currency arc rhcorccicallv 
the perfect credit risk. That logic crumbles in the world of EMU, , 
becn1."ie governmen1..-; will lose the po,vcr of money crcarion. 
Therefore, this cxcmrrion should be revised. ff 1he reguhuors arc 
prepared to allow rhe lo.c;s of up co 25% of own funds on one debtor, 
then perhaps banks should he liinired to ,in exposure cqtwl to 100% of 
own funds for EC sovereigns, once rhe survcilbnce rroccdures of 
Article 104B o( chc draft Treaty have reached Step Four: the imposition 
of sanctions. The potential for a significanr default, which perhaps 
n.:xJuces the value of debt hy one quarter, would be all too arparcm. 
Undoubcedly, exposure limits should be reduced rrogrcssively as che 
observed risk levels of the dcbl rises. This approach implements the 
supervisory [)hilosophy laid out in the preamble to the proposecl Large 
Exposures Directive. 

The principle o( an open and competitive market requires cb:1l public 
debt should nor he given special privileges. This concept is embodied 
in Article 104 of the draft Treaty: "Any measures, not hascd on 
prucleocial consideracions. establishing a privileged access hy rhe 
aforcmenriom:d authoriries to the financial instirucions and markets 
shall also he prohibited." 

One or many instances of privileged :c1cccss is the treatment given to 
public debt by chc 1988 Basie Agreement on c1piul adequacy 
requin::ments . This was broadly adopted into EC law by the Solvency 
R,ttio and Own Funds Directive::. . The B:isle Agreetnent was ncgoriaccd 
before EMU h;1d even appeared likely, let alone imminent, ,ind some 
aspects of the Agreement will he outcbted hy EMU. In parricular, 
paragraph 34 of the Agreement highlights that "che member stares of 
chc EC are firmly committed to the principle that a II claims on ... 
central governments wirhin EC countries .-;hould be treated the s,ime 
'w·,iy ." 

In a successful EMU, Lhis <1rgu1ueot will remain valid, but once Arricle 
104B proceedings have begun - for the purpose of curing an 
unsustainable deficic - then consistency :incl logic poinc ro a 
differentiation in rhe treatment of thar country . Jn our view. prudcmi~d 
considerations cannot logically be used as an ~irgumcnl' to give :t weak 
debtor privileged access co the financial system. Consisten<:y sug__t;csrs 
that chis debtor's privilege be: w ithdra\vn and that he be 1re:1Ced as any 
ocher on the rlaying field. 

\Vhen evaluating the risk !evcl of a government's debts, there is 
unavoid,1ble conflicr heLween (1) the role of the collective public 
amhorities as impartial regulators, who set standards to shield the 
financial sysrem, and (2) noninterference in other srnte 's affairs. As an 
example. chis conflict ha,.:; crystalised in the Basie Agreement risk 
weighting.-:;: Obligations of governmencs that are members of the OECD 
arc deemed to he uniformly risklcss, yet no credit tcsr is required for 
OECD membership. More than half the members have, or would have 
if tested . a AAA creclic raring; however, one member has ,1 Bl3B rating 
from Srnnclarcl & Poor's, suggesring that the private sector does make 
sharp credit cliffcrcntiations, despite the official view. 

If it has hecn c . .;;rahlished - either by a credit spread test or the A.rticlc 
104B procedures - thac a member's credit\vorthincss has deteriorated, 
then it seems arpropriarc for an impanial regubtor to raise rhc capital 
weighting to give a cu.-.,hion agairnc rhe risk of default, rachcr th,tn 
Jllaintain ic a[ an artificially low level. The cost of the s:wings and loan 
crisis in rhe US srand,.,; as an example of the ultimate economic co.'i t of 
shelving rolitically awk,v,nd decisions. 
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A graduated response seems appropriate. The objectives of EMU 
suggest that participants will rank amongst rhe world's best credits, so 
a 0% risk weighting will normally continue to be appropriate. At the 
other end of the spectrum, an EMU member that is subjecrecl co the 
Step Four sanctions procedures will appear less creclitworchy than 
many private-sector borrowers. Thus, this seems to supron a strong 
argument that the capital-backing required should be at least the same 
as for privarc borrowers. 

1r is possible ro argue that the benefits of EC adherence to the 13asle 
Agreement outweigh the explicit deviation from che principle of "no 
privileged access" for public debt. Thar ,trgumeor cannot be sustained 
when the debt level is puhlidy judged as unsustainable aod sanctions 
are imposed. If non-EC signatories of rhe Basie Agreement choose nor 
to adopr the EC's srance, then EC hanks would become uncompetitive 
when arccmpting to lend co rhe dereriorating state. However, EC 
policymakers can be relaxed on this point, because the risks 
will be entirely removed from the EC's financial system. 

Supervisory Response to the No-Bail-Out Rule 
The procedure of mutual su,veillancc of budgetary policies has built in 
several stages of response, ranging from mild concern to serious alarm 
about imminent problems. The budger discipline steps set out in Figure 
1 may lead to a formal decision, cakeo at the highest possible level by 
finance rninsrers (after consultation with the cencral bank governors 
acting through the ECB) rhat genuine risk exists. This implies potenrial 
debt defaulc, so it is reasonable chac prndential supervisors should 
strengthen the shield protecting che financial system in step with the 
likelihood of default. Figure 2 suggests specific responses hy the 
banking supervisory regime . Naturally the same philosophy should he 
applied to the regulacions governing other types of financial 
inscicutions, such as investment funds and insurance companies. 

Figure 2. Suggested Supervisory Response 
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The European Community will change the nature of public debt 
by creating a monetary union that (1) removes a government's 
power to pr.int the money with which it repays its debts and (2) 
explicitly states that neither the Community nor its members 
will take responsibility for other governments' debts. This will 
create a genuine risk of default. It would be inconsistent if the 
regulations governing the Community's financial system did not 
take explicit account of this new risk. 

Al!hougll the in1orrnat1on in this repol"I has bee~ obtained frnm sources that sa:omon Brnthers Inc be,ieves to be renablc, we do not guarantee 11s 
accuracy. and such intormat1on may be 1ncomplete or coMensed All opinions and estimates inciuded m this report constitute our 1udgment as of 
t~1s dite ,n<l are sub1ec110 change without 11ot1ce. This report is for 1nforma:1on purposes only and 1s not intended as an offer or solic11a11on w1ll1 
respect to the purch,se or sale of any secunty . 

.,;• S~lomon Brothers Inc 1991 
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SOME TITLES IN SALOMON BROTHERS '" 1992 AND BEYOND " 
SERIES 

Market Discipline GAN Work in the EC Monetmv Union (with Dirk 
Damrau and Michelle Miller), November 1989. The lessons from other 
monera1y unions (Canada, Australia and West Germany) and the New 
York City Cri.sis of 1975. The market c:111 be a more effective sanction 
on fiscal profligacy chan binding mies . 

Creating cm. EC Monetary Union with Bindinp, Market Rules, February_ 
1990. A pbn co ensure rhac rnarkec discipline is cenain. yet operates 
slowly and progressively. This plan proposes specific measures w 
strengLhen the sln1cture of (he financial system sufficiently chat a 
member slate's default is nor disastrous. 

The Creation qf an r.C "Hard Money'' Union, July 1990. EMU will have 
to be a "har<l money" union declkated to price stability. For EC 
mernber states. successful borrowing will depend on sound financial 
policies. Discusses the prudential rules necessary for issuers and 
purchasers of debt. 

Toughening the Ecu - Practical Steps to Promote it.s Use, October 12, 
1990. The use of the Ecu for long-tem1 savings should be encouraged 
by free:dng the Ecu·s composition, encouraging issuance of pubJic 
sector bonds and ensuring that financial insrir\.ltions are allowed co buy 
these bonds. 

Separating Fiscal from Monetary Souereign~v in EMU - A United States 
of Europe is /Vol Necessary. j\:ovember 26, 1990. Governments .should 
give up cheir freedom to print rnoney. Sep,1r;:nion of powers between 
the politicians \-Vho spend money and those who print it can ensure 
price stability and does not necessitate political federation. 

£cu.land - 7he Thirteenth Member<?/ the EC?, April 11, 1991. The Ecu 
is a privately issued money. During 1990, divergent interest and 
exchange rates demonstrated its inclcpen<lencc from its "basket" 
definition and the neecl for a 11currency board" function ro cliininarc 
fucure inflationary risks. 

The ECs Public Dehl Disease: Disc1p!ine with Credit Spreads and Cure 
with Price Stahili~V, May 22, 1991. In a single currency world, a key 
credit test will be the proportion of a member state's income spent on 
interest payments. Markets will censure excesses and require higher 
interest rates. Price stability - with lower real interest rates - will 
cause a rem.ark.able leap in credit quality. 

Visits to Eculand - R~flections Upon its Financial System, September, 
1991 . In Stage Two, rhe European Monccary Institute should have the 
powers necessary to cn:-;ure the .stability of rhc Ecu financial sysrem as 
it expands naturally. It should nm be permiuecl to create adclicional 
money. 

The Drajt FfafU Treaty: Key Questions Remain, November 1, 1991. An 
initial response Lo the new draft treaty, pointing out the risk of creating 
two separate forms of F.cu , unless rbe basket definition is abolished 
when Srage Three begins. 
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Fiscal Constraints in EMU 
Blending Rules With Market Forces 

• The drive to EMU has slowed - not halted - and the 
Maastricht Treaty mandates the completion of detailed 
secondary legislation by the year-end. Decisions that are 
about to be taken will influence the structure of the EC's 
financial markets, irrespective of the existence of EMU. 
Investors and policymakers must consider the full 
implications now, rather than await the - possibly distant 
- start of Stage Three. 

• EMU would change the nature of debt issued by 
participating states, posing new risks for the financial 
system, which holds public debt as a core asset. 

• The Treaty rules-to-be have conspicuously failed to 
halt the recent surge in EC states' indebtedness and 
interest costs. A successful EMU should help by lowering 
inflation expectations. The benefits will be even more 
substantial if this results in a declining real interest rate. 

• Financial markets have demonstrated yet again their 
ultimate power to exert discipline. Prudential regulation 
must be revised to ensure the integrity of the EC's 
financial system when the markets finally react to any 
failure of the rules to curb fiscal excesses. 

Although the Information In this report has been obtained from sources that Salomon Brothers Inc believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its 
accuracy, and such information may be incomple1e or condensed. All opinions and estimates Included in this report constitute our judgment as of 
this date and are subject to change without notice. This report is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with 
respect to the purchase or sale of any securi1y. This publication has been approved for distribution in the UK by Salomon Brothers International 
Limited, a member of the SFA. · 
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FISCAL CONSTRAINTS IN EMU: BLENDING RULES WITH MARKET FORCES 

The Treaty of Maastricht should come into force within a few weeks. It 
requires secondary legislation to complete the groundwork for economic 
and monetary union (EMU) that will have to be processed rapidly to meet 
the Treaty's deadlines. These steps will affect investors, irrespective of 
EMU. Some major issues of principle on the methods of curbing unsound 
public finance are buried within the detail of this draft legislation. 
Policymakers must recognise the change in the nature of public debt in 
EMU and protect the EC's future - political and economic - against any 
risk of contagion from an errant member. The proposals currently under 
discussion fail the basic test of protecting the public interest under 
reasonably predictable circumstances. Suitable measures could lead to 
substantial changes in the EC's financial system. 

In summary, the following points should be addressed: 

• The European Central Bank (ECB)'s po~olio of public debt should bt. 
constrained to ensure that secondary-market purchases - as part of its 
monetary policy operations - do not provide excessive credit to a state 
with deteriorating public finance. In particular, the ECB should not be 
allowed to increase holdings of a state's debts after that state has been 
defined as having an "excessive deficit". 

• Perpetuating the EC's current prudential supervisory regime will 
undermine both the regime's own purpose and the intention of the 
prohibition on privileged acce by governments to financial institutions. The 
risk weightings for bank asset and the rules governing large exposures need 
to be amended. Requiring financial institutions to value public debt holdings 
at current market value would be a major safeguard for their customers. 

• EC states should be required to publish promptly the data provided to 
the European Commission for analysing whether a state has an excessive 
deficit. 

With these measures, policymakers can allow the market to exert a 
progressive discipline on member states if they fail to abide by the EC's 
"rules" - yet be sure that the ultimate sanction of denying further credit 
will not itself cause a failure of the financial system and damage to the 
general public. A potential financial crisis can be repressed, but the storms 
in the exchange rate mechanism (ERM) since September 1992 show that 
market forces cannot be suppressed permanently. An open and 
competitive financial market must be protected and this is the 
opportunity to construct a shield for the financial system. The agreed 
rules - blended with market forces as a backstop - can be an 
effective fiscal constraint in EMU. 

THE NATURE OF PUBLIC DEBT IN EMU 

The recent history of inflation ha induced EC members to sign a treaty under 
which their overeign power will be exercised by not instructing their central 
bank on money-creation policy. While it national currency remain in 
circulation, the risk remains that a tate may be tempted to reactivate it 
sovereign power over its central bank. At pre ent, all member tate i ue 
debt in their own currency and "control" the creation of that money 
(Luxembourg is an exception becau e of its monetary union with Belgium, 
but its minimal public debt makes it insignificant in this context). The states' 
control over money creation i exerci ed in various way - mo t overtly, by 
giving the central bank the ole right to i ue legal tender currency. 
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Currently, Public Debt Is 
Free of Credit Risk . . . 

. . . Making it a Core 
Asset for Financial 
Institutions 

But EMU Removes the 
Perfect 
Creditworthiness 

The No-Bail-Out Rule 
. Is the Key Safeguard 

to Political Union 

For the financial system, this relationship between public money and public 
debt is vitally important. An investor can lend a specific sum of money to 
the state and be certain that it will be repaid because the state has the 
power to create additional money to make the repayment if tax revenues 
are insufficient. The real value of the investment may decline because of 
inflation, but the nominal value is free of any risk of non-payment. 

This property makes public debt a very useful asset for a financial 
in titution that wishes to offer its customers the minimal guarantee of 
returning their capital. Thus, prudent inve tors have traditionally held a 
core portfolio of public debt and have not felt the need to change the value 
in their balance sheet if the current market price declines: They are certain 
that the debt will be repaid at maturity . 

As the tate became involved in the regulation of financial institutions over 
the past century or so, there was a natural process of specifying that public 
debt be a core asset - to ensure that the institution could not lose all its 
assets and cause great hardship to the elector who _were its customers. 
After World War Il, the risk-free nature of public debt was indisputable -
making it even more a natural asset for the financial system. 

EMU will change the very nature of public debt by removing the 
power of the state to create the money with which it pays its debts. 
Instead, participants in EMU will cede the power of money creation to the 
independent ECB. The government's position will then resemble that under 
the gold tandard - it could not create gold to repay debts. In EMU, 
public debt will therefore lose its risk-free credit standing. In practice, the 
Treaty of Maastricht sets out "EMU entry tests" for public finance that are 
designed to ensure that the credit standing of EMU participants will be 
amongst the highest in the world. Accordingly, their credit ratings should 
be exceptional. 

Public Finance and Political Union 
The Treaty-makers were correct in emphasi ing public finance as one of 
the entry tests. In the final analysis, the series of treaties that started with 
the European Coal and Steel Community in 1950 are designed to achieve a 
political goal - European union. Future generations will decide what that 
union means in preci e practical terms, but it certainly implies substantial 
political cooperation as well as economic integration. That political 
relationship is the mechanism intended to secure the ultimate goal: 
enhanced security. Therefore, any event that threatens to fracture political 
cooperation would correspondingly damage the security objective. 

There is insufficient popular feeling of pan-European olidarity to 
withstand a major shock uch as a large transfer of national wealth to pay 
off the debts of another member state. Recognising this, the Treaty-makers 
embedded the "no-bail-out" rule into the Treaty, with buttressing measures, 
in an endeavour to guard against an economic shock with the obvious 
potential to shatter the EC's political tructure. The purpose of the 
secondary legi lation under review is to provide the detail necessary to 
implement the Treaty's principles. 

The details should not merely ensure that historical problem· cannot recur. 
They must provide for protection again t future risks that are reasonably 
fore eeable after giving erious thought to possible problems under the new 
circumstances. 
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Interest Costs Soar 
Even Faster . . . 

. . . Despite Fiscal 
Privileges 

Figure 1. European Community: Revenue, Expenditure and Borrowing, 1963-93 (As a Percentage of GDP) 

Revenue (Left) 
-- Expenditure (Left) 

GDP Gross domestic product 
Note: Shaded regions represent periods of economic downturn. 
Source: European Commission. 

c:::J Borrowing (Right) 

In the meantime, the dead-weight of accumulated deficits will not 
disappear and the servicing burden has risen sharply in the past decade (see 
Figure 2). Interest payments will account for 85% of the deficits incurred 
by EC members in 1993 and will have tripled in the past two decades. 

Figure 2. European Community: Interest Expense (as a Percentage of Current Revenues) and Debt 
(as a Percentage of GDP), 1973-93 
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The burden of interest charges is reduced by the "privileged acce s" to 
financial markets that governments usually give themselves. However, the 
current propo als set the beginning of 1994 as the date for the removal of 
governments' privileged access to both the central bank and financial 
institutions, although privileged access to the retail sector of the market is 
unaffected. 
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So Another Cyclical 
Rise in the Interest 
Burden Could Ignite 
Tensions 

For example, if interest rates had remained unchanged at 1992 levels and 
the full costs of abolition of these privileges had been felt, then interest 
expenses for the EC countries a a whole could have reached 15% of 
revenues during 1994. Fortunately, interest rates have declined very 
sharply, so the upward trend in gearing should be ane ted - despite the 
scale of current deficits. The effects only work through lowly because of 
the time taken for the government debt portfolio to be refinanced at lower 
rates as debts mature. 

However, the next cyclical upswing in interest rates could create severe 
tensions. If debt levels continue to rise relative to GDP, then any failure of 
political will to curb inflation could lead investors to anticipate inflation 
and demand a risk premium in interest rates that would start a spiral of 
rising debt servicing costs. Any such spiral would start from a disturbingly 
high base for the EC in aggregate - for example, more than a third of the 
level associated with the UK's decision in the 1930s to take drastic steps 
to lower the burden of debt servicing. 

The Benefit of EMU 
This growing risk demonstrates the powerful attractions of EMU to the 
governments of EC members because it is a method of creating a durable 
climate of price stability to encourage further fa11s in real interest rates -
bringing nominal rates to levels that would eliminate any concerns about 
debt servicing. Figure 3 shows the yield performance of a UK government 
bond - 2 1/2% Consolidated Fund (Consols) - that has been outstanding 
for well over a century. The past quarter-century ha been an unusual 
period - previously, inflation expectations (represented by a ten-year 
historical moving average) swung up and down, but the bond yield usually 
stayed well below 5%. 

Figure 3. United Kingdom: A Century of Consols and Inflation Expectations 
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The debt servicing figures for the EC aggregate disguise a wide disper ion 
amongst individual states and these are shown in Figure 4. The 1992 data 
have also been recalculated to show the effect of applying a uniform 5% 
interest rate to the debt stock. 

Figure 4. Debts and Servicing of EC States, 1992 

Luxembourn 
France 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
Spain 
Netherlands 
Denmark 
Ireland 
Portugal 
Belgium 
Italy 
Greece 

Debts 
Pct. of GDP 

6.8% 
50.1 
45.9 
45.9 
47.4 
79.8 
74.0 
99.0 
66.2 

132.2 
106.8 
105.6 

Interest, Pct. of Government Revenues 
1992 Interest Rates 5% Interest Rate 

1.0% 0.7% 
6~ 51 
7.0 4.6 
8.3 6.2 

10.4 5.7 
12.0 7.7 
12.4 6.6 
17.9 12.2 
22.0 8.0 
24.4 14.8 
25 .7 11 .9 
38.6 14.0 

Sources: European Commission, Salomon Brothers Inc estimates. 

The benefits to the highly indebted states are remarkable and 
underscore the attractions of participating in a durable monetary 
union that achieves its goal of price stability. The change in the nature 
of public debt may produce new risks , but great benefits for governments. 

PROPOSED FISCAL CONSTRAINTS IN EMU 

After the unexpectedly severe difficulties encountered during ratification of 
the Treaty of Maastricht, it seems unlikely that current EC leaders will 
wi b to reopen any issues - except the topics already specified in the 
Treaty. Therefore, the basic strategy will probably not be changed and 
must be capable of surviving unexpected strains. During such a momentous 
period of change in Europe's history, it is rea onable to expect strains. The 
ballooning of Ge1many s fiscal deficit - reflecting the burden of 
unification - i likely to be only the first. EC entry discussions are 
underway with countries such as Sweden which is experiencing a dramatic 
expansion of its fi cal deficit. Further ahead, the EC's leaders agreed, at 
the Copenhagen Summit in June 1993, to open the door to Central and 
Eastern European states within the fore eeable future. 

The Treaty strategy is straightforward: 

• No entry to EMU for states with excessive deficits or debt 

• Peer pressure on EMU members that subsequently stray from fiscal 
rectitude 

• Sanction on persistent offender - ranging from public critici m to 
warning investors of the risks 

• A formal and explicit commitment not to bail out any state even if it 
threatens default 

EC policymakers now face the key question: Is this strategy sufficiently 
credible to assure that political cooperation - the essence of European 
Union - is not shattered by a financial shock stemming from public 
finance? If there are doubts about EC politicians' willingness to enforce the 
no-bail-out rule, then it i inevitable that - in the new world of EMU -
some financial instirution will underestimate the ri ks and accumulate 
substantial portfolios of higher-yielding debts to benefit from the yield margin. 
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An Unwelcome But 
Plausible Scenario 

Bailout? 

No 

Yes 

EC Legislation Should 
Be Designed To 
Obviate This Risk 

The following scenario is undesirable and unwelcome, but is sufficiently 
foreseeable that detailed legislation should guard against the risks which 
flow: 

• An EMU participant suffers a reduction in credibility in the financial 
markets - perhaps due to severe recession or political uncertainty. 

• Investors demand a rising premium for long-term bonds. 

• As conscious of servicing costs as their predecessors in the 1920s, debt 
managers shorten the maturity of new debt to minimise interest costs -
assuming that the yield curve is positive. 

• The EC Council of Ministers actually enforces mild sanctions -
shocking some marginal investors into running off maturing debt, or 
requiring even higher yields, giving a further twist to the spiral. 

• The government cannot engineer inflation because the state uses the 
European currency; the independent European Central Bank fulfils its duty 
and refuses emergency mqnetary finance. 

• In an atmosphere of rising ten ion, a liquidity crisis develops. 

• The government declares a moratorium on its debts and the market price 
of its securities falls sharply . 

• It is then discovered that a broad spectrum of financial institutions 
across the EC have large holdings of this state debt and will be hard hit by 
the losses - in some cases becoming in olvent. The EC as a whole is 
faced with a major contraction in credit availability and therefore a severe 
recession. 

Will there be a hastily organised bailout, circumventing the Treaty's 
prohibition? 

• If no, then all will suffer severely if the financial system is not designed 
to limit the contagion. Result: an immediate and severe blow to the 
electoral appeal of the vision of European Union. 

• If yes, a price will be required - EC control over future national 
borrowing, indirectly gaining influence over public spending and thus 
infringing a key area of national sovereignty. The no-bail-out rule will then 
have failed to break the historical tendency for monetary union to lead to a 
centrali ation of political power. Result: the no-bail-out "circuit-breaker" 
fail and the vision of European Union is eventually electrocuted by an 
electorate that wants subsidiarity - not centralisation. 

This grim scenario i all too plausible in the light of historical precedents 
and when applied to a group of states where debts are already high and 
demographic pressure make drastic cuts in public spending unlikely. 

By the year-end, EC policymakers intend to enact legislation on the 
following topics to fie h out the Treaty 's broad statements: 

• Prohibition on the acce of the public sector to central bank credit 

• Privileged access of the public sector to financial institutions 

• The excessive deficit procedure 

Now is the time to ensure that the scenario outlined above cannot 
occur. In the future, recognition of the lengthening shadow of cri is will 
preclude any action for fear of precipitating it. Analysis of the current 
proposals reveals that they fail the te t of guarding the public interest 
against reasonably foreseeable risk . 
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DETAILED COMMENTS ON PROPOSALS 

The short time between the likely ratification of the Treaty of Maastricht 
and the tart of the second Stage of EMU means that the time- cale for 
public discussion of any proposals will be limited. These comments are 
intended to contribute to that debate (1) from the perspective of a market 
participant and (2) in the context of the nature of public debt in EMU. 

Draft Regulation Prohibiting Monetary Financing of the Public Sector 
The introduction to this draft regulation highlights the aim of "enhancing 
the disciplining forces of the market mechanism". It also points out that 
"the prohibition on direct central bank financing ... is also an important 
element in central ·bank independence". The thrust of the regulation is to 
prevent the ECB (or national central banks) from purchasing debt directly 
from a national government. The preamble includes a discussion of the risk 
that secondary market purchases "offer a possibility to circumvent" the 
objective unless they are solely to implement monetary policy. Article 2 
grants that exemption for secondary market purchases, but does not provide 
any tests for the key word "solely". 

In a scenario of impending crisis, the ECB would undoubtedly feel 
pressure to skew its portfolio - whether by way of direct holding or via 
"repo" operations - towards the debts of the member state in difficulties. 
Doubtless, that government would claim that the market was behaving 
irrationally in demanding premium interest rates. 

• Constrain the ECB's portfolio, perhaps to reflect broadly the GDP 
distribution of the EC. By itself, this would discriminate against states with 
above-average debt levels. 

• Prevent the ECB from increasing its exposure to debts of a state 
formally ruled to have an "excessive deficit". 

Draft Regulation Prohibiting Privileged Access 
The introduction of this legislation highlights that the no-bail-out rule 
" erve the purpose of submitting the public authorities to market 
discipline". The purpose of the regulation is to prevent governments from 
cutting their interest costs by requiring financial institutions to hold 
government debt. 

Interestingly, the commentary points out that incentives available to 
"everybody" are not prohibited. Thus, a tax advantage is still permitted if it 
applies to individuals as well as institutions - together repre enting the 
aggregate financial market. On the face of it, this discrepancy may blunt 
the edge of the regulation. However, a government that cho e to avoid the 
scrutiny of ophisticated institutional investors might regret it, if there were 
ever a funding crisis. 

The Latin-American debt crises of the 1980s showed that it is po ible to 
negotiate moratoria with a limited and homogenous group of financial 
institutions. However, publicly issued Eurobonds were nearly alway 
serviced fully becau e of the immense difficultie in striking a deal with 
numerous individuals cattered across the world. Inevitably, individuaJ 
holders of government debt will be overwhelmingly citizens of that state. 
In the event of a formal default, political retribution may be wift. 

Article l prohibits "privileged access", defined a any measure that i not 
in accordance with the princ.iple of an open market and free competition 
and that "oblige " institutions to bold public debt - or has that "object or 
effect". The commentary on this Article draws the analogy with Article 85 
of the Treaty of Rome - which ets up the EC' competition policy. That 
Article outlaws actions which have as their "object or effect the prevention, 
re triction or distortion of competition". 
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Article 2 of the regulation then substantially undermines the effect of 
the entire regulation by allowing exemption on the grounds of 
"prudential considerations". The commentary properly points out that 
public debt "in normal circumstances represents a low ri k". The purpose 
of the Treaty's strategy is to ensure that only states of undoubted credit 
standing will enter EMU, further minimising the risk. 

The commentary li ts several examples of prudential considerations: 

• Weighting~ used for calculating the solvency ratios of banks 

• Diversification requirements for UCITS (mutual funds) 

• Similar measures in the life and nonlife insurance sector 

These regulatory regime have been built up during the past few decades 
when debt of the dome tic government was indisputably free of credit risk. 
Indeed the original Basie Accord of GlO Bank Supervisors in July 1988 
stated that the EC ·is "firmly committed to the principle that all claims on 
... central governments ... within the EC countrie should be treated in the 
ame way." At that stage, EMU was little more than a distant dream and 

the EC's Solvency Ratio Directive implemented the Basle Accord virtually 
in its entirety. Article 2 of the proposed regulation simply proposes to 
perpetuate this treatment - without any regard for the change in the nature 
of public debt when Stage Three of EMU begins. 

• Modify the principle that all claims should be treated in the same 
way, at the very least after a formal finding by the Council of Ministers 
that a member has an excessive deficit. Otherwise, current policy is likely 
to have the effect of distorting competition - which i against the spirit 
of Article 1 and the purpose of Article 85s competition regime. 

With a zero regulatory capital requirement, banks will inevitably be drawn 
into providing excessive short-term funding for the deteriorating debtor that 
is prepared to pay a premium. From a public policy perspective, this 
undermines the Treaty's safeguards and makes a 1920s style of funding 
crisi more likely. From the bank regulator's perspective, there is a 
systemic failure to guard the interests of depositors - the basic purpose of 
regulation. On both grounds, the "prudential consideration" exemption 
needs to be refined to take account of the new risks - inherent in EMU 
- that did not exist when the system was developed. Bank supervisors in 
non-EC countries which subscribe to the Basle capital standards may well 
choose to follow the treatment used by the EC. If not, then EC banks 
would be less competitive in lending to the deteriorating state, thus 
achieving the goal of curbing exposure to a risky debtor. 

• Diversification requirements for financial institutions should be 
re-examined similarly. These are designed to Limit large exposures to any 
ingle debtor whose failure might cause the lending institution to fail. 

Generally, domestic government debt is exempted because it is risk-free. 
That will not be the case in EMU and the ri k will be all too apparent by 
the time an "excessive deficit" decision occurs . 

• Market value accounting for public debt is an additional element that 
could be incorporated in the regulatory regime. A iise in the interest rate 
paid by a particular tate - reflecting an increased perception of ri kiness 
- would depress the market price of its debts. If financial in titutions 
peiiodically revalued their public debt holdings using that new market 
price, then the financial system would adjust steadily to the deterioration. 
Thus, overexposed institutions would fall towards minimum capital levels 
as they recognised their losses and would be obliged to change their 
lending policy well before their depo itors ran any risk of loss. 
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Memorandum 

These brief comments touch upon principles that should prudently be 
incorporated in the regulation at this stage. The European Monetary 
Institute should prepare detailed plans for a phased implementation to 
protect users of the EC's financial system against reasonably foreseeable 
risks. 

• Minimum average life of public debt. Although this is outside the 
competence of financial system regulators, EC policymakers could take a 
u eful step to minimising the ri k of a liquidity crisis by mandating a 
minimtyn level. 

Draft Regulation on the Excessive Deficit Procedure 
This regulation is largely a series of technical definitions of the 
information to be provided by the member states to the European 
Commission. On the basis of this information, the Commission will report, 
and the Council will decide, whether a state has an "excessive deficit". If it 
does have such a deficit and does not mend its ways, then eventually 
sanctions could be impo ed. In particular, these include obliging the state 
to "publish additional information ... before i uing bonds and securities." 

The difficulty facing investors i that the whole proces of deciding 
whether there is an excessive deficit may well be shrouded in mystery -
although the Treaty makes provision for recommendations to be published. 
This process seems a recipe for the creation of false markets based on 
rumours and partial information. 

Published national data may be significantly different from the standardised 
data u ed to make the decision. Recognising thi difficulty, Article 4 
specifies that the transition from national to tandardised data must be 
explained to the Commission. However, there is no requirement that the 
data, or explanations, be published. This raise the possibility of a serious 
shock to market perception . For example, Article 6 correctly requires 
likely payments under guarantees to be included. In some states, these 
could be surprisingly large and surprise the market. 

• Require prompt publication of data. Member tates may well choose 
to publish full information when they publish their national data. However, 
it would be far preferable to require publication - even if only by the 
Commission. It eems inappropriate for governments to keep the markets 
misinformed and then create a shock by an unexpected sanction. Such a 
process would only heighten the chance of precipitating a crisis . 

Many of these issues were analysed in greater depth in our reports 
publi hed during the discussions preceding the signing of the Treaty of 
Maa tricht in December 1991: 

Valuing Public Debt in the EC: EMU Benefits versus "No-Bail-Out" Risk, 
20 November 1991. 

The EC' s Public Debt Disease: Discipline with Credit Spreads and Cure 
with Price Stability, 22 May 1991. 

Separating Fiscal from Monetary Sovereignty in EMU - A United States 
of Europe is Not Necessary , 26 November 1990. 

The Creation of an EC "Hard Money" Union, July 1990. 

Creating an EC Monetary Union with Binding Market Rules, February 
1990. 

Market Discipline CAN Work in the EC Monetary Union (with Dirk 
Damrau and Michelle Miller), November 1989. 
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The BCBS paper relates solely to the countries that use the euro as their “domestic 
currency”, but the fundamental difference in the obligations of Eurozone states is that they 
issue their bonds in a currency beyond their control, and they can't instruct the ECB to lend 
euros to repay its bonds.   

This short paper relates solely to the countries that use the euro as their “domestic 
currency”.  By definition, they are in a fundamentally different relationship with the currency 
in use in their country compared with all other members of say G10 or OECD. The sovereign 
states of the Eurozone (EZ) issue their bonds in a currency (i) that they cannot control and (ii) 
that no single government has the power to instruct the Central Bank to lend it currency to 
repay its bonds. 

This is a constitutionally-entrenched difference with all other major countries where the 
legislator - with public support – has the power to change legislation and require the central 
bank to provide monetary finance that can be used to redeem the sovereign state’s bond 
obligations on schedule. 

The discussion paper does not appear to recognize this fundamental - and critical – 
difference in the nature of the obligations of EZ sovereigns and all others. 

This difference has not arisen by accident – it was an integral part of the design of monetary 
union reflecting the economic history of the participants and the preceding decade or more 
of very high inflation. In a parallel – and not particularly connected – strand of activity, the 
1974 Basel Concordat was being converted into the 1988 Basel I Capital Requirements by the 
central bankers of the world. 

Basel I 

In this paper, the Committee did go some way to recognising this key difference: “In 
considering the role of currency denomination in the treatment of sovereign exposures, the 
Committee discussed the idea that sovereign exposures denominated in a currency other than 
that of the sovereign in question are relatively riskier than those that are denominated in the 
sovereign’s own currency.” But this is more appropriate for reviewing a foreign currency 
exposure and entirely misses the point that the euro is indeed the currency used by the 
sovereign but is not the sovereign’ own currency in the normal sense of the sovereign being 
able to control that currency. 

Basel I was finalised in 1988 when the concept of economic and monetary union (EMU) was 
just starting to be discussed seriously. In June 1988, the Heads of State/Government 
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appointed Commission President Delors to prepare a report on how to create the currency 
part of EMU. This Report was published in April 1989 – so about a year after the Basel I 
language had been finalised – see box below. During the lengthy discussions on `Basel’, there 
was no reason to foresee the creation of EMU and reflect it explicitly. So it was quite rational 
for the central bankers to frame the `national currency’ definition only in economic concepts 
that they had used for decades. 

The Delors Report was actually written by the EU’s central bank governors but there is little 
evidence that they foresaw a possible clash of inconsistent definitions in the event of an 
economic and political calamity of a type that had not befallen major countries since the 
1930s – half a century, and a World War, before. But the governors did go on to play a major 
role in designing the relevant parts of the Maastricht Treaty. 

  

Maastricht Treaty 

 The political authors of the Treaty were determined to ensure that EMU could not turn into 
a political disaster by imposing financial burdens on unwilling states. They crafted the No Bail-
Out Rule to ensure this did not happen – see box below. The result was – as intended – that 
a bank taking a credit exposure to an EZ sovereign had to rely directly on that State’s 
creditworthiness flowing from its own budgetary and debt position – as with any private 
sector creditor who cannot create the money to repay the debt. 

The No Bail-Out Rule: TFEU Article 125 

1. The Union shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central governments … A 
Member State shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central governments… 

  

Of course, the Treaty incorporated economic governance requirements to enforce sound 
fiscal policy. That would be the true `guarantor’ of the credit quality. History has shown these 
policies were too weak and the recent crisis has forced a major strengthening of oversight. 
However, the Treaty signatories were quite clear that they intended this EMU to be quite 
different from anything ever seen before – with the logical consequences for sovereign credit 
quality.  But the potential consequences were not recognised at the time – or were swept 
under the carpet. 

As history is replete with examples of governments cheating, the Treaty-makers sought to cut 
off all such avenues. The No Monetary Financing Rule – see below - prevented sovereigns 
from falling back on emergency loans from the central bank – in effect, the printing of money 
to pay public debts. This was the key action that removed the risk-free status of sovereign 
debt in nominal terms. In the `old days’, governments had simply turned on the printing press 
so that banks got their money back on the due date. The nominal value was risk-free, but the 
resulting inflation made the `real’ value very risky indeed over time. 

The No Monetary Financing Rule: TFEU Article 123 
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1. Overdraft facilities or any other type of credit facility with the European Central Bank or 
with the central banks of the Member States (hereinafter referred to as ‘national central 

banks’) in favour of Union institutions, bodies, offices or agencies, central government… shall 
be prohibited, as shall the purchase directly from them by the European Central Bank or 

national central banks of debt instruments. 

The ‘belt and braces` approach was continued by entrenching the Central Bank’s 
independence in the Treaty itself – see box below. This made the EZ system’s independence 
qualitatively different from any other major central bank at the time. The TFEU can only be 
amended by unanimous agreement of all the Member States, and some of them might 
require a referendum to make such a change. So any action to remove the deeply–entrenched 
provisions that took control of money away from the EZ sovereigns would be lengthy, 
ponderous and may not even happen at all. That is hardly a scenario that enables bank 
supervisors to declare that sovereign debt is by definition risk-free. The EZ undertook a major 
constitutional process for the express purpose of making it risky – except to the extent that 
sound economic policies should put disasters beyond the realms of possibility. 

The Central Bank Independence Rule: TFEU Article 130 

When exercising the powers and carrying out the tasks and duties conferred upon them by 
the Treaties … neither the European Central Bank, nor a national central bank, nor any 

member of their decision-making bodies shall seek or take instructions from Union 
institutions, bodies, offices or agencies, from any government of a Member State or from 

any other body. The Union institutions ...and the governments of the Member States 
undertake to respect this principle and not to seek to influence the members of the decision-

making bodies of the European Central Bank or of the national central banks in the 
performance of their tasks. 

My Objections to the proposed “No privileged access to financial institutions” Rule 

To make the situation absolutely iron-clad, the Treaty makers finally incorporated a 
prohibition on governments writing financial regulations that preferentially channel the 
nation’s savings into sovereign debt – see box below. 

The No Privileged Access Rule: TFEU Article 124 

Any measure, not based on prudential considerations, establishing privileged access by Union 
institutions, bodies, offices or agencies, central governments … to financial institutions, shall 
be prohibited.  

This author wrote several papers for Salomon Brothers while the Treaty negotiations were 
continuing and pointed out explicitly that the “0% risk weighting” rule in Basel I was by 
definition giving governments “privileged access” to the financial system. Perhaps the seminal 
paper was “The Creation of an EC “Hard Money” Union” published in July 1990 (linkto 
photocopy version). However, debt managers became alert to the possible risks and I am told 
on very good authority that the phrase “not based on prudential considerations” was inserted 
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into the text to ensure my critique was frustrated. In the Great Financial Crash, the fears 
expressed during the Treaty negotiations indeed crystallised. 

What can be done? 

There seem to be two basic options: 

1. The European Union could amend the TFEU to remove the phrase about “prudential 
considerations” but that would require the full panoply of the heavy process of 
changing the Treaty and would certainly open the door to all manner of other, 
unrelated requests that would make it a very difficult thing to achieve. 

2. The language in the Basel agreements could be amended explicitly to carve out EZ 
states from the existing definition of domestic/national currency. The risk treatment 
could be akin to that of borrowing in a foreign currency but that is not an exact parallel 
as there is only risk of a currency movement against the sovereign issuer if it leaves 
the euro. A carve–out would leave all other states in exactly the same situation as 
today. 

The Discussion Paper points out the many proper functions of government debt in providing 
safe liquidity to the financial system. The EZ still needs those and my proposal for a Temporary 
Eurobill Fund (Link to 30 FAQs) would deliver the most liquid and safest asset in the EZ so that 
would surely be seen as the EZ’s least-risk asset. 

***** 
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